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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
NovEMBER 3, 1960 
209_ 
THE BoARD oF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE MET IN THE OFFtcE oF THE PRESIDENT 
AT 10:00 A,M,, C. S. T., THURSDAY, NovEMBER 3, 1960, IN REGULAR SESSION, REv. BtLL THOMAS 
OPENED THE MEETING WITH PRAYER, THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS WERE PRESENT: MR. R. H. WHITE, 
VrcE CHAIRMAN';, PREStOING; MR. GLENN DoRAN;· MR. C~·.H .. HALL; MR. :SOB T. LoNG; AND 
MR. A. ·e. MITCHELL, MR. WENDELL P. BuTLER AND MR. 0. B. SPRINGER wERE AssENT. 
AGENDA 
PRESIDENT Wooos PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING AGENDA AND SuPPLEMENTARY AGENDA, 
AGENDA 
FOR 
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
NovEMBER 3, ·1960 
I. MtNUTES OF THE BoARD· MEETING HELD oN JuLY 19, 1960. 
II, REPORT oF THE CoMMIT·TEE oN ENTRANcE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION, 
Ill. RESIGNATIONS 
-ASSIGNMENT EFFECTIVE-
MRs, MARIE STANTON -HousE DIRECTOR--ORDWAY HALL 9-1-60 
IV. LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
v. 
AssiGNMENT 
WILLIAM G. BoAz AssiSTANT PRoF.,. ART 
AoJUSTMENTS IN SALARY 
NAME 
VANDA GtBSON 




CLovcE D. HoPKINS 
AsSIGNMENT 
INST. I CoLLEGE HIGH 
INST., CoLLEGE HIGH 
INST,, CoLLEGE HIGH 
JANITOR, Scr. BLDG. 
Supv., SNACK BAR 
CARPENTER 
CHARLES D. OuTLAND AccouNTANT, Bus. OFF. 




JAMES H. MILLER 
J. H. RaocEs 
JIMMY D. WILSON 





BuiLDINGS AND GROUNDS 
BuiLDINGS AND GRoUNDS 
AssT. ELECTRICIAN 
BuiLDINGS AND GROUNDS 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 






$300.00 FOR EXTRA WORK DONE FROM 
7~1-60-9-1-60 
$lJlb .. 0Q FOR EXTRA WORK DONE FROM 
h 1-60-.-9-1-60 
$300.00 FOR EXTRA WORK DONE FROM 
7-h60-9~1-60 
$160,00 .$170.00 ,8-1-60 
180.00 200,00 11-1-60 



























NAME AssiGNMENT SALARY EFFECTIVE 
DoROTHY \!JALMS.LEY PART-TIME INSTRU~TOR ~110.00 9-;-16-;-6!)-1-31-61 
HoME EcoNOMics 
CLORJNE FARLE,Y CAFE.-D .. R,. S.uPv. 145.00 7-16-60 
Jove~ TEAGUE Ass-r:. C::AsHIER--E;IusiNESs QFF. 225.00 9- 1-60-. -~-~0-61 
NtcHOLAS GALLOWAY PART-TIME, INSTRUCTOR 90.00 9-19-60-1-31-61 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
EMILY WoLFSON PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 220.00 9-19-60-1-31-61 
ART 
c. J. BRADLEY PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 270.00 9-15-60-1-31-61 
SociAL SciENcEs 
ANNIE S. WoooaRJDGE PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 420.00 9-19-60-1-31-61 
LANGUAGES 
EMMA SuE HuTsoN PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 105.00 9-19-60-1-31-61 
SPEECH 
CvNTHJA AsHBY PA~T-TIM,E NuRsE 100.00 9-10-60-5,-31-61 
PLUS ROOM AND BOARD IN OR:owAv HALL 
PEGGY FISER PART-Tity1E NuRsE 100.00 9-10-60-5-31-61 
PLUS ROOM AND BOARD IN ORowAv HALL 
PEARL T. TucKER SEcRETARY, HoME Ec. 190.00 8-11-60 
RrcHARD L. CARSON JANITOR, STUDENT UNION 150.00 9- 1-60 
A. B. SIMPSON Assc. PRoF, EoucATION 600.00 9- 1-60-6-30-61 
MACK CL..YMA LAs. AssT.--INc. ARTS 65.00 II- 1-60-1-31-61 
INEZ CLAXTON HousE DIRECTOR--ORowAY 215.00 9- 1--:60-6-30-61 
INcREASING PAY FOR SATURDAY, NIGHT, AND ExTENSION CLASsEs 
RAISE BASE PAY FOR THREE-HOURS CREDIT COURSE FROM $300.00 TO $350.00. fN CASE OF1 
OFF-CAMPUS CLASSES, PAY AN ADDITIONAL FIFTY CENTS PER MILE FOR ONE ROUND TRIP IN 
ADDITION TO ACTUAL MILEAGE, ROOM, MEALS,, .ETC. THE FIFTY CENTS A MIL.E IS TO PAY FOR 
TRAVEL TIME. 
VIII. NIGHT AND SATURDAY CLASSES- FALL SEMESTER 1960-61 
CouRSE SEM. HRs. INSTRUCTOR AMOUNT 
EDUCATION 307. HisTORY OF Eo. 3 DoN HuNTER $350.00 
EoucATION 109, TEACH. LAN.G. ARTS 3 R~BIE SMITH 350.00 
P. E. 131. MAT •• METH, ELE M. ScH. 2 NITA GRAHAM 250.00 
Eouc, 2318, SEM, IN STuoE.NT TcH, 4 JqE NELL RAYBURN 400.00 
ENGLISH 112. IN-r:Ro. TO LtT. 3 NELL GRIFFIN 350.00 
ENGLISH 203. ENG .. , Ln. 13:i0-1760 3 EowrN LARsoN 350.00 
MATHEMATICS G208. MooERI' ALG. 3 GHRJSTINE PARKER 400.00 
(CAMPUS AND TEt..EVISION). 
IX. STUDY CENTERS OFF CAMPU$ FALL SEMESTER 1960-61 
CouRSE SEM, HRs INSTRUCTOR PLACE AMOUNT 
EDucATION 352 3 HARRY SPARKS MARsHALL Co. $369.00 
L1s, Sc1. G201B .3 REZINA SENTER HENDERSON 470.00 
EoucATION 327 3 RALPH TEssENEER PADUCAH 395.00 
X. REsOLUTION ON BoNos (PROJECT No. CH KY 38 (D) 
XI. TRusT INDENTURE oN PRqJECT No. KY-CH-38 (D) 
XII. NoTICE oF SALE oF BoNos 








XIV. RENTING IBM DATA PRocESSING MAcHINES AND SERVICE 
~~c:_A_!J_:>E OF_-!HE:_!~~VE~"INCREASING ENROLLMENTS, IT SEEMS WISE TO RE~T IBM EQUIPMENT 
WHICH MAY BE USED IN THE REGISTRARfS OFFICE AND FOR CERTAIN ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES 
IN THE BusiNESS 0FFJCE. THE ESTIMATED COST OF RENTAL AND MAINTENANCE WILL BE A 
·,MINIMUM OF $313,00 PER MONTHo EVEN WITH OUR PRESENT ENROLLMENT THIS EQUIPMENT 
WILL SAVE THE TIME OF MORE THAN ONE PERSON, THE LEASE PURCHASE AGREEMENT WILL 
REQUIRE A ONE PERCENT DOWN PAYMENT PLUS THE RENTAL. 
XV. MARRIED HouSING UNITS 
A. AurHORIZATION ro SIGN LoAN AGREEMENT 
B. SELECTING LEGAL CouNsEL 
C. SELECTING LocAL DEPOSITORY AND TRuSTEE 
XVI, DoRMITORY No, 2 (PRoJECT No, CH-Kv-38 (D) 
8105 WERE OPENED ON THIS DORMITORY ON THE AFTERNOON ?F SEPTEMBER 15, THE LOW 
BIDDER wAs DuNN BRoTHERS CoNSTRUCTION CoMPANy oF CoLUMBIA, TENNEssEE. THE 
CONSTRUCTION BID WAS $703,450. THE ~ROUND WAS BROKEN ON THE 29TH OF SEPTEMBER 
AND THE CONTRACTOR IS MAKING SATISFACTORY PROGRESS. 
XVII. MAINTENANCE SHOP 
THE PRESIDENT HAS BEEN WORKING WITH THE D1vrs1oN oF ENGINEERING, DEPARTMENT oF 
FINANCE IN AN EFFORT TO GET THE STATE To BUILD A. MAINTENANCE SHoP. A TENTATIVE 
DECISION HAS BEEN REACHED TO BUILD IT ON THE BAPTIST PICNIC GROUNDS. THE STATE 
HAS EMPLOYED CAsNER AND AsHBY OF MADISONVILLE TO DRAW T~E PLANS. I ASK YOUR 
CONCURRENCE WITH RESPECT TO THE LOCATION OF THE BUILDING AND IN JOINING ME TN 
EXPRESSING APPRECIATION TO THE STATE FOR ASSISTING US WITH THIS NEEDED CONSTRUCTION, 
XVIII. THIRD DoRMITORY AND CAFETERIA 
AN APPLICATION HAS BEEN MADE To THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY FOR A THIRD 
DORMITORY HOUSING 300 MEN TO BE BUILT NORTHEAST OF DoRMITORY No. 1, AND ALSO AN 
APPLICATION HAS BEEN MADE FOR A CAFETERIA TO BE ,LOCATED ON THE CAUDILL PROPERTY 
ACROSS FROM THE CONCRETE BLOCK BUILDING USED FOR FARM SERVICE, THE AMOUNT OF 
THE APPLICATION FOR THE DORMITORY AND CAFETERIA WAS $1,216,000. I ASK YOUR 
AUTHORIZATIO~ TO SIGN THE LoAN AGREEMENT .eo:ND ANY OTHER PAPERS NECESSARY TO 
COMPLETE THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS DORMITORY AND CAFETERIA, 
XIX. THE CoLLEGE NuRSERY 
THROUGH A SPECIAL GRANT FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, WE HAVE ESTABLISHED A 
NURSERY ON THE CoLLEGE FARM AND HAVE ALREADY BOUGHT AND SET OUT 64 DiFFERENT 
KINDS OF SHRUBBERY. 
XXI. REPORT oF THE THOMAS P. NoRRis STUDENT LoAN'FuND 
XXII. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL DE.FENSE STuDENT Lo'AN FuND 
XXIII. REPORT oF THE BusiNEss MANAGER 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 










• f :., 
11-1-60 
MoNTHLY 
NAME AssiGNMENT SALARY EFFECTIVE 
JAMES B. RAMSEY ELECTRICIAN $300.00 11-7-60' 
XXA. PuRCHASING MILKING EQUIPMENT AND BuLK TANK FOR CoLLEGE FARM DAIRY 
THE MILKING EQUIPMENT AT THE CoLLEGE FARM DAtRv rs oL..o AND IN A sAD STATE oF 
REPAIR. THE PADuCAH GRADED MtLK AssOCIATION IS REQUIRING ALL MEMBERS TO GO 
TO BULK PLANT OPERATION AS OF APRIL 1. 1961. EvEN THOUGH THIS WILL BE A SIZABLE 
OUTLAY, IT SEEMS THAT IT WILL BE DESIRABLE FOR uS TO MAKE THIS PURCHASE AT THIS 
TIME SO THAT WE CAN BE IN GOOD STANDING BY APRIL 1. A TWENTY CENT PREMIUM IS 
PAID ON BULK TANK MILK. (T IS ESTIMATED THAT THE ADDITIONAL INCOME WILL AMOUNT 
TO $73Q A YEAR, IT WILL TAKE APPROXIMATELY EIGHT YEARS TO PAY FOR IT, BUT IT 
ALSO WILL CUT DOWN ON THE AMOUNT OF LABOR -WE WILL HAVE TO EMPLOY AS WE 
INCREASE OuR .MILKING HERD, WITH THIS EQUIPMENT WE CAN HANDLE TEN TO FIFTEEN 
MORE COWS WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF LABOR, 
XXIV. INvEsTING SuRPLUS IN DoRMITO~Y REvENUE BoNDS oF 1955 ·AccouNT 
(SEE ATTACHED RESOLUTION) 
XXV. CALLING F1NE ARTS BuiLDING BoNos 
You WERE REQUESTED TO CONCUR BY MAIL ON THE CALLING OF THE OUTSTANDING BONOS 
ON THE, FiNE ARTS BuiLDING, THESE BONDS WERE CALLED AS OF OcTOBER 1, AND THEY 
HAVE BEEN PAID, HoWEVER, IT APPEARS WISE NOT TO CLOSE OUT THE ACCOUNT ENTIRELY 
UNTIL WE MAKE CERTAIN PURCHASES WHICH HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMMITTED--NAMELY, 
THE PIPE OR.GAN.' ON OcToBER 27, THE PRESIDENT OF THE C~LLE~~:· T.HE SEcRETARY 
OF T.HE BoARD, AND THE TREASURER oF THE BoARD BudNED THE BONDS AND CANCELLED 
THE COUPONS AS LISTED HEREWITH: 
FINE ARTs BuiLDING REvENUE BoNDS AND CouPONS THAT WERE DESTROYED, OcToBER 27, 1960 
$65,000 FINE ARTS BuiLDING REVENUE BoNos -APRIL 1, 1941 - 3 PERCENT 
CouPoN No. 1' DATED OcTOBER 1, 1941 - BoNDS No. 1-65 
CouPON No.2, DATED APRIL 1, 1942 BoNos No. 1-65 
CouPON No. 3, DATED OcTOBER 1' 1942 BoNDS No. 1-65 
CouPON No. 4, DATED APRIL 1, 1943 BoNDS No. 1-65 
BoNDS 1-2, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH DUE APRIL 1' 1943 
CouPoN No. 5, DATED OcTOBER 1' 1943 BoNos No. 3-65 
CouPoN No. 6, DATED APRIL 1, 1944 BoNos No. 3-65 
BoNos 3-5, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH -DUE APRIL 1, 1944 
CouPoN No. 7,. DATED OcTOBER 1. 1944 - BoNos No. 6-65 
'THE ~EMAINING $60,000' FJNE ARTs BuiLDING REvENUE BoNDS NUMBERED 6--65, 
INCLUSIVE, WERE DESTROYED, ALONG WITH UNPAID COUPONS, ON FEBRUARY 12, 1945, 
SEE MINUTE BoOK V, PAGE 179, PARAGRAPH X, MINUTES oF BoARD oF REGENTs oF 
APRIL 16, 1945. 
$80,000 F1NE ARTS BuiLDING REvENUE BoNos OcTOBER I, 1944 
BoNos 1-3, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EAc~ DUE APRIL 1, 1945 
CouPON No.1, DATED APRIL 1, 1945 BoNos No. 1-80 








THE REMAINING $77,000 FINE ARTS BuiL .. DING REvENUE BoNDs NUMBERED 4-80, 
INCLUSIVE WERE DESTROYED, ALONG WITH UNPAID COUPONS, ON MAY 13, 1946. 
SEE MtNUTE BooK V, PAGE 336, PARAGRAPH XI, MINUTES oF BoARD oF REGENTs 
oF MAv 27, 1946. 
$77,000 F1NE ARTs BuiLDING REvENUE BoNos - OcToBER I. 1945 - 2 AND 3-4 PERCENT 
BoNos 1-3, INCLUSIVE, $1.000 EACH 
CouPoN No. I, DATED APRIL 1, 1946 
-DUE ·APRIL I, 1946 
- BoNos No. 1-77 
CouPON No.2, DATED OcTOBER I, 1946- BoNos No. 4-77 
BoNos 4-6, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH - ouE APRIL I, 1947' 
CouPoN No, 3, DATED APRIL I, 1947 -BoNos No, 4-77 
CoU.PON No, 4, DATED OcTOBER I, 1947- BoNos No. 7-77 
BoNos 7-10, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH - ouE APRIL I, 1948 
CouPoN No, 5, DATED AP.RIL I, 1948 - BoNos No, 7-77 
CoupoN No.6, DATED OcTOBER I, 1948- BoNos No, 11-77 
BoNos No, 11-13, INCLUSIVE, $1,000:EAcH·- ouE APRIL I, 1949 
CouPON No.7, DATED APRIL I, 1949 -BoNos No, 11-77 
CouPON No. 8, DATED OcTOBER I, 1949- BoNDS No. 14-77 
BoNos 14-17, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH- DuE APRIL I, 1950 
14-77 CoupoN No.9, DATED APRIL I, 1950 
CouPoN No, I 0, DATED OcT, I, 1950 
-BoNos No, 
- BoNos No: 18-64 
BoNos 18-21, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH- DUE APRIL I, 1951 
CouPoN No. II, DATED APRIL 1, 1951 - BoNos No, 18-64 
CouPON No. 12, DATED OcT, I, 195·1 · - BoNDS No, 22-64 
BoNDS 22-25, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH 
Co'uPoN No, 13, DATEAPRIL I, 1952 
CouPON No. 14, DATED OcT, 1, 1952 
BoNos 26-28, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH 
CoupoN No, 15, DATED APRIL I, 1953 
-DUE APRIL I, 1952 
- BoNos 22-64 
- BoNDS 26-64 
-DUE APRIL 1, 1953 
- BoNos 26-64 
CoupoN No, 16, DATED OcTOBER I, 1953- BoNos 29-64 
BoNos 29-33, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 - ouE APRIL I, 1954 
CouPoN No. 17, DATED APRIL I, 1954 
CoupoN No, 18, DATED OcT, I, 1954 
BoNOS 34-36, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH 
CouPoN No. 19, DATED APRIL I, 1955 
CoupoN No, 20, DATED OcT, I, 1955 
- BoNos 29-64 
- BoNDS 34-64 
-DUE APRIL I, 1955 
- BoNos 34-64 
- BoNos 37-64 
BoNDS 37-41, INCLUSIVE,'$1,000 EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1956 
CoupoN No, 21, DATED APRIL I, 1956 -BoNos 37-64 
CoupoN No, 22, DATED OcT, I, 1956 - BoNos 42-64 
BoNos 42-45, INCLUSIVE; $1,000 EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1957 
CouPON No, 23, DATED APR 1 L I, 195 7 - BoNDS 42-64 
CoupoN No, 24, DATED OcT, 1, 1957 - BoNDS 46-64 
BoNos 46-50, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1958 
CoupoN No, 25, DATED APRIL I, 1958 -BoNos 46-64 
CouPON No, 26, DATED OcTOBER 1, 1958- BoNos 51-64 
BoNos 51-54,1NcLuslvE, $1,000 EACH - ouE APRIL I, 1959 
CouPoN No, 27, DATED APRIL I, 1959 
CoupoN No, 28, DATED OcT. I, 1959 
BoNos 55-58, INCLUSIVE $1,000 EACH 
CoUPON No, 29, DATED APRIL 1, 1960 
CouPON No. 30, DATED OcT, I, 1960 
-BoNos 51-64 
- BoNDS 55-64 
-DUE APRIL 1, 1960 
- BoNos 55-64 
- BoNos 59-64 
BoNos 59-64, INCLUSIVE, $1,000·EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1961 
CALLED PRIOR TO MATURITY 
BoNos 65-69, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1962 
BoNos 70-74, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1963 
BoNos 75-77, INCLUSIVE, $1,000 EACH- ouE APRIL I, 1964 
CALLED PRIOR TO MATURITY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE LISTED BONDS AND COUPONS WERE DESTROYED BY FIRE 
THIS 27TH DAY OF OcTOBER 1960. 
-s- R. H. WooDs 
PRESIDENT, MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
-s- PATSY RowLAND 
SEcRETARY, BoARD OF REGENTS 
-s- JAMES A. RoGERS 
TREAsuRER, BoARD oF REGENTS 
2]4· 
XXVI. BoNos 'oN HE'AL TH BurL..DI.NG AND HoME MANAGEMENT HOusE 
THESE BONDS ARE NON-CALLABLE AND THE FINAL MATURITY DATE J5 NovEMBER 1, 1963, 
WE HAVE SUFFICIENT FUNDS IN THE ACCOUNT TO PAY OFF ALL BONDS WITH INTEREST TO 
FINAL MATURITY DATE. (SHOULD LIKE YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO ENDEAVOR TO SECURE 
THESE BONDS EVEN THOUGH WE WILL HAVE TO PAY MORE INTEREST THAN IS DUE AT THIS 
TIME. GETTING THIS BONO J5SUE OUT OF THE WAY WILL i-tELP KEEP THE iNTEREST RATE 
DOWN ON OTHER BONO ISSUES. THERE ARE 15 ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR BoNbs OUTSTANDING. 
To RETIRE THE BONDS, PAY THE. INTEREST AND FEE's UP TO THE TIME c)p MATURITY WILL 
REQUIRE $16,260. fT IS HOPED THAT THE PEOPLE MIGHT ,TURN IN THESE BoNOS IF THEY 
COULD BE PAID INTEREST FOR six MONTHS BEYOND THE DATE THEY TUR 1N iHEM IN. fT 
WILL BE A MATTER OF NEGOTIATING WITH THE BONDHOLDERS IN AN EFFORT TO GET THE BONDS. 
XXVII. GRANTING LEAVE oF ABSENCE WITH pAy ro PERSON oR PERSONs REQuE'srE:o ro woRK WITH 
THE CoMMISSION oN PueLJC EDucATION, 
MINUTES oF THE BoARD MEETING HELD ON JuLY 19 1960 APPROVED 
MR. MITCHELL MOVED THAT ri-tE BoARD APPROVE THE MINUTEs OF THE BoARD MEETING 
HELD oN JuLY 19, 1960, As RECEIVED~ THrs MOTION wAS sEcoNDED sv MR.' LoNG AND wAs 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANcE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION, APPROVED 
MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT THE FOLLOWING REPORT oF THE. CoMMITTEE oN' ENTRANcE, CREDITS, 
CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION BE ACCEPTED AND THE ACTiON CARRIED oUT, 
BoARD oF REGENTS 
MuRRAY SrATE CoLLEGE 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY 
GENTLEMEN: 
OcTOBER 21, 1960 
As PER THE DUTIEs ASSIGNED ro THE CoMMITTEE oN ENrRANc'E, CREDITs, CERTIFICATION, AND 
GRADUATION, WE REPORT AS FOLLOWS: 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS wERE GRANTED DEGREES ON AUGtisr' 5, 1960: 
BACHELOR OF SctENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
WALTER ALVA AoAMS RAPHAEL DELANo DouGLAS 
ALFREo JoHNSON GRAcE 
BAcHELOR oF Mustc ' 
JoE NoRMAN PRINCE 
BACHELOR OF Music EDUCATION 
EowtN VERMONT LAcv, JR. 
5HELIA ANN MoRTON 
JANE,MARSHALL HENRY PRINCE 
MARJORIE SwENsoN SCHMAus 
BACHELOR OF SciENCE JN HoME EcoNoMICS 
RAMA JEAN LANEvE 
CLETA ATNIP ALEXANDER 
WILLIAM HoLLAND ALLBRITTEN 
ELNA REED ALLEN 
GERTRUDE CHILDRESS ALLEN 
KENNETH DELANO ALMON 
BtRDJE BEULAH AsHBROOK 
Ruey ALNETTE AsHBROOK 
HuGH CLINTON AsHBY 
RoNALD KENNEDY ArwooD 
IRENE CoLLIER AusTIN 
RoNALD LEE BAse 
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE 
JEsStE BuTLER BoWLAND 
MoF'FrTTE CoLLINS 'BRADLEY 
Eow'ARo'LEE BRooK's 
PAuLINE GoRE BRYANT 
GLADYS RAMSEY CANTRELL 
EeRIE RoBINSON CAPPS 
RuFus WAYNE CAPPs 
LA.voNA LITCHFIELD CAVANAH 
HAL TON CHARLTON 
ELEANOR BYRD CHUMBLER 







WILLIAM At-LEN CoMes 
RosA NELLE CoNYER 
JoHN FRANKLIN DANIEL 
BETTY Lou DAVIS 
JoHN THoM·As DAwsoN 
GLENN EARL. DEXTER 
WJLLJAM GILBERT DuRFEE 
WANDA JEAN DuNNING 
RoDGER EuGENE EsTES 
AGNES BROOKS FRANCE 
EvA HARGRovE FuQuA 
JoHN MARSHALL GAGE 
NICHOLAs JoHN GALLOWAY 
PEGGY ANN GEORGE 
PEARL ELIZABETH GJL.BERT 
FLOYD SETTJMIO GIORDANI 
DoNALD Eo wARD G1 PE 
VIRGINIA Lou GrsH 
LuciLLE HAvEs GLADDJSH 
NATHANIEL 5TARLING·GREEN 
·CONRAD WAYNE HAMPTON 
LucJLL.E IRENE HoFFMAN HARRIS 
MAE DARNELL HARRIS 
CECIL WAYNE HARVEY 
. VIVIAN MAc: HASELIP 
WtLLIAM EMMETT HA.voEN 
MARSHA RtLEY HENSON 
DwAIN LEE HERNDON 
RtcHARD LEE ·Hu:.L · 
CHARLES ARNOLD. Hoa·as 
Joe: BERT HowARD 
CHARLES BRADFORD JACKSON 
GERALDINE JARRELL 
MARIAN' ANTJON'ETTE JOHNSTON 
PATRICIA DANNEt..FELSER KARLEN 
BoBBY LYNN KEY 
UooRA JEANETTE SPEEs KtNG 
JoHN WtLLIAMS LEMONs 
Lucv FosTER Love 
CHANCEY KELLY McCoRD 
PAuLINE S. McCov 
BARBARA JEAN CLovs MoRRIS 
LEILA MosiER 
SHIRLEY JEAN NALL 
LoLA BEATRICE OwEN 
FLOYD SHELTON BowEN 
WAYNE CLINTON CoLE 
JANE CAROLYN DtcK 
JuDITH McGREGOR JoHNSTON 
CHARLES DEAN AKRIDGE 
BARBARA LEE ALLEN 
CHESTER WILSON ANDERSON, JR. 
ALICE RAY ARNETT 
JAMES AUBREY BAKER 
MARY LvNN BENsoN 
JACK BLACKBURN 
RoeERT GoRDON CHES-TER 
RAVE CoLLIE 
BAcHELOR oF SciENcE 
CARL THOMAS PARSONS 
Bossy RAY PATE 
DoNNA MARSHALL PERRY 
DoLLY PARTIN PETRIE 
THoMAS ERviN Pos: 
EvA SADLER PowELL 
LILLIAN NEwsoN P'PooL 
DOLLY WELLS REDICK 
RoBERT JosE PH REGELSPERGER 
PHILLIP EARL RicH 
MARGARET ANN BERRY RosERTs 
HELEN CR'OFT RoBINSON 
DoNALD RAv SAssE 
CARL LEsLIE ScoGGINs 
JosEPH SHEEHAN, JR. 
GEORGE HENRY SHOLAR 
DAVID WILLIAM SHORE 
MARY ANN SJ MPSON 
LARRY DARNELL SIMS 
MARY JoHNSON SMITH 
JoE HAL SPANN 
·ETHEi. LAVERNS: STEWART 
El!.LA BEASLEY SncE 
RoBERT LEE STREET 
·WILLIAM JosEPH SuLLIVAN 
RoNALD PRESTON SuMMERS 
CLARA DAVIS TANNER 
MARY ELLEN TAYLOR 
RALPH w. LSON TAYLOR 
ADA NEWPORT "FHOMPSON 
CAROLYN BREESE TIERNEY 
INGLE SIMPSON ·ToEEN 
CHARLES GARNETT TooHEY 
THOMAS ARTHUFf'TuRNER, :JR. 
LouisE WALDROP TvREE 
GARY LEN VAUGHN 
JANE WILLIAMS VAUGHN 
CHARLES LEoN WALKER 
MARTHA KATHERINE WASSON 
BILLY CLYDE WELLS 
JETTYE HAzEL:HowLE WHEELER 
WILLIAM ANSLEY WHITE 
Bovo Novrs WHITT 
DoRoTHY CHRISTIAN WINSLow 
BEURDEAN MAHAN WRATHER 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARGARET LAcv KINCANNON 
JERRY LEE MARTIN 
WELLS PARKER OwEN 
RosEMARY JoNEs PRow 
MILTON SILLS STANLEY 
MAsTER oF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
··'· 
EDDIE GIBSON -EDMONDs 
LEsLIE HoLMES ELLIS, JR. 
JEssiE CRAIG FoRo 
SHIRLEY MADREv FoRD 
BtLLY G. FosTER 
CLARA ·LILLIAN GR~V 
REBA DuNN GoRDON 
VIRGINIA Lots GREGoRY 
ELIZABETH DAVIS HAVEL 
.' 
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BERTIE VAUGHN HowToN 
SAMUEL JACKSON JoHNSON, JR. 
WILLIAM PoRTER KtNG 
VrRGIE DuFF KrRK 
MAsTER OF ARTS IN EoucATION (coNtT) 
GENE WAsHINGTON ScHOLES 
STEPHEN DoNALD SMARSCH 
CARROLL LEROY SPEER 
EvERETT CLEVELAND KIRKWOOD (POSTHUMOUSLY) 
THoMAs HAYwooo STEPHENSON 
AMos WEsLEY SuMMERs, JR. 
DAN CooK LARuE 
CHARLES EDWARD LAsH 
JAMEs HowARD LoNG 
Bossy HowARD McCLAIN 
CALUDIA WYEN"A··MILBURN 
JEwELL C. MYATT 
HuGH BEAUCHAMP PREBLE, JR, 
DENNis MARLIN RoGERS 
MARTHA SANDEFUR TARRY 
ERNEST WADE UNDERWOOD 
JEAN HEATH UNDERWOOD 
CALVIN MoRRIS VEsT 
JAcK LEE WALES 
JAMES ARNOLD WEAVER 
HARRY v. WILKINS 
INEZ HuGHES WILKINs 
DIPLOMAS IN NuRSING EDUCATION 
DIPLOMAS IN NuRSING EDuCATION WILL BE sENT TO Mrss MARTHA H. LYoN, R. N., DtRECTOR 
OF NuRSING EoucATION, 0wENSBORo-DAvtEss CouNTY HosPITAL, OwENSBORO, KENTUCKY, FOR: 
' 
PATSY ANN LYNCH, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
I 
PEGGY ANNETTA ANNIS, SEPTEMBER 16; 1960 
REBECCA ANN BELL, SEPTEMBER 16. 1960 
THELMA JuNE DELORIEA, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
MARY ANNE ENDSLEY, SEPTEMBER 16. 1960 
BARBARA ANN HtLL, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
SYLVIA LouisE KELLER, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
WANDA JEAN l:.EAR, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
At..rcE LAINE McDANIEL, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
MARY KATHRYN MooRMAN, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
JoycE HoPE NEATHERY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1'960 
PHLECIA FAYE O'BRIEN, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
MARTHA FRANCES PARIS, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
Et..tZABETH ANNE RAMSEY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1960 
LENNA GAY RANSON, SEPTEMBER 16. 1960 
DtPLOMAS IN NuRSING EDUCATION WILL BE SENT TO MRs. PRENTIS T. CART, R. N., DIRECTOR OF 
NuRsiNG EDuCATION, JENNIE STUART MEMORIAL HosPITAL, HoPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY, FOR: 
CYNTHIA ELNORA AsHBY, SEPT, 16, 1960 
DoROTHY NELL EDMONDS, SEPT, 16, 1960 
PEGGY ANN FI~ER, SEPT, 16. 1960 
PATRICIA TERRELL GIBSON, SEPT, 16, 1960 
ZELMA THOMAS HARRISON, SEPT, 16, 1960 
ANNA MARGARET PINNEGAR, SEPT, 16, 1960 
JoANN CLARK RoBERTSON, SEPT, 16, 1960 
KATHRYN BuRALo VAssEuR, SEPT,. 16, 1960 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE GRANTED DEGREES ON AuGUST 31, 1960: 
BAcHELOR OF SctENCE IN AGRICUL. TURE 
GLENN WALLACE FARTHING 
MARY SuE CRAFTON 
JosEPH FRANCis HEIER 
Ruey CALVERT PERKINS 
MARtE CAMPBELL BINKLEY 
ALBERTA MAsSEY BoswELL 
KENNETH DALE CREMER 
MARY B. DAVIS 
JoHNIE W. PARKER 
BAcHELOR oF SctENCE 
JoE DoN PrGuE 
JEAN MABRY RostNSoN 
JoHN CHARLEs WATERp)R. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ANN ELIZABETH STEPHENS 
MAsTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
JoHN RoBERT FRIERSON 
LEtTA RosEMARY GHoLsoN 
MARY CuRTIS TAYLOR 
JAcK FRosT TuRNER 
DEGREES TO BE GRANTED JANUARY 31 1 1961 
FoR THOSE MAKING APPLICATIO~ FOR DEGREES TO BE GRANTED JANUARY, 1961, WE RECOMMEND 
THE DEGREES BE GRANTED ON JANUARY 31, IF THEY MEET ALL THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR SAID DEGREES. 
SuBMITTED BY: 
-s- THoMAS B. HoGANCAMP -s- E. B. HowTON 
-s- H. L. OAKLEY -s- WM. G. NASH 
-s- R. W. FARRELL -s- DoNALD B. HuNTER 









MoTION. w~s MADE ,sv MR. MITCH~LL THAT, THE BoARD APPROVE THE ACTION OF THE PRESIDENT 
IN ACCEPTING THE RESIGNATIONS AS SET FORTt-:1 IN THE AGE"::DA •. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY 
MR. DoRAN AND' WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
LEAVE OF AssENCE 
MR. MITCHELL MOVED THAT THE BoARD GRANT WtLLIAM G. BoAz A LEAVE OF ABSENCE UNTIL 
AuGUST 31, 1961, PER DR. Wooost RECOMMENDATION, THts MOTION wAs SECONDED sv MR, DoRAN 
AND WAS CARR.IEO U,NANJMOUSLY, 
l. 
AoJUSTMENTS IN SALARY 
MR. MITCHELL MOvEo THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ADJUSTMENTs IN SALARY As sET FORTH 
IN THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION wAs sEcoNDED sv MR. DoRAN AND :rHE ROLL; wAs cALLED.oN ITS 
ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. DoRAN, AVE; MR. MITCHELL, AVE; MR. HALL .. AYE; 
MR. LoNG, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AVE. 
EMPLOYMENT 
MR, MITCHELL MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS AS SET FORTH 
IN THE AGENDA AND THE SuPPLEMENTARY AGENDA AS PER DR, Woc;>DS' REcOMMENDATION. THIS 
MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, QoRAN AND THE R_oLL WAS;CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE 
FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG,. AYE; 
Af':'D Mry. WHIT~. AYE; 
INcREASE PAY FOR SATURDAY, NtGHT, AND ExTENSION CLASSES· 
DR. WooDs REVtEws:.o THE STATEMENT IN THE AGENL?A FOR THE BoARD AND REQUESTED THAT 
THE BoARD ADOPT ITo fl~. FURTHER STATED THAT THIS IS IN KEEPING WITH WHAT OTHER STATE 
INSTITUTIONS •ARE DOING.; .,, 
MR •. HALL MOVED THAT THE BoARD JNCRE~SE THE PAY FOR S.ATURDAY, NIGHT, AND EXTENSION 
CLASSEt:? FROM $300 TO ~350 AND IN THE CASE OF EXTENSION CLASS--PAY ~N ADDITIONAL FIFTY 
CENTS PER MILE FO~ ONE, ROUND TRIP FOR TRAV~L TIM~, IN ACDI"f.1.9N T~ ACTUAL:.~ILEAGE, R09Mo 
MEALS, ETC, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LoNG AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS 
ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING REsuLTs: MR. DoRAN, AY~; MR. MITCHE!-:-L, AYE;. MR. HALL,· AVE; 
MR, LoNG, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AVE. 
NIGHT AND SATURDAY CL.ASSES.;..-FAL.L SEMESTER 1960-61 
MR. LoNG MovED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE NIGHT AND S"T.UR?AY. cLASsEs AND THE 
PAYMENT THEREOF AS SET FORTH IN THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND 
THE RQLL wAS.cALLED OJ:" ITS AD,OPTION -WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs! M~. PoRAN, AY~; 
MR, MtTCHELL, AYEi MR. HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AvE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE. 
STUDY CENTERS OFF CAMPUS- FALL SEMESTER 1960-61 
MR. LONG MOV.ED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE STUDY CEN!ERS HELD OFF CAMPUS AND THE 
PAYMENT THEREOF AS SET FORTH IN T!-IE AG,ENDA, THIS MOTION WAS SE~ONDED BY .MR, HALL AND 
THE ROLL·WAS•CALL~D ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. DoRAN, AYEj 
MR. MITCHELL, AYE,; MR. HALL, ,AYE; MR. LoN?;. AYE;, AND MR •. WHITE~ AYE. 
RgsoLUTION PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE SALE AND DELIVERY DF DoRMITOR.Y (REVENuE) BoNDS 
oF JuNE I, 1960, ADOPTED, 
(SEE ATTACHED, RESOL;-UTJON) 
THE.R,EUPON, .MEMB_ER DoRAN INTRODUCED AND cAUSED To eE R_EAD A PROPOSED RES~LUTION 
ENTITLED, tT A RESOLUTION PRO'-:ICING FOR THE ISSUANCE, SALE, ANO DELIV~RY OF DoRMITORY. 
(REvENUE) BoNDs OF JuNE 1. 1960, FOR ACCOUNT OF MuRRAY $:rATE CoLLEGE," SAID RESOLUTION 
BEING ATTACHED TO THE MINUTES OF THIS MEETING. 
THEREUPON, MEMBER LoNG SECONDED THE MOTION FOR ADOPTION oF SAID RESOL:.UTION, AND 
THE VICE CHAIRMAN HAVING PUT THE QUESTION, THE ROLL WAS CALLED, AND THE FOLLOWING 
MEMBERS voTED: R.- H. WHITE, V1cE CHAIRMAN, AYE; H. GLENN ·DORAN, AvE; C: H. HALL, AVE; 
Boa TREAs LoNG, AYE; AND A. B.· MITCHELL, AYE, '·' 




MoTION wAs THEN MADE BY MR. HALL THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOURNED, WHICH MOTION 
WAS SECONDED AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED, WHEREUPON THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED, 
MEETING REcONVENED 
·MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT THE MEETING BE RECONVENED; THIS MOTiON WAS SECONDED BY 
MR. Ml"i-CHELL AND CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY;. 
TRUST INDENTURE, APPROVED 
MoTJoN-wA's· MADE BY MR. MrTCHELL THAT THE BeARe APPRoVE THE TRusT INDENTURE 
AS SUBMITTED 'IN' CONNECTION WITH PRoJECT No. Kv-CH...:38 (D), ·THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED 
BY MR. LoNG·AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED•ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: 
MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, Ave:; MR. HALL, AvE; MR. LoNG, AVE; AND MR. WHITE, AVE. 
NoTICE OF SAL.E~OF BoNDS, APPROVED 
(SEE ATTACHED NoTICE OF SALE OF'~BoNos) 
MR, MITCHELL MOVED THAT THE BOARD AUTHORIZE THE ISSUANCE OF BONOS• AND THE NOTICE 
OF SALE OF BONDS FOR PROJECT No, Kv-CH-38 (D), IN KEEPING WITH THE NECESSARY LEGAL 
STATEMENTS AS PREPARED BY THE LEGAL COUNSEL, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY M.:;! •. HALL 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE F0l..LOWING RESULTS: MR, DoRAN, AYE; 
MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AVE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE, 
REsOLUTION oN CLASSROOM BuiLDING, AcTION DELAYED 
AcTION REGARDING THE RESOLUTION oN THE CLASSROOM BuiLDING WAS DELAYED UNTIL 
A LATER DATE, 
BoNOS ON: HEALTH BuiLDING AND HoME MANAGEMENT HoUsE 
DR.' Wooos REVIEWED THE STATEMENT IN THE SuPPL-EMENTARY AGENDA--ITEM XXVI. 
MR. MITCHELL MOVED THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE PRESIDENT RALPH H. WooDs TO 
NEGOTIATE WITH THE BONDHOLDERS IN AN EFFORT TO GET'THEM TO PRESENT THE BONDS ON THE 
HEALTH BuiLDING AND HoME MANAGEMENT HousE FOR PAYMENT PRIOR TO THE MATURITY DATE; 
Ai.JTHORITY IS ALSO GRANTED DR, WooDS TO PAY THE NECESSARY INTEREST ON· THE BONDS IN 
ORDER TO CULMINATE THE RETIREMENT OF THIS ISSUE, MR, HAL..L.. SECONDED THE MOTION AND 
THE ROLL WAs'd~.LLE!:D ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs:· MR. DoRAN, AYE; 
MR. MITCHELL, AvE'; MR~ HALL.., ·AYE; MR. LoNG, AVE;. AND MR. ·WHITEo AvE. 
CALLING ·FINE ARTS BuiLDING BoNDS 
DR. WooDs STATED THAT THE FINE ARTs BuiLDING BoNDS HAVE BEEN CALLED AND WERE 
TURNED IN, AND THAT ON OcTOBER 27, 1960, THESE BONDS AND COUPONS WERE BURNED, 
MR. LoNG MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ACTiON OF THE SEcRETARY IN CALLING THE 
BONDS ON THE FrNE ARTS ButLDING FOR• PAYMENT ON OcToBER 1, AND THAT THE BoARD·ACKNOW-
LEDGE RECEIPT OF, THE ACT OF BURNING THE BONDS AND COUPONS AND AUTHORIZE THE INCLUSION 
IN THE MINUTEs OF THE BoARD, MR. DoRAN sEcoNDED THE MOTION AND THE ROLL WAS cALLED 
ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR, DoRAN, AYE; MR, MITCHELL, AYE; 








FEEs IN ART. Mus1c. AND DRAMATics. TO eE coNTINUED 
MR, HALL MOVED THAT THE FEES CHARGED IN ART, MUSIC, •AND DRAMATICS BE CONTINUED AS 
LISTED IN THE CATALOG AND THAT THE INCOME FROM THESE FEES BE DEPOSITED IN THE MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE TRUST AND AGENCY AccouNT BEGINNING JuLv·1, 1961. MR, Mr~cHELL:.. sEcONDED 
THE MciTION AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. DoRAN, 
·Ave:; MR, MITCHELL, Ave:; MR. HALL, AvE; MR. LoNG, Ave:; AND MR. WHITE, AYE~ 
MARRIED HousiNG UNITs 
IN KEEPING WITH THE ACTION OF THE BoARD ON MAv 30, MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT PRESIDENT 
RALPH. H. Wooos es: AUTHORIZED To sJGN THE l.:oAN AGREEMENT As sooN As IT 1s REcEJve::o FOR 
PROJEcT· No, Kv-CH-56 (D), AND To oo ALL THINGS NECESSARY To EXPEDI-TE THE FINANCING 
AND·CONSTRUCTION•bF THE 48 MARRIED HOUSING UNITS. MR:l.oNG SECONDED THE MOTION AND THE 
ROLL wAs CALLED oN ITs ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, 
AYE; MR. LoNG, AVE; MR. HALL, AVE; AND MR. WHITE, AvE. 
·DR. WooDs STATED THAT HE HAD A LETTER FROM MR. JosEPH R. RusiN STATING THAT HE 
wot:JLD ACT AS LEGAL couNSEL FOR PROJECT No. Kv-CH-56 (D) FOR $1,000 PLUS THE PRINTING 
OF THE BONOS, PUBLISHING THE NOTICE OF BOND SALE, AND LONG DJSTANCE.li&:.LEPHONE CA.LLS. 
'· 
MR. MtTCHELL MOvED THAT THE BoARD EMPLOY JosEPH R.- RusiN To ACT AS LEGAL couNSEL 
ON eROJECT No. Kv-CH-56 (D). MR. DoRAN SECONDED THE MOTION AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED 
oN ITS·ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. MiTCHELL, AvE; MR. HALL, 
AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; AND MR. WHITE, AVE. 
DR. WooDs RECOMMENDED THAT niE PEOPLEs BANK sE THE LOCAL DEPOSITORY AND THAT THE 
KENTUcKY TRusT CoMPANY BE oESIGNATEo :r.o ACT AS :TRusTEE • 
. , 
MR. HALL MOVED THAT THE PEoPLES BANK BE DESIGNATED AS THE LOCAL DEPOSITORY AND 
THAT THE KENTUCKY TRusT CoMPANY BE DESIGNATED TO ACT AS TRUSTEE FOR PRoJEcT No. Kv-
CH--56 (D). MR. MITCHELL SECONDED THE MOTION AND THE ROLL wAs CALLED oN ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RE·SUL"rS: MR·. DoRAN, AVE; MR~ MtTCHELL', AVE;· MR. HALL, AVE;: MR, LoNG, 
AVE; AND MR. WHITE, AVE; '· 
RENTING IBM EQUIPMENT 
MR. LoNG MOVED THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO SIGN THE RENTAL-PURCHASE 
AGREEMENT WITH IBM FOR RENTAL AND sERvJci·NG ·oF' 'EQUIPMENT FOR THE REGISTRARtS OFFICE, 
DESCRIBED 1As FOLLOWs·: PRtNTING,SuMMARV PuNCH, TYP-E 526~·MoDEL 1 ;: INTERSPERsE GANG 
PuNCH FEATURE, MoDEL.: 508,;· SoRTER, TYPE 082,. MODEL 50; AuxtLI·ARV CARe-CoUNTER, MODEL 65; 
ALPHABETICAl,;. AccOUNTING MAcHI.NE:, TYPE 402, MoDEL 551; DIGIT SELE.CTORo MODEL 275; 
GROUP oF FouR Co-SELECTORS, MoDEL 705. 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FoLLOWING RESULTs: MR. DORAN, AVE; MR;MITC~EL.:L, AYE·; MR·. HALL, AVE; MR. 
LoNG, AVE; AND MR, WHtTE, AVE, , • 
DoRMITORY No, 2 
DR. Wooos GAVE THE REPOR-T STATED IN THE AGENDA. 
MAINTENANCE: SHOP· 
MR. ·LoNG MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPRovE THE ACTION OF TH-E PRESIDENT AND THE DEPARTMENT 
OF FINANCE! IN PLANNING, LOCATING, AND BUILDING THE MAINTENANCE SHOP ON·THE BAPTIST PICNIC 
GROUNDs. THIS MOTION WAS sEcoNDED s-v MR. HALL AND WAs cARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
DR. WooDs STATED THAT IT ts ESTIMATED THE MAINTENANCE BuiLDING WILL cosT $225,000 
AND PLANS ARE FOR THE 5TA:rE TO FINANCE THE CONSTRUCTION. HE REQUESTED THAT THE BoARD 
JOIN HIM 'IN EXPRESSING APPRECIATION 'TO THE CoM'MoNWEAL.:.TH OF KENT.U0KV "FOR THIS NEEDED 
CONSTRl.J'cTION,''' 
't 
DoRMITORY No. 3 AND CAFETERIA '·'· 
.QR, WoC?DS-STATED THAT HE, ,THE AR';=HITECT, THE ENGINEERS 1FROM THE 0EPARTME":fT OF 
FtNANqE. AND OTHERS DEEMED IT NECESSARY TO CONSTRUCT THE, c;:AFETERIA. ~S A SEPARATE 
BUILDING! HE FURT!'fER s:rATED ,THAT THE STATE HAs PURCHASED A LOT ON WALDROP DR 1vE 
TO ~rvE ~;~s Acc~ss TO THE CAuDILL PRoPERTY. AND THAT Y:'E NOW H~VE .A· CoMMISSIONER'S 
CReER AUTHOR~ZING, LEE PoTTER SMITH ~NO As~OCIATES ro PLAN THE OTH~R. TWO DOR~ITORIES, 
COMPLETING THE FIVE IN THE OVER-ALL SITE PLAN,: 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE PRESIDENT R. H. 
WooDS TO SIGN THE LoAN AGRE,EME":fT AND ANY OTHER PAPERS NE~ESSARY TO COMPLETE THE 
ARRANGEMENTS FO.R THE CONSTRUC:riON OF· DoRMITORY No. 3 AND CA!'="ETERIA, THIS Mo:rroN 
WAS-SECONDED BY MR, HALL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOf'TION WITH THE fOLLOWING 
I 
RESULTs-: -MR. DoRAN,_AYE; MR. Mt!CHEL:L, AYE; MR, HALL:., AYE; MR, LoNG, AYE; AND MR. WHJTE,AYE, 
CoLLEGE NuRsERY 
DR, Woo9s sTATED TH!'-T MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE H,As REc_EJvEc AN ALLOTMENT oF_ $1,500 
FROM Tf-!E STATE TO SET ,UP A NURSERY ON THE qoLLEGE ~_FARM, HE· FURTHER STATED THAT PLANS 
WERE FOR THE DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGY TO MAKE CUTTINGS AN? OTHERWISE 
MAKE NEW PLANTINGS AS WE TAKE PLANTS FROM THE NURSERY, SoME OF THE LARGER PLANTS 
PURCHAS~D HAVE. ,BEEN PUT AROUN,C THE LtBRARY • 
BoARD MEMBERS INVITED TO ATTEND THE STuART RooM DEDICATION AND WELLS MEMORIAL DEDICATION 
DR, WooDs STATED THAT THE STUART RooM DEDICATION wouLD BE HELD AT 10:00 A,M, 
SATURDAY,· NovEMBER 5, IN THE STuDENT UNION BuiLDI"'!G AND THAT THE WELLS MEMOR_tAL DEDICATION 
wouLD BE HELD SATURDAY, NovE,MBER 12, AT 11 :00 A,M. IN T_HE A~:JDITORIUM. AND URGED EACH 
MEMBER OF THE BoARD TO ATTEND THESE DEDICATIONS, 
:' 
PuRcHASING· MtLKING EQUIPMENT AND BuLK TANK FOR CoLLEGE FARM DAIRY 
PRESIPEt:fT Woo_os GAVE -r;HE REPORT ~s STATED. IN THE _AGENDA. H~:.FURTHER STATED THAT 
THE EQUIPMENT IS EXPENSIVE--ESTIMATED COST $5,350--BUT IT IS NECESS,ARY TH~T WE PURCHASE 
IT IF WE ARE TO STAY IN BUSINESS, 
MR, DoRAN MOVED THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE PURCHASE OF THE EQUIPMENT AS FOLLOWS: 
THE _MILK LINE AND WASH LINE SHALL BE INSTALLED AS A CIRCULATING SYSTEM WIT~ 
DE LAVAL GLASS SANITARY LINE (1 1-2" I. D.); THE COUPLJ_NGp FOR THE GL::.ASS SANITARY 
L:INE SHALL BE -DE LAVAL NY\--ON SANITA;RY COUPLING No, 07163 WITH SILICONE GASKETS, 
-Tf-;IE MILK INLET SHALL BE DE LAVAL c. LP. MILK IN,LET CONNE~TION N9. OZ163. THE MILK 
RECEIVER J~ SHALL BE DELAvAL. MILK RECfiVER JAR (Two PARTs) No. 07191. A DELAVAL 
CENTRIF"UGAL MILK PUMP, 1-2 H. P .. 220 VOLT~, SINGLE PHf'SE, 3450 R. P.M. No. 07100 
SHALL BE USED TO DISPLACE THE MILK FROM THE RECEIVER JAR TO THE BULK TANK DURING 
MILKING, THE SAME PUMP SHALL BE USED TO DISP'-;-ACE WATER FROM RECEIVER JAR TO· 
WASH VA-r;" DURIN,G WASHTN~, THE CAPACITY OF -r;"HE DE~AVAL CENTRIFUGAL MILK PUMP 
SHALL BE AT LEAST 17,000 LBS, PER HOUR AT 15 INCHES V~C~UryJ, 
THE coNNECTIONS FROM THE MILK PuMP TO THE BULK TANK SHALL BE DELAv~L C. I. P. 
STAINLESS STEEL FERRULES No. 05809 AND NUTS No, 03867, THE NECESSARY ELLS SHALL 
eE DELAVAL C. I. P, No, 2C swE.EP ELL No,-05904 oR No. 2F"·SWEEP ELL No. 059()5. 
I 
DE LAVAL NYLON FERRULE GASKETS (1 1-z") No. 05707 SHALL BE usED IN ALL C. I. P. JOINTS, 
DELAvAL sTAINLEss STEEL SANITARY LINE (1 1-z1 "DIAME~ER) 180 GRIT, 18 GAGE, I 
TYPE 304 SHALL BE USED FROM MILK PUMP TO BULK TANK, A DE LAVAL ELECTRONIC 
MIL_K;LEVEL CONTROL No, 07183 SHALL BE USED TO ACTIVATE MILK PUMP DURING MI,LKING 
AND WASHING ... A DE LAVAL COMBINE VACUUM LINE TRAP ,No, 06376,WITH AUTOMATIC 
FLOAT, CUT-OFF SHALL BE USED (INCLUDES A 35 LB, DE LAVAL STAINLE-SS ·STE~L BU~KET,) 
THE VACUUM ·LINE TRAP SHALL BE CONNECTED TO MIL_K RECEIVER JAR BY A DE LAVAL ,GLASS 
swEEP E!-L 90° No. 05666 A":'D A DELAvAL sTAINLEss sTEEL sPECIAL ELL No, 07768 
\Y~ICH SHALL SCREW DIRECTLY INTO VACUUM LINE TRAP, A ,DE LAVAL VACUUM MANIFOLD 
WASHING UNIT (cAPACITY, FOUR UNITs)(uSED WITH 05 LINERs) No, 06335 SHA'-;L BE USED 





(FoR usE wiTH 1 t-2 H. P. MOTOR) No. 05589 sHALL BE ROTARY TYPE AND HAVE THE CAPACITY 
·OF 12 CUBIC FEET AIR DISPLACEME;NT PER MINUTE AT 635 R. P.M. A 1 1-2 H. P. INDUCTION-
REPULSION MoTOR 60 cvcLE, 220 VOLTS, siNGLE PHASE, DELAVAL No. 06249 SHALL BE usEe. 
A DE LAVAL. 90J\:'IBINE VACUUM CONTROL:LE.R (15 ·~CH ,MERCURY BY .LEAD WEIGHT CONTROL) 
No. 04920 SHALL BE USED, S1x DE LAVAl;- AUTO-MAGNETIC STALL cocKS No. 04046 SHALL sE 
usED, A DELAVAL SINGLE-TIMER coNVERTER (4 UNITS CAPACITY) No. 05720 WHICH RECTIFIES 
ALTERNATING CURRENT TO OJR~CT CURRENT, TRANSFORMS CURRENT FROM 22Q VOLTS TO 12 
VOLTS, TIMES THE 12 VOLT DIRECT CURRENT CHARGE AT 48 PER MINUTE TO THE AUTO-MAGNETIC 
STALL COCKS SHALL BE USED, A DEl.AVAL STAINLESS STE~L DOUBLE ,COMPARTMENT, 60 INCH 
SINGLE CONSTRUCTION WASH TANK No. 05602 SHALL BE USED, 
·.· 
THE MILK SYSTEM SHALL BE C. f. P. VACUUM CLEANED. THE VACUUM PUMP SHALL BE CONNECTED 
TO VACUUM LINE TRAP WITH GALVANIZED. 1 1-4 PIPE ~NO CONNECTIONS, THE PULSATION. LINE 
SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH j 1-4" GALVANIZED PIPE AND cONNECTIONs, THREE DE LAVAL MonEL A 
MAGNETIC COMBINE UNIT No. 05681 (WITH 30 LB, GRADUATED JAR) SH:-t'LL BE USED, THE MILKER 
UNIT-.SHALL INCORPOR~TE A GLASS JAR (THIRTY POUND CAPACITY) FOR HOLDING: A~D MEASURING 
AN INDIVIDUAL COWlS PRODUCTION. THE JAR SHALL BE GRADUATED TO INDICATE EACH .1 LB. 
THE TEAT CUP ASSEMBLY GLASS JAR, SHALL BE SUSPENDED AS AN INTEGRAL UNIT, A VALVE 
LOCATED O:N T~E BOTTOM OF THE JAR SHALL BE SO THAT IT MAY BE SET FOR _MIL.K, SAMPLING, 
,AND TRAN!?FER. }HE ENTI~E UNIT SH~L coNFOR,M TO C • .J. TP.. REGULATION. (cLEAN-IN-.PLACE), 
THE WEIGHING AND SAMPLING SHALL MEET DHIA, HIR, AND ~R A~PROVAL .. 
THE PULSATIONS SHA7L BE MAGNETIC CONTROLLED AT 48 PULSATIONS PER MINUTE AT 15 
INCHES OF VACUUM. 
THE LINERS SHALL BE "FuLL-FLo" NARROW-BORE DELAVAL No. 05 LINERS, AND QELA.vAL 
"TRu-BALANCE SANI-CLAw" No. 05021. 
A DE LAVAL AuTOMATIC WASHER No. 07550, AND A DE LAVAL coNTROL PANEL FOR AUTOMATic 
WASHER No. 07634 SHALL BE USED, THE WASHER SHALL PRE-RINSE (MUST DISCARD PRE-
RINSE WATER WITHOUT RE-CIRCULATING),. WASH,· RINSE THE MILK SYSTEM INDEPENDENTLY OF . . ' ' 
ANY MANUAL ASSISTANCE WITH EXCEPTION TO THE ADDITION OF WASHING CHEMICALS TO THE 
COMPARTMENT IN VI(ASHER. THE ·WASHER SHALL BE FAC~ORY SET AND .CYCLES CANNOT -BE CHANGED. 
THE CONTROL PANEL SHALL HAVE THREE SET.T-INGs;, SANITIZE, MIL.:K, WASH, .THE PANEL SHALL 
HAVE A MAGNETIC IY!OTOR START BUTTON AND A STOP BUTTON. 
THREE WRENCHES FOR THE SYSTE;MtS NUTS AND FERRULES SHALL BE USED, THE EQUIPMENT 
SHALL BE COVERED BY A ONE-YEAR MANUFACTURERtS WARRANTY, 
THE EQUIPMENT SHALL BE DELA.vAL CoMBINE--THREE UNIT COMPLETE oR ITS EQUIVALENT 
AND BE DELIVERED AND COMPLE.TEI;-Y INSTALL~D. , .. 
THE BULK TANK SHALL BE ~E LAvAL ATMOSPHERic DRS--:-:590, EVERY oTHER DAY PICK-uP. 
THE BULK TANK SHALL BE FABRICATED OF POLISHED 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BOTH EXiT'ERIOR 
AND INTERIOR, THE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM SHALL BE CLASSIFIED AS DIRECT EXPANSION 
WITH• A DIMP~.E W,ELDED NOJ;I-~E~"':'RI_CTED EVAPORATOR PLATE, THE REFRIGERANT AND ELECTRICAL 
C,ONT~OL SJ:4ALL BE M0l:'f'.!TED ON ~~!'IKo 
4
rHE BUI..:-K TANK SHALL CONFO·~-~ TO THE TRIPLE ~ 
STANDARDS. THE AGITATION MOTOR SHALL BE OF THE, .VERTIC~L1 TOTALLY E~CLOSE.O GREASE-
LESS TYPE WITH BUILT-IN THERMAL OVER-LOAD PROTECTION, THE BULK TANK SHALL BE 
1-32" FACTORY CALIBRATED IN POUNDS ~ITH.STAINLESS STEEL MEASURING ROO GRADUATED IN 
DIVISIONS. THE CONTOUR DESIGN OF THE OUTER PORTION OF THE TANK SHALL BE THE SAME 
AS THE INTER-PORTION, A U ·CONTOUR WITHOUT- CORNERS •• THE 'CONDENSING UNIT SHALL BE 
CI.:.ASSIF,IED REMOTE WITH THE CONDENSING UNIT TO BE PLACED AT CHOICE, THE CONDENSING 
UNIT SHALL BE TEcUMSEH TWO H. P. HERMETIC SEALED, FA~TORY CHARGED WITH FREON 
12, 230 VOLTS, 60 CYCLE, SINGLE PHASE. THE COMPRESSOR SHALL BE COVERED BY A 
STANDARD FIVE-YEAR MANUFA<;=-TURERtS WARRANTY. 
THE TANK SHALL BE COVERED BY A STANDARD ONE-V.EAR. MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY. 
THE. RATED CAPACITY SHALL BE AT LEAST .500 GALLONS. THE INSTALLATION INCLUDES ALL 
REFIRGERATION WORK IN INSTALLING, HOSE PORT, WASH BASI.N, ,AND OVERHEAD. LIGHTS. A 
DELAvAL SPEEDWAY ATMOSPHERIC AuTOMATIC CLEANING CIB WAsHER KIT, MoDEL DW-350 
SHALL. -BE ·USED. THE WASHER SHALL .MEET FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS: _ 
" . 
PuMP: 35 GPM AT I 0 PSI; STAINLEss sTEEL CAsE AND IMPELLER; I 1-2" INLET AND 
1" DISCHARGE ,FOR 'H,OSE CONNECTION WITH STAINLESS STEEL CLAMP AND HEX NUT. 
MoToR·: ToTALLY ENCLOsEo-1-2 H. P. (oESIGNEo ESPECIAL:."Lv FOR C. I. P. CLEANING) 
3450, 1-60-115--230 VOLT CURRENT, 
,, 
........ ' -·· ( ; ' ·q 
PL~s:-r,c ·HosE AND CoNNEcToRs: K1T ,s FURNJsHEo· wrTH· PI.!AsTrc HosE To coNNEcT TANK 
OUTLET TO PUMP, :AND PUMP DISCHARGE TO PLASTIC CONNECTIONS AT. STAINLESS 
STEEL SPRAY HEADS. 
,.1,, 
· · THE C. I; P.· WAsHER KTT VirLL BE covERED eY A 6NE-YEAR MA-NUFACTuR-ER'S WARRANTY • 
. ,• 
THE e:QutPMENT sHALL sE DELAvAL SPEEowAv BuLK TANK--AT LEAsT~ sao GALLoNs WITH 
TWO H. P. TEcuMSEH CoMPRESSOR oR ITS EQUIVALENT AND SHALL sE DELIVERED AND 
COMPLETELY INSTALLED. 
MR. LoNG SECONDED THE MOTION AND~THE ROLL WAS cALLED. ON ITS ADOPTION· WITH 
THE FoL"LowiNG RESULTs:· MR.·D6RAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, Ave:; MR. HALL, AYE:; MR, LoNG, 
Av.E·;- AND MR·. WHITE, AYE:, 
INVESTING "SuRPLus· IN DoRMITORY REVENUE BoNDS oF ,.955 AccouNT, APPROVED. ;- •. 
MR, DoRAN PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION AND RECOMMENDED THAT THE BoARD 
ADOPT IT!·' 
.. 
WHEREAS, THE KENTUCKY TRusT CoMPANY 1s TRusTEE F"OR PRoJECT No. Kv-CH-10 (D). 
INVOLVI.NG\ DoR.MITORv Rc:vENUE BoNDs oF 1955, AND 
WHEREAS, THE CURRENT CASH BALANCE IN THIS ACCOUNT IS $48,699.16, AND 
WHEREAS, THE BOND INDENTURE PROVIDES THAT MONEY IN THE SINKING FuND IN EXCEss 
OF BOND PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST" REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENSUING TWELVE MONTHS·IS TO BE: 
INVESTED BY THE TRUSTEE: UPON RESOLUTION OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS', AND 
WHEREAS, THE PRINciPAL'AND tNTEREsT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NEXT·TWELVE MONTHS 
IS $34,601.25, 
NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE KENTUCKY TRUST COMPANY--
MR. CARL B. EASTES, TRUST DFFICER--BE:·AUTHORIZED TO INVEST IN KEEPING WITH THE 
TRUST INDENTURE, $1;4,097.91, AND THAT HE BE FURTHER AUTHORIZED TO INVEST FROM TIME 
TO'TIME ANY SURPLUS IN THE HANDS OF THE TRUSTEE IN KEEPING WITH THE PROVISIONS OF 
THE TRUST INDENTURE, 
MR. MITCHELL SECONDED 'THE ADOPTION OF THE RESOLUTION"AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON 
THE ADoPTioN· WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MRo DoRAN, AVE; MR. MITCHELL, AVE; MR. HALL, 
AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE, 
REPORT oF THE' THoMAS P. NoRRIS STUDENT LoAN FuND·, APPROVED 
,,. ... '. 
MoTION WAs MADE ev MR. HAL:.L THAT THE 
THE THoMAs· P. NoRRIS STUDENT LoAN FuND, 
AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
'· 
BoARD RECEIVE AND ·APPRovE THE R-EPORT·OF 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL, 
REPORT oF THE NATIONAL DEFENsE STUDEN.T LoAN PRoGRAM, APPROVED 
MoTioN· WAB MADE BY MR. LoNG. THAT THE BoARD RECEIVE AND APPROVE THE REPORT oF 
THE NATIONAL DEFENsE STuDENT LoAN PRoGRAM, THIS MOTION WAS sECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL 
AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY,· 
GRANTING LEAVE oF ABsENCE FOR PERSON OR PERSONS TO WoRK WITH THE CoMMISSION oN 
PuBLIC EDUCATION. 
MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT THE BoARD GRANT DR, PETE PANZERA A L.EAVE OF ABSENCE PROVIDED 






THE CoLLEGE, R. H. Wooos, TO 
STATE COLLEGE PRESIDENTS DO. 
WORK THIS MATTER OUT IN KEEPING WITH WHAT THE OTHER 
MR, LoNG SECONDED THE MOTION AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED 
oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; 
MR. HALL, AvE; MR, LoNG, AvE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE. 
REPORT oF THE BusiNESS MANAGER, APPROVED 
DR, Wooos AND MR. ORDWAY REVIEWED THE REPORT OF THE BusiNEss MANAGER FOR THE 
BoARo•s coNsroERATtoN, 
MR, HALL MOVED THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT :!-NO APPROVE THE REPORT OF THE BusiNESS 
MANAGER, MR. LoNG sEcONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
DISCIPLINE PROBLEM 
MR. J. MATT SPARKMAN, DEAN OF STUDENTS, REPORTED ON THE STORMING OF THE GTRLSt 
DORMITORIES AND STATED THAT FOUR STUDENTS HAD BEEN EXPELLED AND OTHERS- PLACED ON 
PROBATION. TERMS OF PROBATION WERE DISCUSSED. 
MEETING ADJOURNED 
223 
MoTION WAS MADE sv MR. MITCHELL THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOURNED. MR. LoNG SECONDED, 






A RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE, SALE AND DELIVERY OJ' 
DoRMITORY (REVENUE) BoNos oF JuNE I, 1960, FOR ACCOUNT oF MuRRAY STATE 
COLLEGE. 
WHEREAS, THE EXISTING llUI1.DINGS USitD FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 
AT MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, ARE WHOLLY INADEQUATE, AND 
IT HAS BEEN HERETOFORE CETERMINB:D TO BE NECESSARY THAT A NEW DORMITORY 
WITH COUNSELLDRIS APARTMENT AND APPURTitNANT FACILl'riEtS1 TO HOUSE APPROXJMATIELY 
280 5TUDENTS0 BE CONSTRUCTED ON THE CAMPUS OF THE COLLEGE0 THE TOTAL COST 
OF WHICH IS ESTIM.I'\TED TO BE NOT LESS THAN $800,000; AND 
WHEREAS, IT 15 NEOE55ARY THAT FUND5 TO DEFRAY SUCH COSTS BE 
PROVIDED THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF REVENUE! 80NDS TO THE AMOUNT OF $800,000, 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 162,340, ET, sEo. OF THE KENTUCKY REvlsEID 5TATUTESj 
NOIA4 THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE 
COLLEGE, AT MURRAY, l~NTUCKY, DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS: 
SECTION 1. THAT THE ERECTION OP' A NEW DORMITORY WITH COUNSELLORtS 
APARTMEINT AND APPURTBNANT FACILITIItS, TO >lOUSE APPROXIMATELY 280 STUDENTS, 
ACCORDING TO THE P1.AN9 AND SPECIFICATIONS HERETOFORE PREPARED AND APPROVED, 
IS HEREBY RATIFIED AND CONFIRMED, 
SscttON 2, IN ORDER TO DEP'R~Y THE COST OP ERECTING SAID BUILDING, 
DoRMITORY (REvENuE) BoNos OF JuNE I, 1960 SHALL se: AND ARB HBREBY ORDBRBD 
ISSUED BY THE BoARD oF REGENTS OF SAIO MuRRAY STATE CoLLBGE IN THE AGGREGATE 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF EIGHT HuNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($800,000) 0 DATED JuNe: 1, 
1960, OF THE DENOMINATION OF $1,000, TO BE NUMBERED CONSECUTIVBLY FROM j 
TO 8QQ, INCLUSIVE, BEARING INTEREST TO BE E:VICENCED BY COUPONS ATTACHED TO. 
EACH BoNo, PAYABL.E SEMI-AUNUAL.L'~# ON THE FIRST DAYS OF JuNE AND DECEMBER JN 
EACH YEAR. SAID 130NDG SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT SUCH RATa: OR RATES NOT EXCEEDING 
AN AGGREGATE INTEREST CI)BT OF THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH PER CENT (3 1-8 PERCENT) 
PER AHNUM1 AS MAY BE HEREf'FTER FIXED AS A RESULT OF COMPETITIVE BlDI:UNO FOR 
THE PURCHASE OF SAID 8oNDS1 AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, AND SHALL. BE IN SUa-
STANTJAL.L.Y THE FORM AND IN AL.L RESPECTS CONFORM TO THE SPECIFICATIONS AND 
DETAIL.S SET FORTH IN T~ TRUST INDENTURE REFERRED TO IN AND SET OUT UNDER 
Se:CTION 3 OF THIS RESOLUTION. 
c 
f 
SEcTION 3, SAID BoNDS sHALL se:. ISSUED PURSUANT TO AND se:cuRED 
BY A TRuST INDENTURE BETWEEN THE SoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, 
PARTY OF THE FIRST PART, AND CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRuST CoMPANY, A 
COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY HAVING CORPORATE POWERS, ORGANIZED AND 
EXISTING UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OF THE LAWS OF THE CoMMONWEAl..TH OF KEKrUCKYt 
AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE ANC PLACE OP' BUSINESS IN THE CITY OF 
LouiSVILLE, t{ENTUCKY, PARTY OF THE S!ICONO PI\.<\To THE CHAIRMAN AND THE 
SECRETARY OF THE 80ARD OF REGENTS ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED AND DIRECTED TO 
MAKE, EXECU"\"lt AND DELIVER SUCH TRUST INDENTURE IN SUBSTANTIALLY THE FORM1 
TEXT, TERMS AND PROVISIONS HEREINAFTER SET O~T, AND THIS 80ARD OF REGENTS 
HEREBY APPROVES, RATIFIES AND CONFIRMS AI..L OF THE COVENANTS, PROVISIONS, 
AND STIPULATIONS AS SET OUT IN SUCH TRUST INDENTURE, TO WIT: 
·' ' 
f 
So:cTioN 4. THE ENTIRE EIGHT HuNDRED THousAND DoLLARS ($800,000) 
OF BoNes AUTHORIZED ev THE AF'DREMENTIONEo TRUST INDENTURE sHALL ee: OFFERED 
FOR SALE, WHICH SHALL BE PUBLICLY ADVERTISI!:D AS REQUIRED py LAW, UPON THE 
BASIS OF SEALED1 COMPK'riTIVE BIDS, WHICH SHALL BE PUDLICL.Y OPENED AND 
ACTED UPON BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS. To THAT END, THE SECRETARY OF THIS 
BOARD IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED AND DIRECTED TO CAUSE A uNDTICE OF $ALEII TO BS 
PUBLISHED ONE TIME IN I!ia Coueu;a-JouRNA!;.. A DAILY NEWSPAPER PUBLISHBD IN 
L.ouiSVILLE1 KENTUCKY, AND OF GENERAL CIRCULATION TE~ROUGHOUT THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY, WHICH NEWSPAPER HAS BEEN DESIGNATED BY THE DEPARTMENT DF FINANCE 
OF THS: STAT£!: OF l(e:NTUCKY, MEETING THE RS:QUIREMENTS OF KRS 424,180 AND 
KRS 424,360, AND ONE TIME IN I.'i!ii. BoND !3uya:R, A FINANCIAL JOURNAL PUBLISHED 
IN Ne:w YoRK CITY, flle:w YoRK, OF GENERAL CIRCULATION THROUCiiHOVT TIIS UNITED 
STATS:S OF AMERICA, SOLICITING SEALS:D COMPETITIVE PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE 
OF SAID BoNDS, THE SAME TO BE RECEIVED IN TilE OFFICS: OF SAID SECRETARY IN 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, UNTIL soMe: DAY ANo HOUR wHEN THE BoARD OF REGENTS WILL Bs 
IN SESSION, PuBLICATION IN J.tm. Couepr;,a•JouRNAL SHALL BE MADE ONCE HOT LESS 
THAN TEN DAYS AND NOT MORE THAN TWENTY-ONE DAYS PRECEDJNCI THE DAY ON WHICH 
THE SALE· IS HELD, AS REQUIRED BY KRS 424.130, AND PUBLICATION IN It!s ll!2!m 
8yYER SHALL BE MADE NOT LESS THAN FIFTEEN DAYS PRIOR TO THE TIME STATED IN 
SAID NOTICE OF SALE FOR THE OPENING AND CONSIDERATION OF SUCH PURCHASE PRO'" 
POSAL.Se IN SAID NoTICE, PURCHASERS SHALL BE INSTRUCTED THAT PROPOSALS MAY 
BE FOR THE PURCHASING OF (A) TilE ENTIRE $800,000 OF AUTHORIZED BONDs; OR 
(a) BoNDS MATURING IN THE YEARs 1963 TO 1970, INCLUSIVEi OR (c) BoNDS MATUR-
ING IN THE YEARS 1971 TO 19800 INCLUSIVEi OR (D) BONOS MATURING IN THE YEARS 
1981 TO 1990, INCLUSIVO:i OR (E) 80NDS MATURJriG IN THE YEARS 1991 TIIROUGH 
2000, INCLUSIVEi THAT BIDDERS MAY STIPULATE ONE OR MORO: INTERBST COUPON 
RATES WITH RESPECT TO SAID 8oNDS0 PROVIDING THS: AGGRS:GAT&: INTEREST COST 
DOES NOT EXCEED THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH PER CENT (3 t-8 PER CENT) PER ANNUM1 
AND ONLY ONE COUPON RATE MAY Bit STIPULATED FOR BoNDS MATURING ON THE SAM£ 
DATE. A MINIMUM etD OF PAR PLus ACCRUED INTEREST SHALL se: REQUIRED. THs. 
RIGHT TO REJECT BIOS SHALL BE EXPRESSLY RESERVED• IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH 
SALE, THE SECRETARY OF THE BOARD IS ADOITIOIIALLY AUTHOR I ZED TO SIGN, CAUSE 
TO BE RKPRODUCBD IN MlMEOGRAPMKR1 PRINTED· OR OTHER MUL.TIPL.&: COPY FORM, AND 
c 
' 
TO SUPPLY ANY INTERESTED PARTY UPON REQUEST, uOFF'!CIAL NOTICE OF SALE 
AND STATEiViENT oF ESSENTIAL FACTs, .. GIVING A MORE DETAILED DEscRIPTION 
OF THE 80NDS1 AND SETTING FORTH TERMS AND CONDITI~NS CALCULATED TO BRJHG ABOUT 
uNIFORMITY IN BIDDING, SuGGESTED FORMS OF A n NoTicE OF 5ALE0 tt AND THS 
uOFFICIAL NOTICE OF SAL.E AND STATEiViENT OF ESSENTIAL. FACTS,u 
HAVING B&:EN PREPARED AND SUBMITTED BY THE APPROVING BOND ATTORNEY, AND THE 
SAME HAVING BEEN EXAMINED BY THE 8~ARD OF REGE~S AHD P'OUND TO BE IN ORDB:R1 
THE SAME ARE HEREBY APPROVED AND MAY BE USED FOR THE: PURPOSES OP' THIS 
SecTION 4. 
j?5,.£TION 5. THlS f~ESOLUTION SHAL.L. BE lN FULL FORC&;: AND EFFECT 
FROM AND AFTER ITS ADOPTION• 
ADOPTED BY TH.a: SoARD OF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STA'TE CoLLEGII AT A 
MEETING HELD ON THE ~DAY OF NoVEMBER, 1960, 
(St<")L) 
ATra:sT: .~· -· 
j)~ ;f2,LI 
COMMONWEAL. TH OF Y.ENTUCKY ) 
COUNTY OF CAL.L.OWAY ) 
I, PATSY RowLAND, SECRETARY oF THE GoARD oF REGEHTS OF MuRRAY 
STATE CoL.LEGE1 AT MuRRAY, KEN'TUCKY, oo HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING 
CONSTITUTES A TRUE1 CORREC'r AND COMPLETit COPY OF A RESOLUTION DULY ADOPTED 
BY SAID BoARD OF ReGENTs (oN NovEMBER a- 0 1960) RELATING TO AND 
PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE OF $800,000 OF DORMITORY (R::tVEN11E) BoNDS OF 
JUNE 1, 1960, TO BE DATED JUNE 1, 1960, 
WIT NESS MY OFFICIAL SIGNATURE AND THE OFFICIAL SltAL OF SAID 
BoARD oF REGENTs ON THIS /Jd DAY oF Nove:MeER, 1960, 
-·4-
···- . . . 
Ti{UST !NLiENTWi!E 
T>ns INDENTURE DATED AS Of' THE F"IRST DAY OF JuNE, 1960, MADE BY 
AND BETWEEN SOARD OF REGENTS OF MUR.~AY STATE COLLEGE. A BODY 
CORPORATE, As AN EoucATIONAL INSTITUTION AND AoENcv oF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF 
KENTucKv, AT MuRRAY, KENTucKv (HEREINAFTER cALLEo THE .. aoARou), PARTv oF THE 
FIRST PART, AND THE CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, A 
COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OF 
THE LAWS OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF f{ENTUCKV, HAVING FULL POWERS TO ACT AS A 
CORPORATE TRUSTEE, AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE 
CITY OF LoutSVILLE, ~·CE:NTUCKV, AS TRusTEE (HEREINAFTER CALLED THE ••TRuSTEE••)• 
PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, 
WITNESSETH: 
THAT V'~HEi~EAS, PURSUANT TO SECTION 164.350 OF THE 1\ENTUCKY REVISED 
STATUTES NOW IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT, THE BoARD IS A BODY CORPORATE, WITH ALL 
POWERS GENERALLY INVESTED IN CORPORATIONS, AND AS SUCH IS THE GOVERNING BODY OF 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, AN EDuCATIONAL iNSTITUTION AND AGENCY OF THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF "'ENTUCKY1 HAVING FULL CONTROL OF THE MANAGEMENT ANO OPERATION OF SAID COLLEGE, 
TOGETHER WITH THE PROPERTY AND FUNDS THEREOF; ANO 
\f"jHEi~E,l',::;), PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 16~,340 ET SEQ, OF 
SAID '(e;NTUCKY tlEVISED STATUTES, SAID 8oARD1 AS THE GOVERNING BODY OF 
SAID 5-rATE EouCATIONAL INSTITUTION AND AGENCY, IS AUTHORIZED TO ERECT BUILDINGS 
AND APPURTENANCES TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH SAID CoLLEGE FOR EDUCATIONAL 
PURPOSES AND ISSUE ITS REVENUE BONDS, PAYABLE SOLELY FROM THE INCOME AND REVENUES 
OF SAID PRoJEcT; AND 
WHEREAS, THE boARD HAS DETERMINED THAT sAID CoLLEGE AND ITS sTuoENTS 
ARE NOT AT THIS TIME PROVIDED WITH ADEQUATE BUILDINGS AND ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; AND HAS DETERMINED THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO CONSTRUCT A 
DORMITORY WITH COUNSEL..LOR1S APARTMENT AND APPURTENANT FACILITIES, TO HOUSE 
APPROXIMATELY 280 STUDENTS (REFERRED,.. HEREIN AS THE ttPROJECTn), TO BE SITUATED 
UPON A SITE WHICH IS A PART OF THE CAMPUS OF SAID CoLLEGE, AND WHICH l.S HEREINAFTER 
DESCRIBED FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING THE'PROJECTi AND 
' 
• • 
WHEREAS, TEMPORARY FUNDS FOR THE COST OF SAID PROJECT HAVE 
BEEN ARRANGED BV SAID BoARD OF REGENTS, AND IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE TOTAL. 
COST OF SAID PROJECT BE PROVIDED THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS TO 
THE AMOUNT OF EaaHT HuNDRED THousAND DoLLARS ($800,000), AND THE BoARD HAS 
ADOPTED AN APPROPRIATE RESOL-UTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF SUCH BoNOS TO 
BE DESIGNATED AS ••IJORMITORV (REVENUE) BoNDS OF JUNE 1, 1960,u AS HEREINAFTER 
DESCRIBED, AND HAS OUL.V AUTHORIZED THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST INDENTURE IN 
THE FORM HEREOF FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING THe: PAYMENT OF SAID BoNDS AND THE 
INTEREST THEREON AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROPER AND ORDERLY ADMINISTRATION OF 
THE REVENUES OF SAID f'ROJECT AND OF THE 80NDS PROCEEDSi AND 
\IVHE,~AS, THE BoNDS OF SAID SERIES, AND THE COUPONS APPERTAINING 
THERETO, AND A TRUSTEE1S CERTIFICATE WITH RESPECT TO ALL SUCH 80NDS AND 
PROVISIONS FOR THE REGISTRATION OF SAID 80NDS AS TO PRINCIPAL. ONLY1 ARE TO BE 
SUBSTANTIALLY IN THE FOLLOWING FORM WITH APPROPRIATE INSERTIONS, OMISSIONS 
AND VARIATIONS AS IN THIS INDENTURE PROVIDED OR PERMITTED: 
(FoRM OF 13oND) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
COMMONV~EAL TH OF ltENTUCKY 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
uORiViiTORY (REVENUE) BONLI OF JUNE I, 1960 
NuMBER __________ __ $1,000.00 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, A aoov cORPORATE, 
AS AN EoucATIONAL INsTITUTION AND AGENCY oF THE CoMMONWEALTH oF KENTUCKY 
AT MuRRAY, l\£NTUCKV
1 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, HEREBY PROMISES TO PAY1 SOLELY FROM 
THE SPECIAL ~UNO PROVIDED THEREFOR AS HEREINAFTER SET FORTH1 TO THE BEARER, 
OR, IF THIS 80ND BE REGISTERED, TO THE REGISTERED OWNER HEREOF, AS HEREINAFTER 





AND TO PAY, SOLELY FROM SAID SPECIAL FUND1 INTEREST THEREON 
FROM THE DATE HEREOF·, UNTIL PAYMENT OF' PRINCIPAL-1 AT THE RATE OF-----------
PER CENTUM 1----------------'PER CENT) PER ANNUM
1 SUCH INT£REST 




YEAR, EXCEPT AS THE PROVISIONS HEREINAFTER SET FORTH WITH RESPECT TO PRIOR 
REDEMPTION MAY BE AND BECOME APPLICABLE HERETO, SUCH INTEREST AS MAV ACCRUB 
ON AND PRIOR TO THE MATURITY DATE OF THIS ·aoNo TO BE PAID ONLY UPON PRESENTATION 
AND SURRENDER OF THE ANNEXI::::D COUPONS AS THEY SEVERALLY MATURE, BOTH PRINCIPAL 
AND INTEREST BEING PAYABLE IN ANY COIN OR CURRENCY WHICH, ON THE RESPECTIVE DATES 
OF PAYMENT OF SUCH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST, IS LEGAL TENDER FOR THE PAYMENT OF 
OEBTS DUE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE 
(CaTIZENs FtoELITY BANK AND TRusT CoMPANY IN THE CtTY oF l..ouasvJ LLE, KENTUCKY) 
OR, AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLOER HEREOF, OR OF THE INTEREST COUPONS HERS:UNTO 
APPERTAINING, AT THE PRINCIPAL. OFFICE OF CHEMICAL CoRN ExcHANGE SANK, JN THE 
BoROUGH oF MANHATTAN, CITY OF NEw YoRK, STATE oF NEw YoRK. 
THIS BoNo 1s ONE OF A DULY AUTHORIZED SERIES OF BoNos 1N THE AGGREGATE£ 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF $800,QQQ, AL.L. OF SAID BONDS BEING OF THE SAME FORM, TENOR, 
AND EFFECT (EXCEPT FOR NUMBERS, MATURITY DATES, PROVISIONS WITH RESPECT TO 
REDEMPTION PRIOR TO MATURITY, AND POSSIBLE VARIATION IN INTEREST RATES), ISSUED 
FOR FINANCING THE COSTS OF CONSTRUCTING A DORMITORY WITH COUNSELL.ORIS APARTMENT .• ,. 
AND APPURTENANT FACILITIES, TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 280 STUDENTS IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT MuRRAY, l<e:NTuCKY (HEREINAFTiitR REFERRED TO AS 
THE •• PRoJECT••), UNDER ANo IN FUL.L coMPLIANcE WITH THE CoNsTITUTION AND STATUTES 
OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, INCLUDING, AMONG OTHERS, Se:cTtONS 162.350 
TO 162,380, INCLUSIVE, OF THE KENTUCKY REVISED 5-rATUTES, NOW IN FULL FORCE 
AND EFFECT, 
ALL OF SAl c BoNos ARE 1 ssuEo uND£R AND PURSUANT To A TRusT INDENTURE 
(SAID INDENTURE, TOGETHER WITH ALL INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL TH~RETO AS THEREIN 
PERMITTED, BEING HEREIN CALLED THE tt~NDENTUREtt) OF EVEN DATE, HEREWITH EXECUTED 
ev AND BETWEEN SAID BoARD OF ~~EGENTS AND THE CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST 
CoMPANY, As TRusTEE (sAID TRuSTEE AND ANY sucCESSOR TRUSTEE: UNDER SAID INoe:PIITURE 
BEING HEREIN CALLED THE nTRUSTEE11), AN EXECUTED COUNTERPART OF WHICH IS ON FILE 
AT THE OFFICE OF SAID TRUSTEE IN THE CITY OF LOUISVILLE, ·~NTUCKV, REFERENCE IS 
HEREBY MADE TO THE INDENTURE FOR A MORE SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRoJECT 
AND FOR THE PROVISIONS1 AMONG OTHERS, WITH RESPECT TO THE CUSTODY AND THE 
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APPLICATION OF THE PROCEEDS OF THE 80N051 THE COLLECTION AND DISPOSITION OF 
THE REVENUES, THE FUND CHARGED WITH AND PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE INTEREST 
ON AND THE PRINCIPAL OF SAID BoNDS, "THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE SECURITY, THE 
RIGHTS, DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF SAID BoARD OF ·~EGENTS AND OF THE TRUSTEE 
AND THE RIGHTS OF THE HOLDERS OF THE BoNOS, AND, BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS 
80NO, THE HOLDER HEREOF ASSENTS TO ALL OF THE PROVISIONS OF SAID iNDENTURE• 
UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE STATUTE$ PURSUANT TO WHICH THIS BoND IS ISSUED, THIS 
80ND SHALL HAVE ALL OF THE QUALITIES AND INCIDENTS OF A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT, 
AND, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS FOR REGISTRATION ENDORSED HEREON AND CONTAINED 
IN THE INDENTURE, NOTHING CONTAINED IN 1''HIS BoNo OR IN SAID INDENTURE SHALL 
AFFECT OR IMPAIR THE NEGOTIABILITY OF THIS 80NO. 
THE HOLDER OF THIS 80NO SHALL HAVE NO RIGHT TO ENFORCE THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE INDENTURE OR TO INSTITUTE ACTION TO ENFORCE THE COVENANTS 
THEREIN, OR TO TAKE ANV ACTION WITH RESPECT TO ANV DEFAULT UNDER THE INDENTURE, 
OR TO INSTITUTE, APPEAR IN OR DEFEND ANV SUIT OR OTHER PROCEEDiNGS WITH RESP2.CT 
THERETO, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THE INDENTURE, THE:: iNDENTURE PROVIDES FOR FIXING, 
CHARGING AND COLLECTING RENTALS AND OTHER CHARGES FOR THE USE OF SAl D PROJECT, 
WHICH RENTS AND CHARGES WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO PAV THE PRINCIPAL OF AND THE 
INTEREST ON SAID BoNOS AS THE SAME BECOME DUE AND TO PROVIDE RESERVES FOR SUCH 
PURPOSES AND ALSO fPO PAV THE COST OF MAINTENANCE, OPERATION AND REPAIR OF THE 
PRo.JECT.. THE INDENTURE PROVIDES FOR THE CREATION OF A SPECIAL FUND DESIGNATED 
"JUNE 1, 1960 iJORMITORV (•~EVENuE) BoNo AND INTERES.T SINKING FuND AccouNTII 
(HEREIN CALLED THE ••SINKING FuNDI I), AND FOR THE DEPOSIT TO THE CREDIT OF SAID 
SINKING FuND OF A FIXED AMOUNT OF THE GROSS REVENUES OF SAID ?Ro.JECT TO PAV THE 
PRINCIPAL OF AND THE INTEREST ON THE BONOS AS THE SAME BECOME DUE, AND TO PROVIDE 
A RESERVE FOR SUCH PURPOSE, WHICH SINKING FuND IS PLEDGED TO AND CHARGED WITH 
THE PAVMENT OF SAID PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST, 
THIS BONO AND THE SERIES OF WHICH IT IS ONE ARE PAVABL.E ONl-V FROM 
A FIXED AMOUNT OF THE GROSS INCOME AND REVENUES TO BE DERIVED FROM THE OPERATION 
OF SAID PROJECT WHICH WILL BE sET ASIDE tN SAID SINKING FuNo, AND THIS BoNo DOES 
NOT coNSTITUTE ANV 1 NDEBTEDNEss oF iViuRRAV STATE CoLL.EGE oR OF ITS SoARD OF 
REGENTS OR OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF Y...ENTUCKV WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY 
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PROVISIONS oR LIMITATIONS OF THE CoNSTITUTION OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF l\.ENTUCKY. 
THE RIGHT IS HEREBY RESERVED TO CAL.L AND REDEEM THE BoNOS NUMBERED 
105 TO 800, MATURING JuNE 1, 1971, THROUGH JuNE 1, 2000, INCl-USIVE, OF THE SERIES 
OF WHICH THIS 80ND IS A PART, PRIOR TO MATURITY, AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME 
IN PART, IN THE INVERSE ORDER OF THEIR NUMBERING, SAID 80NOS NUMBE:RED 639 TO 
8QQ MATURING JUNE 1, 1596 THROUGH JuNE 1, 20QQ, INCLUSIVE• BEING SO REDEEMABLE 
ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE 
REDEMPTION DATE, AND BoNoS ~UMBER•;·,, 105 TO 638, MATURING JuNE 1, 1971, 
THROUGH JuNE 1, 'jS)95, INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT 
DATE FALLING AFTER JUNE 1, 1970, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE 
REDEMPTION DATE PL.US A REDEMPTION PREMIUM OF THREE PBR CENT OF THI't PRINCIPAL 
AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO JUNE 1, 1975; TWO AND 
ONE-HALF OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER 
AND ON OR PRIOR TO JuNE ], 1980; TWO PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF 
CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO JuNE 1, 1985; ONE AND ONE-
HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER 
AND ON OR PRIOR TO JuNE 1, 1990, AND ONE PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF 
IF CALL..ED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER. PRIORITY AS TO CALL SHALL EXTEND TO BoNDS 
NUMBERED 639 THROUGH 800, INCLUSIVE, OVER 8oNoS NUMBERED 105 THROUGH 638, 
INCLUSIVE. NoTICE OF ANY SUCH INTENDED REDEMPTION, INDENTIFVING THE BONOS TO BE 
REDEEMED, WILL BE ON FILE AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE AT LEAST THIRTY DAVS PRIOR 
TO THE SPECIFIED REDEMPTION DATE, AND SUCH NOTICE SHALL. BE PUBLISHED AT LEAST 
ONCE NOT L.ESS THAN THIRTY DAYS PRIOR TO SAID REDEMPTION DATE IN A FINANCIAL. 
NEWSPAPER OR JOURNAL. OF GENERAL. CIRCUL.J'TION PUBLISHED IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
IN THE CITY OF NEw YoRK, NEw ·YoRK. ANv BoNos CAt..LED FOR REDEMPTION AND FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF WHICH FUNDS ARE DEPOSITED WITH SAID TRUSTEE ON THE SPECIFIED 
REDEMPTION DATE, SHALL CEASE TO BEAR INTEREST ON SAID REDEMPTION DATE• 
THIS BOND SHALL. PASS BV DELIVERY UNLESS REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL 
ON THE BOOKS OF SAID BoARD OF l~EGENTS AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE UNDER 
THE INDENTURE, AND SUCH REGISTRATION NOTED HEREON, AFTER WHICH NO VALID TRANSFER 
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HERe:OF SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS MADE ON SAID BOOKS AND SIMILARLY ENDORSED 
HEREON AT THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE REGISTERED HOLDER OR HIS DULY AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE, BUT THIS BOND MAY BE DISCHARGED FROM REGISTRATION SV BEING IN 
LIKE MANNER REGISTERED TO BEARER1 WHEREUPON FULL NEGOTIABILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY 
' 
BY DELIVERY SHALL BE RESTORED, BUT MAY AGAIN FROM TIME TO TIME BE REGtSTERED AS 
AFORESAID. SucH REGISTRATION, HOWEVER, SHALL NOT 1'\FFECT THE NEGOTIABILITY 
OF THE INTEREST COUPONS, WHICH SHALL. ALWAYS REMAIN PAYABLE TO BEARER AND 
TRANSFERABLE ev DELIVERY MERELY. THE BoARD CF. ~EGENTS AND THE TRUSTEE MAY 
DEEM AND TREAT THE BEARER OF THIS BOND, IF NOT REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, 
AND THE BEARER OF ANY COUPON HERETO APPERTAINING, WHETHER OR NOT THIS 80ND 
BE SO REGISTERED, OR IF TtiiS BoNo BE REGISTERED AS HEREIN AUTHORIZED, THE PERSON 
IN WHOSE NAME THE SAME IS REGISTERED, AS THE ABSOLUTE OWNER FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF RECEIVING PAYMENT, AND FOR ALL. OTHER PURPOSES, 
f:t. STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN, WHICH IS HEREBY RECOGNIZED AS VALID 
AND BINDING ON SAID PROJECT PROPERTY, IS HEREBY CREATED AND GRANTED IN FAVOR 
OF THE HOLDER OR HOLDERS OF THIS BOND AND THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART 
AND IN FAVOR OF THE HOLDER OR HOLDERS OF COUPONS ATTACHED TO SAID 80NOS1 AND 
SAID ftROJECT PROPERTY AND ANY APPURTENANCES THERETO SHALL REMAIN SUBJECT TO 
SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN UNTIL THE PAYMENT IN FULL OF THE: PRINCIPAL AND 
INTEREST ON THIS BoNo AND THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, 
THAT SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN IS AND SHALL BE RESTRICTED IN ITS APPLICATION 
TO THE PROJECT BUIL..DING AND APPURTENANCES THERETO FINANCED BY THIS BoND AND 
THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART, AND SUCH EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS OF WAY FOR 
INGRESS, EGRESS AND THE RENDERING OF SERVICES THERETO AS MAY BE NECESSARY FOR 
THE PROPER USE AND MAINTENANCE OF THE SAME; THE RIGHT BEING HEREBY EXPRESSLY 
RESERVED TO ERECT OR CONSTRUCT UPON THE SITE DESCRIBED IN THE TRUST INDENTURE 
AUTHORIZING AND £!ECURING THE ISSUANCE OF SAID ISSUE OF BoNoS, OTHER INDEPENDENTLY 
FINANCED CoLLEGE BUILDING PROJECTS, FREE AND CLEAR OF SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE 
LIEN, WHICH OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCED COLLEGE BUILDING PROJECTS MAY OR MAY 
NOT HAVE A PARTY WALL (oR WALLS) WITH AND ADJOIN THE PROJECT BUILDING AND 
APPURTENANCES WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN, PROVIDED 
NO PART OF THE COST OF SAID OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCED COLLEGE BUILDING 
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PROJECTS IS PAID FROM THE PROCEED$ OF THE SAL.E OF THIS BOND AND THE SERIES 
OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART; AND PROVIDED THE NECESSARY EASEMENTS FOR INGRESS, 
EGRESS, SEWAGE \..INES, SEPTIC TANK LINES AND OTHER UTILITY L.INES SHALL BE 
DEEMED TO EXIST AND CONTINUE TO EXIST P'OR ALL COL.L..EGE PROJECTS, BUILDINGS, 
IMPROVEMENTS AND AC:oaTIONs FINANCED BV THIS OR OTHER BoNDS., 
THIS BoNO SHALL NOT BE VAL.ID OR BECOMit OPLIGATORY P'OR ANY PUR.POSS:, 
OR BE ENTITLED TO ANY SECURlTY OR B&:NEFIT, UNDER THE INDENTURE, UNTIL IT 
SHALL. HAVE PEEN AUTHE;HT~CATEO BY T .. llt EXECUTION BV THE TRUSTEE OF THE 
CERTIFICA:rE HEREON ENDORSEOt 
JT IS HEREBY C.ERTI FlED, RECITSO AND DECLARED THAT ALL ACTS, 
CONDITIONS AND THlNGS REQUIRED TO EXIST, TO HAPPEN, AND TO BE PERFORMED 
PR&CEDENT TO AND IN THE ISSUANCE OF THIS 80ND, DO EXIST, HAVE HAPPENED, 
AND HAVE BEEN PERFORMED IN DUE TIMEt FORM AND MANNER AS REQUIRED BY LAW, 
AND Tl'tE AMOUNT OF THIS _EoNq~ TOGE:rHER WITH ALL OTHER OBL.IGATIONS OF SAID 
,. ' 
SoARD OF REGENTS AND OF SAID MuRRAY STATE CoL.LEGE, DOES NOT VIOLATE ANY 
PRov1s1oN on sxcEEc ANY L~MaT ~REscRiaEo ay THE CoNsT.aTuTioN on S~ATuTE·s 
OF KENTUCKVi THAT SAID PROJECT Wl\..1.. BE CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED. Af'!ID THAT 
A SUFFICIENT PORTION OF THE GROSS INCOME AND REVENU£$ Tt1EREfi'ROM HAS BEE" 
PLEDGED TOANO WILL BE SET ASIDE INTO SAID SINKING FuND FOR THI!. PAYMENT 
OF THE PRINCIPAL. OP' AND INT ..EREST ON THIS BoNO AND THE SERIES OF WHICH tT 
IS A PART, AS THE SAME WILL RESPECTIVELY BECOME DU8.• 
IN TES iiMONV WHE~EOF, THE BoARD o.duGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE 
CoLLEGE AT MuRRAY, KeNTuCKY, HAS CAUSED &oNo No_, l OF THE SERJES OF 
60HoS OF WHICH THIS 80ND IS ONE, TO BE SIGHED BY IT& CHAfRMAN• AND THE 
CORPORATE SEAL. Of'" THE 80ARD TO BE AFFIXEO THERETO AND HAS CAUSED THE 
REMAINING 60NOS OF SAID SERIES TO BE EXECUTED WITH THE FACSIMILE SIGNAT-URE 
OF SAID CHAIRMAN WITH A FACBJMILE OF IT$ CORPORATE SEAt. IMPRIHTBO UPON SAID 
REMAINING BONDS, HAS CAUSEO AL.1.. OF SAtp BoNOS TO BE ATTESTED By ITS 
SECRETARY, AND THE COuPONS HERETO ATTACHED TO BE EXECUTED WITH THE· 
JI"ACSJMILE SIGNATURES OF BOTH SAU) CHAIRMAN AND 5ECRETARV, WHICH OFFICERS, 
ev THE EXECUTION o~ T.HIS BoND, .oo AooPT SAID FACS-IMILE s1GNATURES To BE 
THEIR RESPECTIVE AUTHORIZED AND PROPER SIGNATURES, ALL. BEING DONE AS OF 





CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF l~EGENTS 
(SEAL.) 
Se:cRETARv, BoARD OF i~EGENTS 
. '(FoRM PF CouPoN) 
(FIRST PARAGRAPH OF COUPON FORM GOES IN COUPONS 
ATTACHED TO BoNDS NUMBERED 105- 800,) 
NuMBER __________________ _ 
$ _____ _ 
UNLESS THE i30ND TO WHICH THIS COUPON APPERTAINS IS REDEEMABLE 
ANQ ACCORDINGLY SHALL HAVE BE!:EN THERETOFORE CAL.L.!;:D FOR PRIOR REDEMPTION, 
ON THE FIRST DAY OF _________________ , 19~----· THE 
EioARD OF Re:GENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, WILL PAY TO 
BEARER _____________________________________ UOL.L.ARS ($, _____________ --J 
IN ANY COIN OR CURRENCY WHICH AT SAID DATE OF PAYMENT IS LEGAL TENDER FOR 
THE PAYMENT OF DEBTS DUE THE 'UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OUT OF ITS uJuNE 1, 
1960 DoRMITORY (Re:ve:Nue:) BoNo AND INTEREST StNKING FuND AccouNT,•• AT THE 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE CITIZENS F'aoELITV SANK AND TRuST CoMPANY IN THE 
CITY OF LOUISVILLE 1 1'\:E:NTUCKV, OR, AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER HEREOF, AT THE 
PRINCIPAL. OFFICE oF CHEMICAL- CoRN ExcHANGE SANK IN THE BoROUGH OF MANHATTAN, 
CITY OF NEw YoRK, STATE oF NEw YoRK, As PROVtcEo IN AND FOR INTEREST THEN 
ouE oN ITS iJoRMtTORV (REVENuE) BoNo oF 1960, D-AT/ JuNE 1, 1960, NuMBERED•-------
.511/bw¥/ 
CHAIRMAN, BoARD oF REGENTS 
SEcRETARY, BoARD oF REGENTS 
{FoRM OF AuTHENTICATION CERTIFICATE) 
THIS GoNo ts oNE oF THE BoNos DESCRIBED OR PROVIDED FOR IN THE 
WITHIN-MENTIONED INDENTURE. 












StGNATt.'R&: cF AuTHORIZE 
OfFICER ge [RuSIEE 
AND, WHEi~EAS, THE BoARD HAs ouLv AUTHORIZED THE ISSUANCE OF THE 
80NDS AND THE EXECUTION AND DEL.IVERY OF THIS INDENTURE AND ALL. OTHER ACTS 
AND THINGS NECESSARY OR REQUIRED ev THE LAws OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, 
OR OTHERWISE, TO MAKE THE 80NOS WHEN DULY EXECUTED ON BEHAL.F OF THE BOARD 
AND AUTHENTICATED BY THE TRUSTEE AND ISSUED, VALID AND BINDING L.EGAL. OSL.IGATIONS 
OF THE 80ARO IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR TERMS AND TO MAKE THIS INDENTURE A 
VAL.ID AND s)NOING INDENTURE FOR THE SECURITY OF THE 80NDS, HAVE BEEN DULY 
DONE AND PERFORMED: 
NOW, THEo~EFORE. THis INoENTuRE wiTNEsSETH: 
THAT IS CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES, OF THE ACCEPTANCE BY THE 
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST HEREBY CRE:ATED 1 AND OF THE PURCHASE AND ACCEPTANCE OF 
THE BONDS BY THE HOLDERS THEREOF, AND ALSO FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE 
suM OF ONE Uot..LAR (.$1.00) TO THE ~oARo IN HAND PAID BY THE TRUSTEE AT OR 
BEFORE THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS INDENTURE, THE RECEIPT OF WHICH IS 
HEREBY ACKNOWL.EOGED, AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF FIXING AND DECLARING THE TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS UPON WHICH THE BoNOS AND INTEREST COUPONS ARE TO BE AND MAY 
BE ISSUED, AUTHENTICATE01 DELIVERED, SECURED AND ACCEPTED BY ALL PERSONS WHO 
SHAL.L. FROM TIME TO TIME BE OR BECOME HOLDERS THEREOF, AND IN ORDER TO SECURE 
THE PAYMENT OF AL.L. THE E;oNOS AT ANY TIME ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING HEREUNDER, AND 
THE INTEREST THEREON ACCORDING TO THEIR TENOR, PURPORT, AND EFFECT, AND IN 
ORDER TO SECURE THE PERFORMANCE AND OBSERVANCE OF ALL OF THE COVENANTS, 
AGREEMENTS, AND CONDITIONS THEREIN AND HEREIN CONTAINED, THE 6oARD HAS PLEDGED 
AND DOES HEREBY PLEDGE TO THE TRUSTEE, TO THE EXTENT PROVIDED IN THIS INDENTURE, 
THE REVENUES OF THE PROJECT AS SECURITY FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE EJONDS AND THE 
INTEREST THEREON, AND IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AND COVENANTED BY AND BETWEEN 
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THE PARTIEgl HERETO, FOR THE EQUAL AND PROPORTIONATE BENEFIT AND SECURITY OF 
ALL AND SINGULAR THE PRESENT AND FUTURE HOLDERS OF THE 80NDS AND INTEREST 
COUPONS ISSUED AND TO BE ISSUED UNDER THIS iNDENTURE, WITHOUT PREFERENCE, 
PRIORITY, OR DISTINCTION AS TO L.IEN OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE HEREIN 
PROVIDED, OF ANY ONE 80ND OVER ANY OTHER 80ND BY REASON OF PRIORITY IN THE 
ISSUE, SALE OR NEGOTIATION THEREOF OR OTHERWISE, AS FOLLOWS: 
ARTICLE ONE 
uEFINlTiON OF TERMS 
SECTION J,Q 1. IN EACH AND EVERY PLACE IN AND THROUGHOUT THIS 
INDENTURE WHEREIN THE FOLLOWING TERMS, OR ANY OF THEM, ARE USED, THE SAME, 
UNLESS THE CONTEXT SHALL INDICATE ANOTHER OR DIFFERENT MEANING OR INTENT, 
SHALL BE CONSTRUED, ARE USED, AND ARE INTENDED TO HAVE MEANINGS AND TO BE 
I NCLUSIVE 1 AS FOLLOWS; 
(A) 11CoLL.EGEII -- MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, SITUATED IN MuRRAY, 
CALLOWAY CouNTY, ~{ENTUCKYa 
(e) t1E:oARDU -- THE BoARD OF r~EGENTS OF i'ViuRRAV STATE Cot-LEGE. 
(c) "TRuSTEE" --CITIZENS FIDELITY SANK AND TRusT CoMPANY, 
A COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY CREATED UNDER AND 
EXISTING BY VIRTUE OF' THE LAWS OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF 
l{ENTUCKY, HAVING PROPER TRUST POWERS, AND HAVING ITS 
PRINCIPAL. OFFICE AND PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE CITY OF 
LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, oR ANY sucCESSOR TRUSTEE DESIGNATED 
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE. 
(c) 11 bONOSII -- GioNOS ISSUED PURSUANT TO THE PROVJ SIONS OF 
THIS INDENTURE. 
(E) ••SINKING FuNOtt --THE uJuNE 1, 1960, OoRMITORY (REVENuE) 
BoNo AND INTEREST SINKING FuNo P.ccouNT1 11 AS cREATED 1N 
THIS INDENTURE. 
(P) uCoNSTRUCTION F'uNOII -- THE SPECIAL ACCOUNT OR FUND 
CREATED IN THIS INDENTURE, INTO WHICH PROVISION IS MADE 
FOR THE DEPOSIT OF THE l:)oNO PROCEEDS (EXCLUSIVE Oft ACCRUED 
INTEREST RECEIVED FROM THE PURCHASER OR PURCHASERS), AND SUCH 
OTHER FUNDS AS MAY BE LEGALLY AVAILABLE AND REQUIRED 
TO PAY FULLY THE DEVELOPMENT COSTS OF THE PROJECTa 
{a) n flROJECTII -- THE DORMITORY WITH COUNSELLOAIS APARTMENT 
AND APPURTENANT FACIL.ITIES1 TO HOUSE APPROXI MATEL.Y 280 
STUDENTS, TO 86 CONSTRUCTBO TKROUGH APPLICATION OF THE 
PROCEEDS OF THE CoNsTRUCTION FuND, UPON A PORTION OF THE 
CAMPUS OF THE iVi.uRRAv STATE CoLL-EGE AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, 
SAID PORTION OR SITE BEING PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED IN ARTICLE 
TwELVE HEREOF. 
(H) uCHAIRMAN" -- THE CHAIRMAN AND EACH AND EVERY VacE 
CHAIRMAN AND EACH AND EVERY OTHER OFFICER OF THE BoARD 
AUTHORIZED TO EXERCISE THE POWERS AND AUTHORITY REPOSED 
IN THE CHAIRMAN OF THE f::ioARD. 
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(a) ••SECRETARY•• --THE SEcRETARY AND EACH ~No EVERY 
AssisTANT SEcRETARY AND EACH ANo EVERY OTHER oFFICER 
OF THE BoARD AUTHORIZED TO EXERCISE THE POWERS AND 
AuTHORITY REPOSED IN THE SECRETARY OF THE BoARo, 
(J) uTREASURERn --THE TREASURER AND EACH AND EVERY 
AssisTANT TREASURER AND EACH ANo EVERY OTHER OFFICER 
OF THE SoARD AUTHORIZED TO EXERCISE THE POWERS AND 
AUTHORITY REPOSED IN THE TREASURER OF THE BoARD, 
(K) t~ARCHITECTtt OR ttENGINEER11 -- ANY LICENSED ARCHITECT 
OR ENGINEER APPOINTED BY THE 80ARD1 INCLUDING ANY 
SUCH ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER IN THE EMPLOY OF THE BoARD 
OR OF THE COLLEGE AND 50 APPOINTED, 
(L.) "FISCAL YEARtl -- SHAL..L. MEAN THE 12-MONTHS PERIOD 
BEGINNING JUI...Y 1, AND ENDING THE FOLLOWING JuNE 30, 
INCL.USIVE• 
SECTION 1.02, \ilORDS OF THE MASCUL-INE GENDER SHALL. BE DEEMED AND 
CONSTRUED TO INCLUDE CORRELATIVE WORDS OF THE FEMININE AND NEUTER GENDER, 
SECTION 1.03, THE woRos •• BoNo,•• ttOWNER,tt 1 tHOLDER,n AND 11 PERSON" 
SHALL INCLUDE THE PLURAL AS WELL AS THE SINGULAR NUMBER UNLESS THE CONTEXT 
SHALL. OTHERWISE INDICATE. THE TERM tt80NQH0LCERI1 MEANS AND CONTEMPLATES• 
UNLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWISE INDICATES, THE HOLDERS OF THE BoNOS AT THE 
TIME ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING HEREUNDER, EACH OF THE WORDS t1PERSON11 AND 
ttCORPORATIONtt SHALL. INCLUDE THE OTHER, UNLESS THE CONTEXT SHAL.L. OTHERWISE 
INDICATEs 
SECTION 1.04, \"v'HENEVER IN THIS I"NDENTURE IT IS PROVIDED THAT ANY 
FACTS OR OPINION BE EVIDENCED TO THE TRUSTEE BY MEANS OF A CERTIFICATE, 
STATEMENT, OPINION, OR OTHER DOCUMENT, IT SHALL CONSTITUTE COMPLIANCE HERE-
WITH IF THE VARIOUS FACTS ANo-OR OPINIONS INTENDED SO TO BE EVIDENCED TO THE 
TRUSTEE BE INCL.UOEO IN DIFFERENT CERTIFICATES, STATEMENTS, OPINIONS, OR 
OTHER DOCUMENTS SIGNED BY THE SAME PERSON OR DIFFERENT PERSONS OF THE SAME 
QUAL. I P'ICATIONS, 
Ai~TICLE TWO 
GENERAL PROVISIONS REGARDING EXECUTION, 
AUTHENTICATION AND REGISTRATION OF BONPS. 
SECTION 2.01, SAVE AS IS HEREIN PROVIDED IN RESPECT OF MUTILATED~ 
LOST, DESTROYED OR STOLEN BONDS, BoNoS MAV BE ISSUED HEREUNDER TO THE 
AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF NO MORE THAN EIGHT HuNDRED THouSAND 
DOLLARS ($800,000), THE BONDS SHALL BE ISSuED AS CouPON BoNos IN THE 
DENOMINATION OF ONE THoUSAND DOLLARS ($'i,OOO) EACH, REGISTERABLE AS TO 
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PRINCIPAL. ONL.V AND NUMBERED 1 TO 8QQ, INCLUSIVE, THE PRINCIPAL OF EACH 
BoNo AND THE INTEREST THEREON SHALL BE PAYABLE AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF 
THE CITIZENS FtoELITY BANK AND TRusT CoMPANY, IN THE CtTV OF LoutSVtL.LE, 
I KENTUCKV1 OR OF ITS SUCCESSORS IN TRUST UNDER THIS INDENTURE, OR 1 AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER, AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE oF CHEMICAL CoRN ExcHANGE BANK, 
IN THE CaTv OF Ne:w YoRK, Ne:w YoRK, IN sucH COIN oR cuRRENCY oF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AS AT THE TIME OF PAYMENT SHALL BE LEGAL TENDER FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF DEBTS cuE THE UNtTED STATES OF P~MERICA. THE BoNos AND THE 
INTEREST COUPONS APPERTAINING THERETO SHALL BE RESPECTIVELY SUBSTANTIALLY 
IN THE FORMS HEREINBEFORE SET FORTH, WITH SUCH OMISSIONS, VARIATIONS AND 
INSERTIONS AS ARE REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY THE TERMS OF THIS INDENTURE TO 
EVIDENCE THE TERMS THEREOF. 
SECTION 2.02. THE SAID BoNos SHALL BE DATED JuNE 1, 1960, AND SHALL 
BEAR INTEREST AT ONE OR MORE INTEREST COUPON RATES NOT TO EXCEED AN AGGREGATE 
INTEREST COST OF THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH PER CENT PER ANNUM, TO BE ESTABLISHED 
UPON THE BASIS OF COMPETITION AMONG BIDDERS WHEN SAID 80NDS ARE SOL..D AT 
AN ADVERTISED PUBLIC COMPETITIVE SALE, AS HEREIN PROVIDED. ALL SUCH INTEREST 
TO THE RESPECTIVE MATURITY DATES OF PRINCIPAL SHAL..L.. BE EVIDENCED BY COUPONS 
ATTACHED TO THE 8oNOS, PAYABLE SEMI-ANNUALLY ON EACH JuNE 1 AND iJECEMBEFf 1. 
SuBJECT TO THE RESERVED RIGHT OF REDEMPTION OF A PORTION OF SAID 80NDS PRIOR 
To MATURITY As PROVIDED IN ARTICLE THREE OF THIS lNcENTuRE, SAID SERIES oF BoNos 
SHALL MATURE AS TO PRINCIPAL ON JuNE 1 OF THE RESPECTIVE YEARS, IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE FOI4LOW!NG SCHEDULE! 
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DATE OF 
BONDS NUMBERED PRINCIPAL MATURITY 
{INCbUSIVE) AMOUNT JuNE 1. 
I - 12 $ 12,0()0 1963 
13- 24 12,000 1964 
25- 36 12,QOO 1965 
31-48 12,000 1966 
49- 62 14,000 1967 
63- 76 14,000 1968 
' 
77- so 14,000 1969 
90-104 14,000 1970 
105-118 14,000 1971 
119-134 16,000 1972 
135-150 16,000 1973 
151-166 16,000 1974 
167-182 16,000 1975 
183-200 18,000 1976 
201-218 18,000 1977 
219-236 18,000 1978 
237-254 18,000 1979 
255-274 20,000 1980 
275-294 20,000 1981 
295-314 20,000 1982 
315-334 20,000 1983 
335-356 22,000 1984 
357-378 22,000 1985 
379-400 22,000 1986 
401-424 24,000 1987 
425-448 24,000 1988 
449-472 24,000 1989 
473-498 26,000 1990 
499-524 26,000 1991 
525-552 28,000 1992 
553-580 28,000 1993 
581-608 28,000 1994 
609-638 30,000 1995 
639-668 30,000 1996 
669-700 32,000 1997 
701-732 32,000 1998 
733-766 34,000 1999 
767-800 34,000 2000 
SECTION 2.03. THE BoNos SHALL sE OFFERED FOR SALE BY THE BoARD, 
WITHOUT THE INTERVENTION OF THE TRUSTEE, AT SUCH TIME OR TIMES AS THE 8oARD 
MAY DIRECT UPON .THE BASIS OF NOTICES PUBLISHED BY THE BoARD IN A NEWSPAPER 
OF GENERAL CIRCUL.ATION THROUGHOUT THE CoMMONWEALTH OF l\ENTUCKV AND IN 
\ 
..I.t:m BoND BuyER. A FINANCIAL. JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN Ne:w YoRK, NEw YoRK, QF 
GENERAL CIRCULATION THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND UPON THE" 
BASIS OF SEALED COMPETITIVE BIOS WHICH SHALL BE OPENED, CONSIDERED AND AC'T"ED 
UPON BY THE BoARD, BoNo No, 1 OF SAID SERIES oF BoNDS SHALL BE SIGNED ON 
BEHALF OF THE 80ARD BY THE CHAIRMAN UNDER THE CORPORATE SEAL OF THE BOARD. 
SeNDS NUMBERED 2-800, INCLUSIVE, SHALL BE EXECUTED WITH THE FACSIMILE 
SIGNATURE OF SAID CHAIRMAN, AND A FACSIMILE OR THE CORPORATE SEAL OF SAID 
SoARD SHALL BE DULY IMPRINTEO UPON SAID ;3oNDS NUMBERED 2 TO 8QQ, INCLUSIVE, 
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AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 61.390 OF THE KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES, AND ALL OF 
SAID BoNDS NUMBERED 1 TO 8QQ, INCLUSIVE, SHALL. BE ATTESTED BV ITS SECRETARY, 
AND SHALL BE OEL.IVERED TO THE TRUSTEE FOR AUTHENTICATION BY IT, AND THEREUPON 
THE TRUSTEE SHAl-L...1 UPON RECEIPT BY THE TRUSTEE OF EVIDENCE SATISFACTORY TO 
THE TRUSTEE OF THE PROPER EXECUTION OF THIS INDENTURE, AUTHENTICATE SAID 
BoNos. THE BoARD SHAL.L. MAKE DELIVERY OF S:<\ID BoNos TO THE PURCHASER oR 
PURCHASERS, BUT ONLY UPON PAYMENT OF THE STATED PURCHASE PRICE, WHICH SHALL. 
IMMEDIATELY BE DEPOSITED TO THE CREDIT OF THE SPECIAL FUNDS OR ACCOUNTS, AS 
HEREINAFTER PROVI CEO. 
0NL.Y BoNDS AS SHALL BEAR THEREON ENDORSED A CERTIFICATION OF 
AUTHENTICATION, SUBSTANTIAL...LY IN THE FORM HEREINBEFORE RECITED, EXECUTED 
ON BEHAL.F OF THE TRUSTEE BY ITS AUTHORIZED OFFICER, SHAL.L BE SECURED BY 
THIS INDENTURE OR BE ENTITL.ED TO ANY RIGHT OR BENEFIT HEREUNDER, THE 
AUTHENTICATION BY THE TRUSTEE UPON ANY BoNO SHAL.L. BE CONCL.USIVE EVIDENCE 
AND THE ONL.V EVIDENCE THAT THE 80ND SO AUTHENTICATED HAS BEEN DULY ISSUED 
HEREUNDER AND THAT THE HOL.DER THEREOF IS ENTITL..ED TO THE BENEFIT OF THIS 
INDENTURE. 
THE£ 80NDS SHAL.L BE PREPARED AND PRINTED IN COMPL.IANC£ WITH 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS, 
SECTION 2,Q4, )N CASE ANY PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE, OR A FACSIMIL.E 
OF WHOSE SIGNATURE, SHAL.L. APPEAR ON ANY i30NOS OR COUPONS ISSUABL.E UNDER 
THIS INDENTURE AS AN OFFICER OF THE 8oARD1 SHAL.L HAVE CEASED TO BE SUCH 
OFFICER BEFORE THE BoNo BEARING SUCH SIGNATURE SHAL.L. HAVE BEEN ACTUALLY 
AUTHENTICATED BY THE TRUSTEE AND DEL.IVEREO TO THE PURCHASER, SUCH BoNO 
NEVERTHEL-ESS MAY BE AUTHENTICATED AND DELIVERED AND ISSUED AS THOUGH THE 
PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS THEREON IN SUCH MANNER HAD NOT CEASED TO BE 
SUCH OFFICER• 
ANY 80ND ISSUABL.E HEREUNDER MAY BE SIGNED, SEAL.ED• OR ATTESTED IN 
BEHAL.F OF THE BoARD BY ANY PERSON AT THE ACTUAL. DATE OF THE EXECUTION OR 
AUTHENTICATION OF SUCH 60ND BEING THE PROPER OFFICER OF THE SoARD AL.THOUGH 
AT THE DATE OF SUCH SONO SUCH PERSON SHAL.L. NOT HAVE BEEN SUCH OFFICER, 
THE COUPONS TO BE ATTACHED TO 60NOS I SSUEO HEREUNDER SHAL.L BE 
SIGNED BY THE FACSIMIL.E SIGNATURES OF THE PRESENT CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY 
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OR oF ANY FUTURE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY OF THE BoARD, AND THE BoARD MAY 
ADOPT AND USE FOR THAT PURPOSE THE FACSIMILE SIGNATURE!.S OF ANY PERSONS WHO 
SHALL HAVE: SEEN SUCH CHAIRMAN OR SECRETARY, NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT THAT 
.EITHER OR BOTH OF THEM MAY HAVE CEASED TO BE SUCH CHAIRMAN OR SECRETARY AT 
SECTION 2.05, THe: BoARD SHALL KEEP AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRuSTEE, I 
THE TIME WHEN SUCH 80NOS SHALL BE ACTUALLY AUTHENTICATED AND DELIVERED, 
BOOKS FOR THE REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER OF REGISTRATION OF BoNDS ISSUED 
HE~EUNDER, WHICH, AT ALL. Rf!;ASONABL.E TIMES, SHALL. BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION BY 
THE HOL-DER OF ANY 80NO ISSUED HEREUNDER, AND UPON PRESENTATION FOR SUCH 
PURPOSE AT SUCH OFFICE, THE 80ARD WILL. REGISTER OR TRANSFER OR CAUSE TO 
BE REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED THEREIN, AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, AND UNDER 
SUCH REASONABLE REGULATIONS AS IT MAY PRESCRIBE, ANY 80NDS ISSUED UNDER 
THIS INDENTURE AND ENTITLED TO BE so REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED. THE TRusTEE 
SHALL ACT AS REGISTRAR IN EFFECTING ALL REGISTRATIONS ON THE BOOKS KEPT 
AT ITS OFFICE. 
ALL. BoNoS ISSUED HEREUNDER SHALL. BE NEGOTIABLE AND SHALL PASS 
BY DELIVERY UNLESS REGISYERED AS TO PRINCIPAL IN THE MANNER HEREINAFTER 
PROVIDED, THE HOLDER OF ANY BoND ISSUED HEREUNDER MAY HAVE THE OWNERSHIP 
OF' THE PRINCIPAL THEREOF REGISTERED ON SAID BOOKS OF THE 80ARD AT THE. OFFICE 
OF THE TRUSTEE, AND SUCH REGISTRATION SHALL SE NOTED ON YHE 80NO. AFTER 
SUCH REGISTRATION, NO TRANSFER SHALL BE VALID UNLESS MADE ON THE SAID BOOKS 
AT THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE REGISTERED OWNER OR HIS DULY AUTHORIZED 
ATTORNEY, AND SIMILARLY NOTED ON THE i30NDi BUT THE SAME MAY BE DISCHARGED 
FROM REGISTRATION BY BEING IN LIKE MANNER TRANSFERRED TO BEARER, AND 
THEREUPON NEGOTIABILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY BY DELIVERY SHALL BE RESTOREDi 
AND SUCH BoNDS MAY AGAIN, FROM TIME TO TIME, BE REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED 
TO BEARER AS BEFORE, SuCH REGISTRATION, HOWEVER, SHALL NOT AFFECT. THE 
NEGOTIABILITY OF THE COUPONS, BUT EVERY SUCH COUPON SHALL CONTINUE TO BE 
TRANSFERABLE BY DELIVERY MERELY, AND SHALL REMAIN PAYABLE TO BEARER, SucH 
REGISTRATIONS AND DI.SCHARGES FROM REGISTRATION SHALL. BE WITHOUT EXPENSE 
TO THE HOLDER OF THE SoNeS, EXCEPT ANY TAXES OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL CHARGES 
REQUIRKD TO BE PAID WITH RESPECT TO THE SAME. 
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SECTION 2~ bEFORE AUTHENTICATING ANV BoNos, THE TRuSTEE 
SHALL CUT OFF AND CANCEL ALL. MATURED COUPONS, IF ANV1 THEREON AND THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL DELIVER TO THE GoARD A CERTIFICATE OF SUCH CANCELLATION. 
SECTION 2.07, UPON THE RECIUPT BV THE 50ARD AND THE TRUSTEE 
OF EVIDENCE SATISFACTORY TO THEM OF THE LOSS, 'THEFT, DESTRUCTION OR 
MUTILA'TlON OF ANY OUTSTANDING E;oND OR bONDS HEREBY SECURED, AND OF INDEMNITY 
SATISFACTORY TO THEM, AND UPON SURRENDER AND CANCELLATION OF SUCH 80ND OR 
80NDS IF MUTILATED, THE f:::iOARD MAY EXECUTE ANP THE TRUSTEE MAY AUTHENTICATE 
AND THERE MAY BE DELIVERED, A HEW l30ND OR BONDS OF LIKE TENOR, MATURITY 
AND SERIAL NUMBERING IN LIEU OF SUCH L.OST1 STOLEN, DESTROYED OR MUTILATED 
BoNo OR BoNos. EAcH sucH NEW 6oNo MAY BEAR sucH ENDORSEMENT "'s MAY as: 
AGREED UPON BY THE SOARD AND BY THE TRUSTEE TO BS:: NS::CESSARV TO EVIDENCE 
THAT IT HAS BEEN ISSUED IN LIEU OF A LOST, STOLEN, DESTROYED OR MUTILATED 
BoNo. THE SOARD MAY REQUIRE THE PAYMENT OF THE EXPENSES WHICH MAY BE 
INCURRED BY THE i30ARD AND THE FltES ANC EXPENSES OF THE TRUSTEE IN THE PREMISES• 
SECTION 2.08, As TO AL.L GONDS REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, THE 
PERSON IN WHOSE NAME THE SAME SHAL.L. BE REGISTERED SHAL..L BE DEEMED AND 
REGARDED AS THS: OWNER THEREOF, FOR AL.L.. PURPOSES OF' THIS INDENTURE, AND 
THEREAFTER PAYMENT OP OR ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF SUCH BOND SHAL.L.. 
Bl! MADE ONLY TO OR UPON THE ORDE!:R IN WRITING OF SUCH RKGISTERED OWNER 
THEREOF1 BUT SUCH REGISTRATION MAY BE CHANGED AS ABOVE£ PROVIDED, THE BoARD 
AND THE TRUSTEE MAY DEEM AND TREAT THE BEARER OF ANY 80ND WHICH SHALL.. NOT 
AT THE TIME BE REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, AND THE BEARER OF ANY COUPON FOR 
INTEREST ON SUCH 60NO, WHETHER SUCH 80ND SHALL BE REGISTERED OR NOT, AS THE 
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF SUCH 80ND OR COUPON FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING PAYMENT 
THEREOF, AND FOR ALL.. 0TH£R PURPOSES WHATSOEVER, AND THE BOARD AND THE 
TttUSTEE SHALL HOT BE AFFECTED SY ANY NOTICE TO THE CONTRARY. 
ARTICLE THREE 
REDEMPTION OF GONDS 
SECTION 3.01. THE RIGHT IS HEREBY RESERVED TO CAL..l. AND REDEEM· 




INCI..USlVE, PRIOR TO MATURITY AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN PART IN 
THE INVERSE ORDER OF THEIR NUMBERING, SAID BoNDS NUMBERED 639 TO 800, 
MATURING JuNE 1, 1996, THROUGH JuNE 1, 2000, INCL.USIVE, BEING 50 REDEEMABL-E 
ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO 
THE REDEMPTION DATE, AND BoNDS NUMBERI!:D 105 TO 638, MATURING JuNI!: 1, 1971, 
THROUGH JUNE 1, 1995, INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEMADLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT 
DATE FAL.L.ING AFTI!:R JuNE I, 1970, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO 
THB REDEMPTION DATE PLUS A REDEMPTION PREMIUM OF THREE PER CENT OF THE 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLEO FOR REDEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO JUNE 11 1975; 
TWO AND ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALL..ED FOR 
REDEMPTION THEREAFTI!:R AND ON OR PRIOR TO JUNE 1, 1980; TWO PER CENT OF THE 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR 
TO JuNE I, 1985; ONE AND ONE-HALF PS:R CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOP' IF 
CALLED FOR REDE MPTlON THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO JuNE 1, 1990, AND ONE 
PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER. 
PRIORITY AS TO CAL.L. SHAL.L. EXTEND TO BoNDS NUMBERED 639 THROUGH 800, INCL.USIVE, 
OVER BoNDS NUMBERED 105 THROUGH 638, INCL.USIVEo 
IN CASE THE BoARD SHALL. DESIRE TO EXERCISE ITS RIGHT OF REDEMPTION, 
IT SHALL CAUSE TO BE FILED WITH THE TRUSTEE (AT LEAST JQ DAYS IN ADVANCE OF 
THE REDEMPTION DATE) A COPY OF A NOTICE SPECIFYING THE REDEMPTION DATE AND 
TH£ NUMBERS OF THE BONOS TO BE REDEE MEO, AND SHALL CAUSE NOTICE OF SUCH 
REDEMPTION TO BE PUBLISHED IN A FINANCIAL NEWSPAPER OR JOURNAL, OF GENERAL 
CIRCULATION, PUBLISHED IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN THE CaTV OF NEw Yont<, Ne:w 
YoRK, AT LEAST ONCE NOT LESS THAN JQ DAYS BEFORE THE DATE FIXED FOR REDEMPTION, 
SUCH PUBLISHED NOTICE TO IDENTIFV THE BONDS TO BE REDEEMED AND TO STATE THAT 
INTEREST WILL CEASE TO ACCRUE THEREON FROM AND AFTER THE SPECIFIEO RBDEMPTION 
DATE• IF ANY OF THE 80NDS TO BE REDEEMED ARE AT THE TIME REGISTERED AS TO 
PRINCIPAL., SIMILAR NOTICE SHALL BE SENT BY THE GoARD THROUGH THK MAILS, POSTAGE 
PREPAID, AT LEAST THIRTY (30) DAYS PRIOR TO SUCH REDEMPTION DATE, TO THE PERSONS 
RESPECTIVELY WHO SHALL APPEAR TO BE BONDHOLDERS, 6Y THE TRANSFER REGISTER OF 




CONDITION PRECEDENT TO SUCH REDEMPTION, AND FAILURE SO TO MAIL ANY NOTJCS SHALL. 
NOT AFFECT 'THE VALIDITY OF THE PROCEEDINGS FOR THE£ REDEMPTION OF SUCH I30NOS, 
ON OR BEFORE£ THE REDEMPTION DATE SPECIFIED IN THE NOTICE ABOVE 
PROVIDED FOR, THE BOARD SHALL..1 AND IT HEREBY COVENANTS THAT IT WILL, DEPOSIT 
WITH THE TRUSTEE AN AMOUNT OF CASH SUFFICIENT TO EFFECT THE REDEMPTION OF 
THE BONDS SPEC I FlED IN SUCH NOTICE 1 OR CAUSE THE TRUSTEE TO APPLY TO SUCH 
PURPOSE MONEYS THERETOFORE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE UNDER THE PROVISIONS 
HEREOF AND PROPERLY AVAIL-ABLE FOR SUCH PURPOSE, ALL MONEYS DEPOSITED BY THE 
BoARD WITH THE TRUSTEE, OR SET APART DV THE TRUSTEE1 UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF 
THIS INDENTURE, FOR THE RltDEMPTION OF 8oNDS 1 SHALL BE HELD IN TRUST FOR 
ACCOUNT OF THE HOLDERS THEREOF AND SHALL BE PAID TO THEM RltSPECTIVELV UPON 
PRESENTATION AND SURRENDER OF SAID iJONDS ACCOMPANIED BY ALL INTEREST COUPONS, 
IF ANY, MATURING AFTER THE DATE FIXED FOR REDEMPTION THEREOF, PROVIDED, HOWEVER, 
IF ANY SUC:H BONOS SHALL, BE REGISTERED, THE SAME SHALL BE ENDORSI!D IN BLANK FOR 
TRANSFER IF THE TRUSTEE SHALL SO REQUIRE. 
FROM AND AFTER THE DATE OF REDEMPTION DESIGNATED IN SUCH NOTICE 
(suCH NOTICE HAVING BEEN GIVEN AS AFORESAID AND SUCH DEPOSIT HAYING BBEN 
MAD&: OR MONEYS SET APART AS AFORESAID), NO FURTHER INTEREST SHALL ACCRUI£ UPON 
ANY OF THE BoNoS SO TO BE REDEEMED, AND ANY COUPONS FOR INTEREST PERTAINING 
TO ANY SUCH 8_0NDS AND MATURING AFTER SUCH DATE SHALL BE VOID• AND ALL SUCH 
80NDS1 INSOFAR AS SUCH DEPOSIT SHALL HAVE BEEN MADE OR MONEYS SET APART AS 
AFORESAID, AND ALL SUCH COUPONS SHALL CEASE TO BE ENTITLEO TO THE BENEFIT OF 
THE LIEN OF THIS INDENTURE, AND THE l:JoARD SHALL BE UNDER NO FURTHER LIABILITY 
IN RESPECT THEREOF. 
SECTION 3,02, ALL EONOS SO REDEEMED SHALL FORTHWITH BE CANCELL.S:D 
BY THE TRUSTEE, WHICH SHALL DELIVER SUCH CANCELLED BoNDS TO THE 80ARO. 
ARTICLE FOUR 
ulSPOSITJON AND CUSTODY OF JNC0l'v1E 
AND REVENUES OF THE PROJECT 
SECTION 4,01, As SOON AS ANY PORTION OF THE fJROJECT BECOMES REVENUE 
PRODUCING, ALL RENTALS, CHARGES, INCOME AND REVENUE ARISING FROM THE OPERATION 
OR OWNERSHIP OF THE PROJECT SHALL BE DEPOSITED TO THE CREDIT OF A SPECIAL FUND 




l~EVENUE FuND AccOUNTII (HEREINAFTER SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE ••REvENuE 
F'uNou), AND WHICH REVENUE FuND IS HEREBY CREATED. SucH REVENUE FuND SHALL 
BE HELD IN THE CUSTODY OF THE TREASURER OF' THE SOARD, SEPARATE AND APART 
FROM ALL OTHER FUNDS. SUCH REVENUE FUND SHALL. BE MAINTAINED SO LONG AS ANY 
OF THE i30NDS ARE OUTSTANDING AS A TRUST FUND IN A BANK WHICH IS A MEMBER OP' THS 
FEDERAL ilEPOSIT INsuRANCE CoRPORATION AND sHALL BE EXPENDED AND use:D av THK 
TREASURER ciNL.Y IN THE MANNER AND ORDER HEREINAFTER SPS.CIFIEDe 
SECTION 4.02. THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES 1 IMMEDIATELY UPON 
THE SALE AND DELIVERY OF ANY OF THE a,ONDS 1 TO CREATE AND E;STABLISH WITH THE 
TRUSTEE, A SEPARATE AccouNT, RECORDED ON THE SocKs OF THE BoARD, TO BE 
DESIGNATED uJuNE 1, 1960 UDRMITORV (REVENUE) BoNe AND INTEREST SINKING 
FuND AccouNTn (HEREINAFTER SOMETIMES REFERRED TO As THE uSINKING FuNau). 
So LONG AS ANY OF THE BoNos ARE OUTSTANDING, THE SAID SINKING FuND SHALL BE 
MAINTAINED AND DEPOSITED, EITHER DIRECTLY OR THROUGH BANKING CHANNELS, INTO 
THE CUSTODY OF THE TRUSTEE, AND SHALL BE USED BY THE TRUSTEE TO PAY INTEREST 
AS IT BECOMES DUE ON SONDS P'ROM TIME TO TIME 1 AND TO PAY AND TO RETIRE THE 
BoNDS AT OR BEFORE MATURITY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INOitHTURIE, 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF THE SINKING 
FuNo, THE BoARD covENANTS AND AGREES AS FOLLOws: 
(1} THAT INITIALLY, THERE WILL BE DEPOSITED IN THE SINKING 
FuND THE ACCRUED INTEREST, IF ANV, RECEIVED AT THE 
Tl ME OR Tl MES OF THE SALE OR SALES OF THE 8oNDS1 TOGETHER 
WITH SUCH FURTHER SUM FROM THE BoNo PROCEEDS AS WILL 
CAUSE THE TOTAL SO DEPOSITED TO EQUAL ALL INTEREST MATURING 
uNTIL THE PROJECT BECOMES REVENuE-PRDoUCING. 
(2) THAT AS SOON AS ANY PORTION OF THE PROJECT BECOME REVENuE-
PRODUCING, THE BoARD sHALL TRANSFER FROM THE REVENUE FuND 
ON oR BEFORE NovEMBER 15, 1960, MAv 15, 1961, AND NovEMBER 
15, 1961, RESPECTIVELY, SUCH SUMS AS WII. .. L BE SUFFICIENT, 
TOGETHER WITH BAl-ANCES IN SAID SINKING FuND1 TO PAY INTEREST 
ON ANY OUTSTANDING BoNDS TO BECOME DUE ON iJECEMBER 1, 
1960, JUNE 1, 1961, AND UECEMBER 1, 1961, RESPECTIVEL-Y, AND 
THEREAFTER, THE BoARD SHALL DEPOSIT TO THE CREDIT OF THit 
SINKINca FuNc THE suM oF "'T L.EAST $22,000 oN oR BEFoRE EACH 
l'viAv 15 AND NovEMBER 15, UNTIL. THE AMOUNTS ACCUMUL.ATED IN 
SAID SINKING FuND, INCLUDING ANY INVESTMENTS CARRIED TO THE 
CREDIT OF SAID SINKING f"uND1 ARE SUFP'ICIBNT TO MEET THE 
INTEREST DUE ON THE OUTSTANDING 80NDS ON THE NEXT ENSUING 
INTEREST PAYMENT DAT&1 PLUS AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO ONE-HALF OF 
THE PRINCIPAL MATURITY DUE WITHIN THE NEXT ENSUING YEAR, 
PLUS A DEBT SERVICE RESERVE OF $75,000, AND THEREAFTER, ON 
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oR BEFORE EACH sucCEEDING MAY 15 AND NoVEMBER 15. 
IN LIKE MANNER SUCH SUMS FROM SAID SOURCES AS MAV BE 
NECESSARY TO MEET THE INTEREST ON THE 8oNDS DUE ON THE 
NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE AND ONE-HALF OF PRINCIPAL.. 
DUE WITHIN THE SUCCEEDING TWELVE MONTHS AND TO 
MAINTAIN A DEBT SERVICE RESERVE IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$75,000.00. 
SttCTION 4.03, THE AMOUNT BY WHICH THE AFORESAID PAYMENTS INTO 
THE SINKING FuND EXCEEDS THE AGGREGATE AMOUNT OF INTEREST ON AND PRINCIPAL.. OP' 
SAID BONDS THEN CURRENTLY BECOMING DUE SHALL BE HELD AS A RESERVEi PROVIDED• 
HOWEVERt THAT NO FURTHER PAYMENTS NEED BE MADE INTO SAID SINKING FuND WHEN-
EVER AND SO LONG AS SUCH AMOUNT OF THE 8oNDS SHALL HAVE BEEN RETIRED THAT THE 
AMOUNT THEN HELD THEREIN• INCLUDING THE RESERVE, IS SUFFICIENT TO ACCOMPLISH 
RETIREMENT OF ALL THE BONDS THEN OUTSTANDING AND PAY ALL INTEREST THAT IS TO 
BE PAID ON ALL OF SUCH BoNDS PRIOR TO SUCH RETIREMENT. 
IF, FOR ANV REASONt THERE SHALL BE A FAILURE TO MAKE ANY PAYMENTS 
INTO SAID StNKING FuND AS AFORESA,D, ANY SUMS THEN HELD AS A RESERVE SHALL. 
BE USED FOR THE PAYMENT OF ANY PORTION OF THE INTEREST OR PRINCIPAL AS TO 
WHICH THERE WOULD OTHERWISE BE DEFAULT, BUT SUCH RESERVE SHALL BE REIMBURSED 
THEREFOR FROM THE FIRST AVAILABLE PAYMENTS MADE INTO THE SINKING FuNo SV 
INCREASING THE SUBSEQUENT SEMI-ANNUALLY PAYMENTS TO AT LEAST 120 PER CENT 
OF THE MINIMUM AMOUNTS OTHERWISE REQUIRED TO BE MADE INTO THE StNKINO FuND. 
ALL MONEYS HELD IN THE SINKING FuND SHALL BE HELD. SECURED• AND 
INVESTED BY THE TRUSTEE, AS PROVIDED BY SECTIONS 4.08 AND 4.09 OF THIS 
INDENTURE. SAte SINKING FuND SHALL BE USED SOLELY AND ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF PAYING THE INTEREST ON SAUl BONDS SECURED HEREBY AND ACCOMPLISHING FU!:TIREMIZNT 
OF SAID BoNoS AT OR BEFORE MATURITYt AND IS HER~SY IRREVOCADLY PLEDGE:D FOR 
THAT PURPOSEt AND SHALL BE USED FOR NO OTHER PURPOSE WHATSOEVER• AND ONLY 
THE AMOUNT IN SAID SINKING FuND IN EXCESS OF THE DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMEN"I"S 
ON THE OUTSTANDING BoNDS DURING THE CURRENT YEAR AND OEBT SERVICE RESERVE 
OF $75,000 MAV BE USED AT ANV TIME FOR THE RETIREMENT OF 80NDS IN ADVANCE OF 
THEIR MATURITY• 
SECTION 4,04. DURING THE THIRTY DAYS PRECEDING EACH JUNE 1 AND 
DECEMBER 1. THE TRUSTEE SHALL TRANSFER FROM THE SINKING FuND TO THE 
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PRINCIPAL OFFICII OF CHEMICAL ConN ExcHANGE EiANK, IN ITS CAPACITY As TKB 
NEw YoRK PAYING AGENT NAMEO HEREIN, FUNos SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE SAID NEw 
YoRK FAVING AGENT TO PAV MATURING BoNos AND INTEREST couPoNs AS ARE THitRE 
PREsENTEDi on THE TRUSTEE SHALL MAKE sucH ARRANGEMENTS WITH SAID NEw YoRK 
PAYING AGENT AS TO ASSURE THE PROMPT PAYMENT OF MATURING EloNDS AND 
COUPONS AS ARE THERE PRESENTED, THE TRUSTEE SHALL MAKE SIMILAR ARRANGEMENTS 
IN THE EVENT OP' REDEMPTION OF ANY BONDS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE THREE OF THIS 
INDENTURE. 
ji§cTION 4.05, CuRRENT EXPENSES OF THE PRoJECT SHAL.L BE PAYABLE 
AFTER COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 4.02 HEREOF FROM THE REVENUE 
FuNo As THE SAME BECOME DUE AND ARE PAYABLE, CuRRENT ExPENSES SHALL 
INCLUDE ALL NECESSARY OPERATING EXPENSES1 CURRENT MAINTENANCE CHARGES1 
EXPENSES OF REASONABLE UPKEEP AND REPAIRS1 PROPERLY ALLOCATED SHARE OF 
CHARGES FOR INSURANCE ANC ALL OTHER EXPENSES INCIDENT TO THE OPERATION OP' 
THE FROJEcT; BUT SHALL EXCLUDE DEPRECIATION, ALL GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
EXPENSES OF THE SoARD AND THE PAYMENT INTO THE uJUNE 1, 1960 8ulL.DING 
MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT ResERVE AccouNT,•• HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FOR. 
SECTION 4,06, THERE IS HEREBY CREATED A SPECIAL ACCOUNT UPON THS 
BOOKS OF THE 80ARD1 SEPARATE AND APART FROM ALL. OTHER ACCOUNTS AND FUNDS1 
THE SAME TO BE DESIGNATED .,JuNE 1, 1960 BuiLDING MAINTS:NACE AND EoUIPMENT 
RESERVE AceOUNTII (HEREINAFTER SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE nMAINTENANCE 
FuNo• •}. So a..oNG As ANY oF THE BoNes ARE OUTSTANCI NG THE SAID FUND SHALL. as 
MAINTAINED AND DEPOSITED EITHER DIRECTLY OR THROUGH BANKING CHANNEL-S INTO 
THE CUSTODY OF THE TRUSTEE. As SOON AS THE RESERVE IS ACCUMULATED IN THE 
SINKING FuND AS REQUIRED ev SecTION 4.02, THE GoARD sHALL. DEPOSIT FROM THE 
Rs.VIUCUK FuND, ON OR BEFORE THE CLOSE OF EACH FISCAL YEAR, THE SUM· OF AT LEAST 
$8,000,00, ANNUALLY, UNTIL THE AMOUNT ACCUMULATED IN SAID MAINTENANCE FuND, 
INCLUDING AHV INVESTMENTS CARRIED TO THE CRECIT OF SAID tvlAIHTENANCE FuND, 
SHALL AGGREGATE $80,000, AND, THEREAFTER, SUCH SUMS, BUT NOT MORE THAN 
$8,000.00 ANNUALLY, AS MAY BE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN (AND RESTORE) A BALANCE OF 
$80,000 IN THE l'vJAINTENAHCE FuND, WHICH FUND MAY BE DRAWN ON AND USED BV 
THE BOARD FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING THE COST OF UNUSUAL. OR EXTRAORDINARY 
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MAINTENANCE OR REPAIRS, RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS, AND THE RENOVATING OR 
REPLACEMENT OF THE FURNITURE OR EQUIPMENT NOT PAID AS PART OF THE ORDINARY 
AND NORMAL E;XPENSES OF PROJECT OPERA'l"ION, HowEVER, IN THE EVENT THE FUNDS 
IN THE SINKING FuND SHOULD BE REDUCED BELOW THE AMOUNT REQUIRED TO MEET 
THE INTEREST DUE ON THE OUTSTANDING i30NDS ON THE NEXT ENSUING INTEREST 
PAYMENT DATE, PL.US AN AMOUNT EQUAL. TO ONE-HALF OP' THE PRINCIPAL. MATURITY DUE 
WITH THE NEXT ENSUING YEAR, PL.US THE REQUIRED DE:DT SERVICE RESERVE OF 
$75,000, FUNDS DN DEPOSIT IN THE iviAINTENANCE FuND SHALL BE TRANSFERRED 
TO THE SINKING FUND TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE THE DEFICIENCY IN 
SUCH SINKING FUND. 
SECTION 4.07. SUBJECT TO THE FOREGOING MAXIMUM DEPOSITS, WHICH 
ARE CUMULATIVE, THE BoARD MAY USE THE BALANCE OF EXCESS FUNDS IN THE 
1:tEVENUE FuND FOR ANY IMPROVEMENTS, EXTENSIONS OR ADDITIONS TO THE PROJECT, 
OR TO REDEEM OUTSTANDING BONDS ON THE NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, IN INVERSE 
NUMERICAL- OROERt IN AMOUNTS OF NOT LESS THAN $5.000 PAR VALUE AT ONE TIMS:, 
OR FOR ANY EXPENDITURES, INCL-UDING THE PAYMENT OF DEBT SERVICE, IN IMPROVING 
OR RESTORINCJ ANY EXISTING HOUSING FACIL-ITIES OR PROVIDING ANY SUCH ADDITIONAL 
P'ACIL.ITIES, 
SrcrroN 4,QB, AL.L MONEYS DEPOSITED WITH AND JN THE CUSTODY OF THE 
TRUSTEE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE SHALL. SE TRUST FUNDS AND 
SHALL. NOT BE SUBJECT TO L.IEH OR ATTACHMENT BY ANY CREDITOR. SucH MONEYS 
SHALL. SE HEL.D IN TRUST AND APPL.IED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
INDENTURE AND SHALL. BE SECURED IN SUCH MANNER AS MAY AT THE Tl ME BE REQUIRED 
OR PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE STATE OR FEDERAL. LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
REGARDING THE SECURITY FOR, OR GRANTING A PREFERENCE IN THE CASE OF, THE 
DEPOSIT OF TRUST FUNDS• 
SECT I ON 4 .. 09, iViONEYS HELD FOR THE CREDIT OF THE (ViAl NTENANCE 
FuNo AND THE AMOUNT THEREOF IN THE SINKING FuND 1N e:xce:ss oF AL.L. E-oND 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENSUING TWELVE MONTHSt PERIOC 
SHALL BE INVESTED BY THE TRUSTEE, IF SO DIRECTED BY RESOLUTION OF THE 
8oARD1 IN DIRECT OSLIGATIONS OF, OR OBLIGATIONS THE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
OF WHICH ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED BY, THE UNITED STATES GoVERNMENT, 
WHICH MATURE OR ARB. REDEEMABL.K AT THE OPTION OF THE HOL.DER WITHIN FIVE YEARS 
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FROM THE DATE OF INVESTMENT THBREIN. OBLIGATIONS SO PURCHASED SHALL. DB 
DEEMED AT ALL TIMES TO BE A PART OF THE iv'iAINTE:NANCE FuND AND SINKING FUND 
RESPECTIVELY. THE TRUSTEE SHALL SELL AT THE BEST PRICE OBTAINABLE ANY 
OBLIGATIONS SO PURCHASED WHENEVER IT SHALL BE NECESSARY SO TO DO IN ORDER 
TO PROVIDE MONEYS TO MEET ANY PAYMENT FROM THE MAINTENANCE FUND OR 
SINKING FuNo. NEaTHER THE TRuSTEE NOR THE i:iOARD SHALL BE LIABLE oR RESPONSIBLE 
FOR ANY LOSS RESULTING FROM ANY SUCH INVESTMENT, IN DETERMINING THE ADEQUACY 
OF RttSERVES• ALL SUCH INVESTMENTS SHALL BE VALUED IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKBT 
VALUE ON THE THEN NEXT PRECEDING JUNE 30 OR i.JECEMSER 31. WHICHEVER WAS LATER• 
Al~TICLE FIVE 
PARTICULAR COVENANTS OF THE BOARD 
SectiON 5.0 1. THE l30ARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT HAS THE 
LAWFUL CONTROL OF THE: SITE OF THE PROJECT, AS HEhEINAFTER DESCRIBED IN 
ARTICLE TWELVE HEREOF, THAT SAID PROPERTY IS FREE FROM ANY AND ALL LIENS AND 
ENCUMBRANCES AND THAT THE BoARD WILL WARRANT AND DEFSNO THE TITLE THERETO 
AGAINST ALL CLAIMS AND DEMANDS WHATSOEVER. 
SECTION 5.02, THE SOARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL DULY 
AND PUNCTUALLY PAY OR CAUSE TO BE PAID THE PRINCIPAL SUM• AND THE INTEREST 
ACCRUING ON SAID PRINCIPAL, ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THE 130NO& SECURED HEREBY, 
AT THE DATES AND PLACES, AND IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN SAID 80NDS AND IN THE 
COUPONS THEREUNTO APPERTAINING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS THEREOF AND OF THIS 
INDENTURE. 
SECTION 5.03. THE SoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT UPON ACCEPTANCE 
OP' THE PROJECT FROM THE CONTRACTOR Op UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT, WHICHEVER 
SHALL OCCUR FIRST1 THE i30ARD SHALL PROCURE ANa MAINTAIN• SO LONG AS ANY OF THE 
BoNDS ARE OUTSTANDING, FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE ON THE PROJECT• 
IN AMOUNTS SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE FOR NOT LESS THAN FULL RECOVERY WHENEVER THE 
LOS8 FROM CAUSES COVEREC BV SUCH INSURANCE DOES NOT EXCEED 8Q PCR CENTUM 
(80 PER CB.HT) OF THE FULL INSURABLE VALUE OF THE PROJECT, AND ALSO BOILER 
EXPLOSION INSURANCE COVERING A,NV STS.AM BOILERS SERVING THE PRoJECT, TO THE EXTENT 
AUTHORIZEa av LAw. SucH INSURANCE SHALL BE IN THE STATE FaRE AND ToRNADO 
INsuRANCE FuNo OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OP' l\ENTUCKY OR REPUTABL.S: INSURANCE cOMPANJ£8 
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AND BY POLICIES IN FORM SATISFACTORY TO THE TRUSTEE, LOSIS, IF ANY, TO Blr MADE 
PAYABLE TO THE TausTEE As ITS INTERE!:ST MAY APPEAR. THE SoARD WILL., WITHIN 
A REASONABLE TIME AFTER THE EXECUTION HEREOF, AND WITHIN P"OUR (4) MONTHS AFTER 
THE CL.OSE OF EACH CAL.ENDAR YEAR THEREAFTER, FURNISH TO THE TRUSTEE A STATEMENT 
IN WRITING, SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF THE COL.L.EGE1 SETTING FORTH THE F'UL.L INSURABL.El 
VALUE OF THE i?ROJECT AND P'UL.LY DESCRIBING ALL INSURANCB THEN IN FORCE, BUT 
THE TRUSTEE MAV1 AT ITS OPTION, REQUIRE THE SOARD TO DEPOSIT WlTf'l IT ANY OR ALL 
OF SUCH INSURANCE POLICIES, AND SHALL REQUIRE SUCH DEPOSIT IF ANY EVENT OF 
DEFAULT OCCURS. IF THE TOTAL RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE UPON AL.L POLICIES SHALL, 
IN CASE OF ANY PARTICULAR LOSS, BE L.ESS THAN THE SUM OF TEN THOUSAND i}OL.LARS 
($10,000), THE AMOUNT SHALL BE PAID OVER BY THE TRUSTEE TO OR UPON THE ORDER 
OP' THB. 80ARD1 AND SHALL BE APPLIED TO THE EXTENT REQUIRE!:D1 FOR REPI.ACEMBNT 
OR REPAIRS OF, OR SUBSTITUTES FOR, THE DAMAGED OR DESTROYED PROPERTY, BUT 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATED TO SEE TO THE APPLICATION THEREOF; THAT 
IN ALL OTHER CAGES THE PROCEEDS OF' ANY AND AL.L INSURANCE ON ANY PART OF SUCH 
PROPERTY WHICH MAY BE RECEIVED BY THE TRuSTEE SHALL BE HI!LD AND APPLISD BY 
THE TRUSTEE AS HEREINAFTER IN THIS S:cTION PROVIDED. IN THE EVENT OP' ANY DAMAGE 
TO, OR THE DESTRUCTION OF, THE J=kOJECT1 THE f:loARD, UNLESS IT EL.IECTS TO PAY 
AND REDEEM ALL OUTSTANDING IEQNDS1 SHALL PROMPTLY ARRANGI!. FOR THE REPAIR 
AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DAMAGED OR QBSTROYED POR,TION THEREOP, AND SHALL 
ARRANGE FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE PROCEEDS OF THE INSURANCE FOR THAT PURPOSE, 
AS IS HEREINAFTER IN THIS Se=TION PROVIDED• 
IMMEDIATELY UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT AND SO LONG THEREAFTER 
AS THE PUNPS AND INVESTMENTS OF THE> SufKING FUND ARE INSUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE 
DEBT SERVICE FOR THE CURRENT YEAR PLUs THE REQUIRED RESERve:, THE BOARD WU .. '-
PROCURE AND MAINTAIN USE; AND OCCUPANCY INSURANCE ON THE PAO.IECT1 IN AN AMOUNT 
SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE THE 80ARO TO DEPOSIT IN THE SINKING FuND OUT OF THE 
PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE, AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE SUM WHICH WOUL.D NORMALI.V 
HAYS BEEN AVAILABL.B FOR DEPOSIT IN SUCH SINKING FuND PROM THE REVENUES OF 
THE DAMAGED BUILDING DURING THE TIME THE DAMAGED BUILDING 18 NON-REVENUE-
PRODUCING AS A RESULT OF I..OSS OF' USE CAUSED SY HAZARDS COVERED BY FIRE AND 
EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE. 
AI.L INSURANCE MONEYS (Ex<;EPT THE PROCEEDS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY 
INSURANCE, WHICH SNAL.L BE DEPOSITED IN THE SINKING FUND, AND AL.L PROPERTY 
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INSURANCE IN AMOUNTS 01' loESS THAN T&N THOUSAND i)oa.L.ARS ($10,000) AGOV£ 
PROVIDED TO BE PAID OVER TO THE 80ARD} RECIUVED BY THE TRUSTBB UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS 01' THIS Si&CTIOH BHAL.L. BE HBL.D BY THE TRUST££ AS &UBSTITUTED SBCURIT'I'o 
AND THE SAME SIIAL.L. BE BY THE TRUSTEE PAID OUT I'ROM TIME TO TIME UPON WRITTEN 
ORDER 01' THE 8oARDo SIGNED BY THE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY, AND ACCOMPANIED BY 
AN APPROVING CERTII'ICATE 01' AN ARCHITECT DR ENGINEER, I'OR THE PURPOSE 01' PAYING 
THE REA&ONABL.E COST 01' REPAIRING OR RBPL.ACING PART OR AL.L. 01' THE PROPERTY 
DAMAGED OR DESTROVBDi PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT THE 130ARD 8""''-'- HAVE F'URN.-£~ 
IN ADDITION TO THE PROCEEI>S 01' SUCH INSURANCE, SUCH MONEYS AS MAY BE REQUIRED 
TO COMPI..ETS SUCH REPAIRS OR REPL.ACEMENTS0 AND SAID INSURANCE MONEYS SHAL.L. QE 
PAID OUT BY TNE TRUSTEE ONL.V WHEN THE SAME SHAL.L. QE I'UL.L.Y SUPI'ICIENT TO CDMPI..ET£ 
BUCH REPAIRS OR REPL.ACEMENTo AS SHOWN BY THE SAID CERTIPICATE OP AN ARCMITIICT 
OR ENGINEER. EVERY SUCH ORDER OP THE i30ARD POR THE PAYMENT OP INSURANCE MOHEYS 
SHAL.L. STATE THAT THE SOARD IS NOT IH DEPAUL.T UNDER ANY OP THE TERMS AND 
PROVISIONS OP THIS IHDENTURE. THE TRUSTEE SHAL.L. BB I'UL.L.Y PROTECTED IN PAVING 
ANY 'SUCH CASH TO OR UPON THE ORDER Op THE BoARD UPON RECEIPT DP THII SHOWINGS 
ABOVE SPECII'IEDo SUT THII TRUSTEE SHAL.L. HAVE THB RIGNT 0 BUT SIIAL.L. NOT QE OB&.IGEDo 
TO RIIQUJRB THE SOARD TO I'URNIBI4 SUCH ADDITIONAL. EVIDBHC4 114 THE PREMISES AS :TN£ 
TRUSTEE MAY DEEM NECESSARY IN ORDER TO E SfABL.ISH THE RIGHT Dl' THE BOARD TO THE 
WITHDRAWAL. OF' ANY SUCH INSURANCE MONEYS• IN THE EVENT INSURANCE PROCEEDS SHAL.Lo 
REMAIN AFTER THE COMPL.ETION 01' SUCH REPAIRS OR REPL.ACEMENTS0 THEN THE TRUsTEE 
&HAL.L. OIIPOSJT sucH MONEYS IN THE SINKING FuND PRovtDBD I'OR BY. ARTICL.£ FouR 
HEREOP0 AND SUCH MONEYS SHAJ.L. BE APPL.IED TO THE RETIREMENT OF 80HDS. 
~scytON S.04. THIE SoARD covENANTS AND AGRa&:S THAT so LONG AS AHY 
DP THE BONDS ARE OUTSTANDING THE SoARD WIL.L.0 IP SUCH IHSURANCII IS HOT AL.READV 
IN FORCE• PROCURE AND MA.NTAIN PUEU .. IC: L..IABIL.ITY INSURANCE TO THE IIEXTSNT AUTHOAIZ&D 
BY L.AWt TO PROTECT THE 13oARo FROM CL.AI MS POR BODIL.V INAtAV ANa-OR DEATH -ICH 
MAY ARISE PROM THE OPERATION OF THE EiOARD INCL.UDING ANY USB OR OCCUPANCY DP 
ITS GROUHO&o STRUCTURBS AND VBI41CL.BS• 
SseytoN S.OS, THE aOARo COVSNANTS AND AGRSS& THAT IT WU .. L. AT ALL. 
TIMES MAINTAIN, PRESERVE AND·KEBP THE PftOJBCT AND EVERY PART THERBDF IN GOOD 
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CONDITIONt REPAIR AND WORKING ORDER AND WILL FROM TIME TO TIME MAKE ALL. 
HEEDFUL. AND PROPER REPAIRS, REPI.ACEMENTS, ADDITIONS, BETTERMENTS AHD IMPROVEMENTS 
SO THAT THE OPERATION AND BUSINESI> OF AND PERTAINING TO THE PRoJECT AND EVERY 
PART THEREOF SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE CONDUCTED PROPERLY AND ADVANTAGEOUSLY; 
AND WHENEVER AHV PORTION OF THE PROJECT SHALl. HAVE BEEN WORN OUT OR DESTRoYED 
OR SHALl. HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE, INEFFICIENT OR OTHERWISE UNFIT FOR USE1 THE 
SoARD WILL PROCURE AND INSTAL.L SUBSTITUTES OF AT LEAST EQUAL VALUE, UTILITY 
AND EFFICIENCY SO THAT THE VALUE AND EFFICIENCY OF THE PROJECT SHALL. AT ALL 
TIMBS BE FULLY MAINTAINED, AND TO THE EXTENT OTHER FUNDS ARB NOT AVAILASLS:1 
THE bOARD SHALL SET APART, USE AND APPLY FUNDS IN THE [\I]AINTIENANCE FuND FOR 
THE FORIEGOING PURPOSaS, 
IT IS HEREBY REP,RESENTED0 cove:HANTED AND AGREED THAT MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE, WITH THE APPROVAL oF THE CouNCIL OF PuaLIC HIGHER EDUCATION, 
HAS HERETOFORE ESTABLISHED, AND SO LONG AS ANY OP' THE f30NOS ARE OUTSTANDING• 
WILl.. CONTINUE TO 'FIX, IMPOSE, CHARGE AND COLLECT SUCH RENTALS, CHARGES, INCOME• 
RE:VENUES AND INCIDE:NTAL FEES ARISING FROM THE: OPERATION AND OWNE:RSHIP OF THIE 
F'ROJECT, AND SHAL.L. ESTABUSH INITIALLY A BASE RENTAL OF NOT LESS THAN ~5.00 WEEKLY• 
AND THEREAFTER SHALL MAINTAIN SUCH RATES AND CHARGES P'OR EACH STUDENT 
OCCUPANT FOR USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE f-!'ROJECT DORMITORY, AS, TOGETHER WITH 
THE AMOUNT PRODUCED BY THE PLEDGED INCIDENTAL FEES, SHALL. BE SUFFICIENT TO 
PAY OPERATING EXPENSES PLUS PRINCIPAL AND IN'TEREST REQUiREMENTS OF THE BoHos 
HEREIN AUTHORIZED• AND ALL SUCH CHARGES SHALL BE SET APART AND PAID ltn'O THE 
REVENUE F'uND HEREINBEFORE CREATED, AS PAYMENT FOR THE SERVICES AND FACILITIES 
AFFORDED BV SAID PROJECT• IT IS HEREBY SPECIFICALLY CERTIFIED THAT NOT LESS THAN 
$29,00 OF THS: INCIDENTAL FEE ASSESSED TO EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PRC>JS:CT 
P'OR EACH SEMESTER OF THE REGULAR TERM OF TWO SEMESTERs, AND NOT L.ESS THAN 
$15.00 OF THE INCIDENTAL F'EE ASSESSED TO EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PROJECT 
POA THE REGULAR SUMMER SES&JON, ARE HG:REeV DECLARED TO CONSTlTUTE INCOME 
ANO REVENUES FROM SAID .PROJECT, AND sHALL BE PAID INTO THE PROJECT ~EYENUE 
FuND AccOUNT AS OTHER INCOME AND REVS:Nue:s, 
SECTioN S.OS. THE BoARD covENANTs AND AGREES. THAT wHENEVER 




. . ' 
80ARD0 IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICI.E ELEVEN HEREOF, WILL APPOINT A 
TRUSTEE SO THAT THERE SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE A TRUBTEE HEREUNDER WHICH 
SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE A BANK OR TRUST COMPANY HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE 
AND PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE CoMMONWEALTH OF 1\e:NTUCKV, IF THERE BE SUCH A 
BANK OR TRUST COMPANY WILLING AND ABL.E TO ACCEPT THE TRUST UPON REASONABLE 
OR CUSTOMARY TERMS• 
Se:crtcN 5.07. THE SoARD covENANT& AND AGREES THAT IT as DULY 
AUTHORIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF ((ENTUCKV AND UNDER ALL OTHER APPUCABLS 
PROVISIONS OF LAW TO CREATE AND ISSUE THE BONDS HEREIN PROVIDED FOR, TO 
EXECUTE AND DEUVER THIS INDENTURE, AND TO PLEDGE THE INCOME AND REVENUES 
OF THE f'ROJECTt AS HB.REtiN PROVIDED, THAT ALL CORPORATE ANo-'DR OTHER ACTION 
ON ITS PART FOR THE CREATION AND ISSUE OF SAID 80HDS AND THE EXECUTION OP' THIS 
INDENTURE HAS BEEN DUL.Y AND EFFECTUALLY TAKEN, THAT SAID 80NDS WHEN ISSUED 
AND IN THE HANDS OF THE HOLDERS THEREOF ARE AND WILL BE VALID AND ENFORCEABLE 
OBLIGATIONS OF THE 80ARD0 AND THAT THIS INDENTURE IS AND ALWAYS WILL SE A 
VALID INDENTURE TO SECURE THE P/WMENT OF SAID 80Nos; AND THAT THE BOARD HAS 
COMPL.ETE AND LAWFUL AUTHORITY AND PRIVILEGE TO CONSTRUCT, MAIN1'AIN AND OPERATE 
THE PROJECT, 
SECTION 5.08. THE SoARD covENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL NOT 
ISSUE, OR PERMIT TO BE ISSUED, ANY EONOS HEREUNDER IN ANY MANNER OTHER THAN IN 
ACCORQAHCB WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS iNDENTURE AND THE AGREEMENTS IN THAT 
BEHALF HERBIN CONTAINED1 AND THAT IT WILL. FAJTHFUL.LY OBSERVE AND PERFORM 
ALL CONDITIONS, COVENANTS AND REQUIREMENTS OP' THIS INDEfliTUFUt AND OF ALL 
INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL THERETO• 
SECTION 5,09, THE GOARD COVENANTS AND AGREES UPON COMPLETION OF 
OF THE PROJECT, TO PROVIDS: FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE PROCEEDS OP' THE SALE 
OF THE BONDS SECURED HEREBY AND FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE FUNDS PLEDGED 
HEREUNDER AND IN A MANNER WHICH WILL NOT JEOPARDIZE THE SECURITY OF THE 
80NDS1 THE FURNISHINGS AND MOVABLE EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO THE FULL EN.IOYMS:NT 
OF THE USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT• 
SgcxtoN 5, 10. THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL ESTABLISH 
AND MAINTAIN GO LONG AS ANY BOND$ ARE OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS fNDENTU~E SUCH 
PARTIAL RULES, RENTAL RATES, AND CHARGES FOR THS: USE OF THE PRoJECT FACILITIES 
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AS MAy BE NECESSARY (I) TO ASSURE MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY AND USE OF THS PROJECT• 
(2) TO PAY THE INTEREST ON AND PRINCIPAL. OF THE BONDS AS THEY RESPECTIVEL.Y 
MATURE• TO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED RESERVES THEREFOR AND THE fv'iAJNTENANCS F'uND• 
AND THAT IT WILL SET UP AND MAINTAIN RESERVES SPECIFICALLY REQUIRED HEREUNDER, 
AND SUCH FURTHER RESERVES AS MAYSE REASONABLE 0 WITH RESPECT TO THE OPERATION 
OF THE PROJECT1 FOR MAJNTENANCE1 DEPREClATIO~t AND OTHER RESERVES C:USTOMAAII .. Y 
PROVIDED FOR IN THE ACCOUNTING OF BUSINESS CORPORATIONS FOR PROFIT. 
SECTION s. i 1. THE BOARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL KEEP 
ACCURATE FINANCIAL RECORDS ANO PROPER DOCKS RELATING TO THE PRO.JECT1 AND 
SUCH RECORDS ANO BOOK& SHALL BE OPEN TO INSPECTION BY THE BoNDHOLDERS AND 
THEIR AGENTS AND' RSPRESENYATIVES. IT FURTHER COVENANTS THAT AFTER THE CI.OSE 
OF EACH FISCAL YEAR, CONSISTENT WITH FISCAL POLICIES OP' THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF }\ENTUCKY1 IT WI L.L FURNISH TO THE TRUSTEE 1 OR ANY BOND HOLDER WHO REQUESTS 
SAME IN WRITING, COPIES OF THE AUDIT REPORT PREPARED BY AN INDEPENDENT PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTt OR BV THE STATE f\.UDITOR OF PuBLIC .ACCOUNTS1 AS MAY BE REQUIRED 
BY LAW1 REFL.ECTING IN REASONABLE DETAIL THE FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RECORD OF 
OPERATION oF THE PnoJEcT AND THE CoLLEGoE. 
Af~TICLE SIX 
CUSTC'DY J.l.NO J.l.PFLICATION CF BCNO PRCCEEDS 
Se:crloN 6.0 1. A FUND IS HEREBY CREATED AND DESIGNATED ufV1uRRAY STATE 
Cot.t.EGE JuNE 1, 1960 DoRMITORY CoNSTRUCTION FUNDn (HEREIN soMETIMEs CAI.I.ED 
THE uCONSTRUCTION FuNcn). TO THE CREDIT OF WHICH THERE SHALL DE DEPOSITE01 
AS RECEIV£01 THE PROCEEDS OF THE BONDS (wiTH THE E;:XCEPTION OF ACCRUED INTEREST• 
IF ANY1 WHICH IS REQUIRED BY 5ECTI.ON 4,02 HEREOF TO BE DEP091TED IN THE SINKING 
FuND), THE MONEYS IN THE CoNSTRUCTION FuotD SHAI.I. BE PAID To THE STATE 
TREASURER OF THE COMMONWEAI.TH OF 1\ENTUCKY AND HEI.D IN TRUST AND APPI.IED 
ON ORDERS oF THE 80ARD TO THE PAYMENT OF THE COSTS OF THE PROJECT IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH AND SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, ANDQ PENDING SUCH APPLICATION• 
SHALL BE SUBJECT TO A LIEN AHD C~ARGE IN FAVOR OF THE HOLDERS OF THE 80NDS 
ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS INDENTURE AND SHAL.L BS HELD P'OR THE FURTHER 
SECURITY OF SUCH HOLDERS UNTIL PAID OUT AS HEREIN PROVIDEDe 
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SttctiON 6.02, FoR THB PURPOSES OF THIS ARTICLE THE COST OF THS: 
PRo.iECT SHALL INCLUDE, WITHOUT INTENDING THEREBY TO LIMIT OR RESTRICT OR 
EXTEND ANY PROPER DBFIHITIOH OF SUCH COST UNDER ANY APPLICABLE LAWS OR 
UNDER THIS INOENTURE 1 THE FOL.L.OWIHG: 
(A) OaLIGATIONS INCURRED FOR LABOR AUD TO CONTRACTORS, 
BUILDERS AND MATERIAL ·MEN IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THIS PROJEcT; 
(a) THE INTEREST ACCRUING UPON THE 80HDS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE PRo.IECT AFTER WHICH IT IS HERBBV REPRS:SENTED THAT THE 
FROJECT WILL. SE REVEt.UE PRODUCING; 
(c) FEES AND EXPENSES OF ENG~NEERS AND ARCHITECTS FOR SURVEYS 
AND ESTIMATES AND OTHER PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS• PREPARATION 
OF PLANS, ORA WINGS AND SPEC!FICAT!CMS AND SUPERVISING C:ONS~tRUCTION • 
AS WELL AS FOR THE PERFORMA:iCE OF ALL OTHER DUTIES OF ENGINEERS 
AND ARCHITECTS IN RELATION TO TKE PLANNING OR CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE PRO.IECT OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE ISSUANCE OF' THE 8oNOSj 
(o) EXPENSE OP' ADMINISTRATION PROPERLY CHARGEABLE TO THit PROJECT1 
LEGAL. EXPENSES AND FEESt FINANCING CHARGitS1 ADVERTISING EXPENSES• 
COST OF PRINTING BONDS• CO&T OP' AUDITS AND OF ISSUING THE BONDS 
AND ALL OTHER ITEMS DF EXPENSE NOT E'-SEWHERE IN THIS SECTION 
SPECIFIED, INClDiitNT TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT ANO PL.ACING 
IT IN OPERATION, SPECIFICALLY !NCLUD;NG THE AGREED FIXED FEE 
OF THE HousiNG ANO HoME FINANCE AGENcY oF THE UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT IN SUPERVISING AND INSPECTING THE WORK APPUATAINING 
TO THE OEVELOPMENT OF' THE PRo.IEeT ANO OF' AUOITING THE 8oOKS0 
RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS PERTAIHING TO THE PAO.IECT AS SET FORTH 
IN THE LOAN AGREEMENT SETWEEN THE BOARD ANO THE UNITEO STATES 
OF AMERICA, oATED AS OF JuNE 1, 1960, 
SECTION 6103, WITHIN THE THIRTY OAYS PRECEDING EACH JUNE 1 ANO 
UI!CI!:MBER I PRIOR TO THE DATE THE FIRST PAYMENT IS MAOE INTO THE SINKING 
FuNo FROM THE REVENUE FuNo, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONs OF SEcTION 4,02 OF 
THIS INOENTURE THERE SHAI.L SE TRAHSFERREO ANO PAID INTO THE SINKING F'UND 
III'ROM THE CoNSTRUCTION FuND AN AMOUNT SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE INTEREST ON THE 
BoNOS BECOMING OUE ON SUCH JuNE I AND DECEMBER 1 AND THE 80ARO COVENANTS 
AND AGREES TO CAUSE EACH SUCH TRANSFER AND PAYMENT TO DE SO MAOEe 
Se:eTION 6.04. '\iv'HEN THE PROJECT SHALL. HAVE BEEN COMPLETED ANV 
SAL.ANCE REMAINING IN THE CoNSTRUCTIOfoJ F'uND AND HOT NECESSARY IN THE OPINION 
OF' THE SoARO TO BE RESERVED FOR THE PAYMENTS OF' ANY REMAINING PART OF THE 
COST OF THE FRo.IECT SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE TO THE CREDIT OF 
THE SINKING FUND, AND1 EXCEPT FOR ANY PORTION OF SUCH DAL.ANCB REMAINING 
UNDER $1,0001 SHALL BE USEO Sy THE TRUSTEE FOR THE REDEMPTION OF BONOS THEN 
OUTSTANDING UNOER THtS INOEMTURE1 AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THS: REDEMPTION 
PROVISIONS &ET FORTH IN SAID 8oNDS AND IH TH!S INDEN1URE UPON THE EARI.IEGT 




SECTION 6.Q5, IF IT DE DETERMINED AT ANY TIME BY THE 60ARD THAT 
THE MONEYS ON DEPOSIT IH THE CONSTRUCTION FUND EXCEED THE ESTIMATED 
DISBURSEMENTS ON ACCOUN"r OP' THE PROJECT FOR THE ENSUING THREE (J) MOtn"HSe 
SUCH EXCESS MAY BE INVESTED BY THE STATE TRilASURI&R UPON ORDERS OF THE 2oAAD 
IN DIRECT OBLSGATIONS OF1 OR OBL.IGATIONS 1'HE PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON WHICH 
ARE GUARANTEED BY, THE UNITED STATES GoVERNMENT HAYING A MATURITY DATE 
OR BEING SUBJECT TO REDEMPTION AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER, NOT ~TEA THAN 
THREE (J) YEARS FROM THE DATE OF SUCH INVESTMENT AND ALL SUCH INVESTMENTS 




SECTION 7,01. THE SOARD AND THE TRUSTEE, FROM TIME TO TIME AND 
AT ANY TIME1 SUB.IECT TO THE: RESTRICTIONS IN THIS INDENTURE CONTAINED, MAYt 
AND WHEN SO REQUIRED BY THIS INDENTURE SHAL.L• ENTER INTO SUCH INDENTURES 
SUPPL.EMENTAI. HERETO AS MAY OR SHA1.1. QV THEM BE DEEMED NECESSARY OR DESIRAD&.• 
FOR ANY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLI.OWING PURPOSES, AMONG OTHERS: 
(I) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OF ANOTHER PUDUC CORPORATION 
OR STATE AGENCY TO THE SOARD AND THE ASSUMPTION BY SUCH 
SUCCESSOR OF THE COVENANTS AND OD&.IGATIONS OF THE BOARD 
IN THE BONDS HEREBY SECURED AND IN THIS INDENTURE; 
(2) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OF ANOTHER BANK OR TRUST 
COMPANY AS TRUSTEE AS HEREIN OTHERWISE PERMITTED AND 
PROVIDED AND THE ACCEPTANCE BY AND ON BEHALF OF SUCH SUCCS:SSOR 
OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE; AND 
(3) FoR ANY OTHER PURPOSE NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THE TERMS 
OF THIS JNDEHTUREt AND WHICH SHALl. NOT IMPAIR THE SECURITY 
OF THE SAME, OR FOR THE PURPOSE OF CURING ANY AMBIGUITY, 
OR OF CURING, CORRECTING OR SUPPLEMENTING ANY DEFECTIVE 
OR INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS CONTAINED HEREIN OR IN ANY 
SUPPI.EMENTAI. INDENTURE• 
SEeiiCN 7.02. THE TRUSTEE IS AUTHORIZED TO JOIN WITH THE BoARD IN 
THE EXECUTION OF ANY SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE, TO MAKE THE FURTHER AGREEMENTS 
AND STIPUJ..ATIONS WHICH MAY BE THEREIN CONTAINED• 
ANY SUPPI.EMENTAI. INDENTURE EXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANY OF THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SHAL.L THEREAFTER FORM A PART OF THIS INDENTURE AND 
ALL THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN ANY SUCH SUPPL.EMENTAL INDENTURE AS 
TO ANY PROVISION AUTHORIZED TO BE CONTAINED THEREIN SHALL BEANO SE OB:EMBD TO 





SEcrtoN 8401, THAT FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE HOJ-DERB OP' THE BoNos 
SECURED BY THIB INDENTURE AND THE INTEREST COUPONS THERETO ATTACHED A 
STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN UPON SAID PROJECT AND ALL PROPERTIES CONNECTED 
THEREWITH AND BELONGING THERETO IS GRANTED AND CREATED BY SECTIONS 162,350 
AND 162,200 OF THE }(ENTUCKY REVIGBD 5TATUTESe WHICH SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE 
I.IEN IS HERS:BY RECOGNIZED AND DECLARED TO BE VAL.ID AND BINDING AS PROVIDED BY 
LA We AND SHALL TAKE EFFBCT I MMBOIATELY UPON THE OBLIVERY OF ANY OF SAID 80ND&. 
THE TRUSTEE MAY1 AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUBST OF THE HOLDERS OF NOT LESS 
THAN TWBNTY'"FIVE PER CENT (25 PER CENT) OF THB PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE 80NDS 
THEN OUTSTANDING, SHALLot EITHER AT LAW OF IN EQUITV1 BY . SUIT, ACTION1 MANDAMUS 
OR OTHSR PROCEEDINGS, ENFORCE AND COMPEL.. PERFORMANCE OF ALL. DUTIES REQUIRED 
BY LAW1 INCLUDING THE CHARGE1 COLLECTION AND ACCOUNTING FOR SUFP'IClENT RENTS1 
P'EES AND CHARGES, AND THE SEGREGATION AND APPLICATION OF THE INCOME AND 
REVENUES A& PROVIDED BY THIS INDENTURE. 
SECTION 8.02, EACH OP' THU FOL.L.OWifiG EVENTS IS HEREPY OECt.AREO AS 
ttEVBNT OP' DEFAU.T,n THAT IS TO SAY: IF 
(A) PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF ANY OF THE BONDS SHALL NOT 
BE MADE WHEN THE SAME SHALL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE1 ElTHER AT 
MATURITY OR BY PROCB:EDIHGS FOR REDEMPTION OR OTHERWISBt OR 
(e) PAYMENT OF ANY INSTAL.LMEHT OF INTEREST SHAI..L NOT BE MADE 
WHEN THE SAME SHALL BECOME DUE ANO PAYABLE OR WITHIN THIRTY (30) 
DAYS THEREAFTER; OR 
(o) THE i30ARD SHALL DISCONTINUE OR UNREASONABLY DEL.AV OR FAIL 
TO CARRY ON WITH REASONABLE DISPATCH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
PRoJECT; OR 
(o) THE SOARD SHALL FOR ANY REASON CS RENDERED INCAPABL.E OF 
P'ULFIL.LING ITS OBL.IGATIONG HEREUNDER; OR 
{a) THE PROJECT SHALL BE DESTROYED OR DAMAGED AND SHALL NOT 
BE PROMPTLY REPAIRED, REPLACED OR RECONSTRUCTED (WHETHER ·sucH 
FAILURE PROMPTLY TO REPAIR, REPLACE OR RECONSTRUCT THE SAME BE 
DUE TO THE IMPRACTICABILITY OF SUCH REPAIR1 REPLACEMENT OR RECON&-
TRUCTION, OR TO LACK 'oF FUNDS THEREFOR OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON); OR 
(F) AN ORDER OR DECREE SHALL DE ENTERE01 WITH THE CONSENT OR 
ACQUIESCENCE OF THE 80ARDt APPOINTING A RECEIVER OR RECEIVERS OF 
THE PROJECT OR OF THE INCOME THEREFROM, OR IF SUCH ORQER OR DECREE, 
HAYING BEEN ENTERED WITHOUT THE ACQUIESCENCE OR CONSENT OF THK 
80ARDe SHALL NOT BE VACATED OR DISC!iARGED OR STAVED ON APPEAL. WITHIN 
SIXTY (60) OAVS AFTER ENTRY; OR 
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(o) THE GoARD SHALL DEFAULT IN THE CUlt AND PUNCTUAL. 
PERFORMANCE OF ANY OTHER OF THE COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AGREE-
MENTS AND PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THE Bofi.DS OR IN THIS INDENTURE 
ON THE PART OF THE bOARD TO BE PERFORMED, AND SUCH OEFAUI.T SHAL.L 
CONTIHUE FOR THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER WRITTEN NOTICE SPECIFYING SUCH 
DBFAUL.T AND REQUIRING THE SAME TO BE REMEDIED SHALl. HAVE BEEN 
GIVEN TO THE 80ARO SY THE TRUSTEE, WHICH MAY GIVE SUCH NOTICE IN 
ITS DISC~ETION AND SHALL GIVE SUCH NOTICE UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST 
OF THE HOLDERS OF NOT LESS THAN FIFTEEN PER CENT (15 PER CENT) 
IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF TH&: !:leNDS THEN OUTSTAI<DING. 
Sa:cTJOH 8.03. UPON THE HAPPENING AND CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT 
OF DEFAULT SPECIFIED IN S&:CTION 8,02 OF THIS ARTICLE, THEN AND IN EVERY CAS&: 
THE TRUSTEE MAY, AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OP THE HOLDERS OF NOT LESS 
THAN TWENTY'"FIVE PER CENT (25 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE BONDS 
THEN OUTSTANDING SHALLt DV A NOTICE IN WRITING TO THE i30ARD0 DECLARE THE 
PRINCIPAL. OF ALL THE 90NDS THEN OUTSTANDlNG TO BE DUE AND PAYABLE IMMEDIATE.I..Ve 
AND UPON SUCH DECLARATION THE SAME SHALL BECOME AND BE IMMEDIATELY DUE AND 
PAYABLE• ANYTHING CONTAINED IN THE SeNDS OR IN THIS INDENTURE TO THE CONTRARY 
NOTWITHSTANDlNGj PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT IP AT ANY TIME AFTER THE PRINCIPAL. 
OF THE 80HDS SHALL HAVE SEEN SO DECLARED TO SE DU&: AND PAYABLE,. 
AND BEFORE THE ENTRY OP FINAL. JUDGMENT OR DECREE IN ANY SUITt ACTION OR 
PROCEEDING INSTITUTED ON ACCOUNT OF SUCH DEFAULTe OR BEFORE THE COMPL.ETION 
OF THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY OTHER REMEDY UNDER THIS ltof:DENTUREe MONBVS SHALL 
HAVE ACCUMULATED IN THE SINKING FuNo SUFFICIENT TO PAY AL.L. ARREARS OP' INTEREST, 
IF ANVt UPON ALL THE iJONDS THEN OUTSTANDING (EXCEPT THE INTEREST ACCRUED ON 
SUCH SONDS SINCE THE LAST. INTEREST PAYMENT DATB), AND THE CHARGES, COMPENSATION• 
EXPEN&ES1 DISBURSEMENTS, ADVANCES AND LIABILITIES OF THE TRUSTEE AND ALL OTHER 
AMOUNTS THEN PAYABLE BY THE BoARD HEREUNDER SHALL HAVE BEEN PAID OR A SUM 
SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE SAME SHALL HAVE BEEN DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE, 
AND EVERY OTHER DEFAULT KNOWN TO THE TRUSTEE IN THE OBSERVANCE OR PERJI'ORMAHCR 
OF ANY COVENANT, CONDITION OR AGREEMENT CONTAINED IN THE BoNDS OR IN THIS 
INDENTURE (oTHER THAN A DEFAUL.T IN THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. OF SUCH 
i30NOS THEN DUE ONLY SECAUS&: OF A DECLARATION UNDER THIS SECTION) SHALL 
HAY&: SEEN REMEDIED TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE TRUSTEE, THEN AND IN EVERY 
SUCH CASK THE TRUSTEE MAY• ANP UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOLDERS OF 
NOT L.&SS THAN TWEN,-y-FlVE PER CENT (25 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUHT OF THE 
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BONDS THEN OUTSTANDING SHAL.L.1 BY WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE BoARD1 RESCIND 
AND ANNUL. SUCH DECLARATION AHO ITS CONSEQUENCES, BUT NO SUCH REtCJSSION OR 
ANNULMENT SHALL- EXTEND TO OR AFFECT ANY SUBSEQUENT DEFAUL.T OR IMPAIR ANY 
RIGHT CONSEQUENT THEREON. 
SECTION 8~ UPON THE HAPPENING AND CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT OP' 
DEFAULT SPECIFIED IN SECTION 8.02 OF THIS ARTICL.E, THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE 
THS TRUSTEE MAY PROCEED,. AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOLDERS OF 
NOT L.ESS THAN FIFTEEN PER CENT (15 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OF THE BONDS 
THEN OUTSTANDING HEREUNDER SHAU... PROCEED TO PROTECT AND ENFORCE ITS RIGHTS 
AND THE RIGHTS OP' THE BONDHOL.DERS UNDER THE L.AWS OF THE COMMONWEAL.TH OF 
KENTUCKY OR UNDER THIS INDENTURE BY SUCH SUITS, ACTIONS OR SPECIAL.. PROCEEDINGS 
IN EQUITY OR AT L.AWe EITHER FOR THE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OP' ANY COVENANT OR 
AGREEMENT CONTAINED HEREIN OR IN AID OR EXECUTION OF ANY POWER HEREIN GRANTED 
OR FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY PROPER LE:GAL OR EQUITABLE REMEDY, AS THE 
TRUSTEE, BEING AOVJSE;:D BY COUNSEL, SHALL DEEM MOST EFFECTUAL TO PROTECT AND 
ENFORCE SUCH RIGHTS, 
IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY REMEDY UNDER THIS INDENTURE THE TRUSTEE 
SHALL BE ENTITLED TO SUE FOR, ENFORCE PAYMENT OF AND RECEIVE ANY AND A&.L 
AMOUNTS THEN OR DURING ANY DEFAULT BECOMING, AND AT ANY TIM£ REMAINING, DUE 
FROM THE BoARD FOR PRINCIPAL, INTEREST OR OTHERWISE UNDER ANY OF THE PROVISIONS 
OP' THIS INDENTURE CR OF THE BoNDS AND UNPAID TOGETHER WITH ANY AND AU.. COSTS 
AND EXPENSES OF COLLECTION AND OF ALL PROCEEDINGS HEREUNDER AND UNDER SUCH 
BoNoS,- WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO ANY OTHER RIGHT OR REMEDY OF THE TRUSTEE OR OF 
THE S0NDHOLDERS1 AND TO RECOVER AND ENFORCE JUDGMENT OR DECREE AGAINST THE 
J3oARDt BUT SOLELY AS PROVIDED HEREIN AND IN SUCH 8oNOS1 FOR ANY PORTION OF 
SUCH AMOUNTS REMAINING UNPAID1 WITH INTKREST, COSTS AND EXPENSES, AND TO 
COLLECT (SOLELY FROM MONEYS IN THE SINKING FUND AND THE INCOME Of" THE PRoJECT 
PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE BONDS BY THIS INDENTURE) IN ANY MANNER PROVIDED 
BY I.AW, THE MONEYS ADJUDGED OR DECREED TO BE PAYABLE. 
SECTION 8.05. ANYTHING IN THIS INDitNTURE TO THE CONTRARY Nat-
WITHSTANDING, THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OP' THE BoNOS 




IN WRITING EXECUTED AND DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTE1:1 .TO DIRECT THE METHOD AND 
PLACE OP' CONDUCTING ALL REMEDIAL PROCEEDINGS TO DE TAKEN BY THE TRUSTEE 
HEREUNDER, PROVIDED THAT SUCH OIRECTION SHALL NOT BE OTHERWJSIE THAN IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH LAW OR THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE, AND THAT THB TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE 
THE RIGHT TO OECLINE TO FOLLOW ANY SUCH DIRECTION WHICH IN THE OPINION OF THE 
TRUSTEE WOULD BE UNJUSTLY PREJUDICIAL TO BONDHOLDERS NOT PARTIES TO SUCH 
DIRECTION. 
SECTION 8.06. ALL RIGHTS OF ACTION UNDER THIS INDENTURE OR UNDER 
ANY OF THE BoNDS SECURED HEREBY, ENFORCEABLE BY THE TRUSTEE, MAY BS ENFORCED 
BY THE TRUSTEE WITHOUT THE POSSESSION OF ANY OF THE 80NDS OR THE COUPONS 
APPERTAINING THERETO OR THE PROIJUCTION THEREOF ON THE TRI·AL OR OTHER PROCEEDINGS 
RELATIVE TliERETO. ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING INSTITUTED BY THE TRUSTBB 
SHALL BE BROUGHT IN ITS NAME FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL THE HOLDERS OF SUCH 80NDS 
AND COUPONS, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE. No REMEDY HEREIN 
CONFERRED UPON OR RESERVED TO THE TRUSTEE IS INTENDED TO BE EXCLVSI'VE OF ANY 
OTHER REMEDY OR REMEDIES• AND EACH AND EVERY SUCH REMEDY SHALL BE CUMULATIVE 
AND SHALL. BE IN ADDITION TO EVERY OTHER REMEDY GIVEN HEREUNDER OR HOW OR 
HEREAFTER EXISTING AT LAW OR IN EQUITY OR BY STATUTE.. No DELAY OR OMISSION 
OF THE TRUSTEE OR OF ANY HOLDER OF THE BoNDS TO E.XERCISE ANY RIGHT OR POWER 
ACCRUING UPON ANY DEFAULT SHALL IMPAIR ANY SUCH RIGHT OR POWER OR SHAL.L BE 
CONSTRUED TO BE A WAIVER OF ANY SUCH DEFAULT OR AN ACQUIESCENCE THEREIN; 
AND BVERV POWER AND REMEDY GIVEH BY THIS ARTICLE TO THE TRUSTEE AND THE 
HOLDERS OF THE 80NOS1 RESPECTIVELY• MAY BE EXERCISEO FROM TIME TO TIME ANO 
AS OFTEN AS MAY BE OEEMEO EXPEDIENT, 
A•~TICLE NINE 
RELEASE AND DISCHARGE OF INDENTURE 
5F:CTION 9.0 1, \iVHENEVER THE 80ARO SHALL PAY• OR CAUSE TO BE PAJo, 
THB FULL AMOUNT DUE AND TO BECOME DUE UPON ALL THE BoNOS HEREBY SECURED 
ANO THEN OUTSTANDING• OR SHALL PROVIDE FOR FULL PAYMENT THEREOF SY DEPOSJTING 
WITH THB TRUSTEE HEREUNDER• FOR THE DISCHARGE OF SUCH BONDS AHO COUPONS, 
THE ENTIRE AMOUNT CUlt AND TO BECOME DUE THEREON• AND SHALL.• IN CASE OF 




SATISFACTORY TO IT THAT NOTICE OF REDE.tMPTION OF ALL. OF THE OUTSTANDING 
80NDS HAS BEEN DULY GIVEN, AND SHALL. PAY THE TRUSTEE IN FULL FOR ALL. SERVICES 
RENDERED BY IT HEREUNDER, AND SHALL WELL.. AND TRUL.V KEEP AND PERFORM ALL OF 
THE THINGS HEREIN REQUIRED TO BE KEPT AND PERFORMED BY IT, ACCORDING TO THE 
TRUE INTENT AND MEANING OF!' THIS INDENTURE, THEN AND IN THAT EVENT THESE 
PRESENTS AND THE TRUST HEREBY CREATED SHALL. CEAS&: AND TERMINATE, AND FURTHER 
PAYMENTS FROM THE REVENUES HER£BV PLEDGED TO THE TRUSTEE SHALL THEREUPON 
CEASE, TERMINATE AND BECOME VOID, EXCEPT AS TO PAYMENT OF THE MONEYS HELD BY 
THE TRUSTEE WHICH SHALL BE APPLIED BY SAID TRUSTEE TO THE PAYMENT OF SUCH 
• 
BoNDS AND COUPONS UPON THE PRESENTATION AND SURRENDeR THEREOF. ANY DEPOSIT OP' 
MONEY WITH THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAVING AND SUFFICIENT IN AMOUNT TO 
PAY CERTAIN OF THE .60NOS AND INTEREST DUEt AND TO BECOME DUE THEtREOMt OR 
CERTAIN OF THE COUPONS APPERTAINING THERETO, SHALL DISCHARGE THE LIABILITY 
OF THE BoARD ON THE 80NQ$ AND-OR COUPONS FOR PAYMENT OF WHICH SUCH 
OEPOSIT SHALL BE MADE, AND THEREAFTER SUCH 80NDS AND COUPONS SHALL NOT BE 
ENTITLED TO ANY OP' THE BENEFITS OF THIS INDENTURE, AND IN CASE OF FULL PAYMENT 
OF ALL THE BONDS AND COUPONS AND THE DISCHARGE OF ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS ON 
THE PART OF THE SoARD AS HEREIN PROVIDED, OR IN CASE OF THE DEPOSIT OP A 
SUFFICIENT SUM OF MONEY FOR THE FULL PAYMENT OF THE BoNDS AND COUPONS,- AND 
THE DISCHARGE OF ALL. OTHER OBLIGATIONS ON THE PART OF THE 80ARDt AS HEREIN 
PROVIDED, THE TRUSTEE SHALL EXECUTE AND DELIVER TO THE SOARD ON DEMAND, AT THE 
COST AND EXPENSE OF THE BoARD, AL.L PROPER INSTRUMENTS THAT MAV BE NECESSARY TO 
EVIDENCE THE SATISFACTION AND TERMINATION OP' THIS INDENTUREe· 
Sgc:TION 9.02. THE SATISFACTION AND DISCHARGE OF THIS INDENTURE 
PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO THE RIGHT OF THE 
TRUSTEE TO SE PAID ANY COMPENSATION THEN DUE IT HEREUNDER AND TO DE PROTECTED 
AND SAVED HARMLESS BY THE BoARD FROM ANY AND ALL LOSSES, LIABILITIES, 
COSTS AND EXPENSES, INCLUDING COUNS&iL FEES1 AT ANY TIME INCURRED BY THE 
TRUSTEE HEREUNDER OR CONNECTED WITH ANY BOliO ISSUED HEREUNDER• AND THE 
BOARD HEREBY COVENANTS TO PROTECT AND SAVE THE TRUSTEE HARMLESS FROM ANY 




UNDER THIS INDENTURE, EXCEPT SUCH AS MAY BE CAUSED BY THE GROSS NltGL.IGS:NCB 
OR WILLFUL DEFAULT OF THE TRUSTEe:. 
ARTICLE TEN 
CONCERNING THE TRUSTEE 
SecTION 10,01, THE TRUSTEE HEREBY ACCEPTS THE TRUSTS IMPOSED 
UPON IT BY THIS INDENTURE, BUT ONI.Y UPON AND SUBJECT TO THE FDI.LDWING EXPRESS 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
(A} THE TRUSTEE MAY EXECUTE ANY OF THE TRUSTS OR POWERS HEREOF 
AND PERFORM ANY OUTIES REQUIRED OF IT, BY OR THROUGH ATTORNEYS, 
AGENTS, RECEIVERS, OR EMPLOYEES, AND SHALL BE ENTITLED .TO 
ADVICE OF COUNSEL CONCERNING ALL MATTERS OF TRUST HEREOF AND 
ITS QUTIES HEREUNDER, AND MAY IN ALL CASES PAV SUCH REASON-
ABLE COMPENSATJON AS IT SHALL DEEM PROPER TO ALL SUCH ATTOR-
NEYS, AGENTS1 RECEIVERS AND EMPLOYEES AS MAY REASONABLY BE 
EMPLOVE"D IN CONNECTION WITH THE TRUSTS HEREOF,, AND THE 130ARD 
COVENANTS AND AGREES TO REPAY UPON DEMAND ALL SUCH OUTLAYS 
AND EXPENDITURES SO INCURRED. 
(s) ExcEPT FOR THE AUTHENTICATION OF BoNes, THE TRuSTEE SHALL 
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY RECITALS HEREIN OR IN SAID 80NDS1 
OR FOR INSURING THE PROJECT OR COLLECTING ANY INSURANCE 
MONEVS1 OR FOR THE EXECUTION OF THIS INDENTURE OR OF ANY 
SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURES OR INSTRUMENT OF FURTHER ASSURANCE 
OR' FOR THE VALIDITY THEREOF.,. OR FOR THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE 
SECURITY FOR THE 80NDS ISSUED UNDER OR INTENDED TO BB SECURED 
HEREBY, OR FOR THE VALUE OR TITLE OF THE 80ARD TO THE PROJECT1 
OR AS TO THE MAINTENANCE OF THE SECURITY HEREOFt AND THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL NOT SE SOUND TO ASCERTAIN OR INQUIRE AS TO THE 
PERFORMANCE OR OBSERVANCE OF ANY COVENANTS1 CONDITIONS OR 
AGREEMENTS ON THE PART OF THE BOARD CONTAINED HEREIN1 BUT THE 
TRUSTEE MAY REQUIRE OF THE BOARD FULL INFORMATION AND ADVICE 
AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE C:OVENANTS1 CONDITIONS AND AGREEMENTS 
AFORESAID AND AS TO THE CONDITION OF THE PROJECT. 
(c) ALL MONEYS RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER ANY PROVISION OP' 
THIS INDENTURE SHALL, UNTIL USED OR APPLIED AS PROVIDED IN 
THIS INDENTURE, BE HELD IN TRUST FOR THE PURPOSE P'OR WHICH 
SUCH MONEY$ WERE RECEIVBD1 BUT NEED tiOT BE SEGREGATED FROM 
OTHER FUNDS EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY LAW. THE TRUSTEE 
SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATED TO PAY INTEREST ON SUCH MONEYS1 SAVE SUCH 
AS IT SHALL AGREE TO PAY THEREON• THE TRUSTEE MAY BECOME 
THE OWNER OF BONDS AND COUPONS SECURED HEREBY WITH THE 
SAME RIGHTS WHICH IT WOULD HAVE IF NOT TRUSTEE• 
(D) THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE PROTECTED IN ACTING UPON ANY NOTIC£1 
REQUEST, CONSENT, CERTIFICATE, ORDER, AFFIDAVIT, LETTER, 
TELEGRAM OR OTHER PAPER OR DOCUMENT BELIEVED BY IT TO BE 
GENUHlE AND C:ORRECT1 AND TO HAVE BEEN SIGNED OR SENT BY 
THE PROPER PERSON OR PERSONs, AND THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE 
REQUIRED TO RECOGNIZil ANY PERSON AS A HOLDER OF ANY 80ND OR 
COUPON OR TO TAKE ANY ACTION AT HIS RgQUEST UNI.BSS SUCH 
i3oND OR COUPON SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE, OR SUB-
MITTED TO IT FOR INSPECTION. ANY ACTION TAKEN av THE TRuSTEE 
PURSUANT TO THJS INDENTURE, UPON THE REQUEST OR AUTHORITY 
OR CONSENT OF ANY PERSON WHO AT THE TIME OF MAKING SUCH 
REQUEST OR GIVING SUCH AUTHORITY OR CONSENT IS THE OWNER OF 
ANV 80ND SECURED HEREBV1 SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND BINDING 




(e:) THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT Bll: COMPELLED TO 00 ANV ACT HERI!UNOER1 
OR TO TAt<E ANY ACTION TOWARD THE EXECUTION OR ENFORCEMENT 
OF THE TRUSTS HERESY CREATED OR TO PROSECUTE OR TO DEFEND 
ANY SUIT IN RESPECT HEREOF, UNLESS INDEMNIFIED TO ITS 
SATISFACTION AGAINST LOSS, COST, LlABILITV AND EXPENSE. 
,, 
(F) As TO THE EXISTENCE: OR NONEXISTENCE OF ANY FACT OR AS TO THE 
SUFFICIENCY OR VALIDITY QF, ANY INSTRU~ENT, PAPER OR PROCEEDJNG1 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE ENTITLED TO REL.V UPON A CERTIFICATE OF THE 
SOARD SIGNED BV THE CHAIRMAN AND ATTESTED BV THE SECRETARY AS 
SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF THE FACTS THEREIN CONTAINEC1 AND SHALL 
ALSO BE AT LIBERTY TO ACCEPT A SIMILAR CERTIP'ICATS: TO THE EFFECT 
THAT AAY PARTICULAR DEALING, TRANSACTION OR ACTION IS NECESSARY 
OR EXPEDIENT, BUT MA~1 IN ITS DISCRETION, AT THE REASONABLE 
EXPENSE OP' THE 80ARD1 IN EVERY CASE SECURE SUCH FURTHER EVIDENCE 
AS IT MAY THINK NECESSARY OR APVISABI..£1 BUT SHALL IN NO CASE BE 
BOUND TO SECURE THE SAME, THE TRUSTEE MAV ACCEPT A CERTIFICATE 
OF THE SECRETARY OF THE l30ARD1 UNDER ITS CORPORATE SEAL~ TO THE 
EFFECT THAT A RESOLUTION 1 ... FORM THEREIN SET FORTH HAS BEEN 
ADOPTED BY THE 80ARD1 AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE THAT SAID RESCL.UTIOt,l 
HAS BEEN DULY ADOPTED, AND IS IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT• THE 
TRUSTEE MAY, IN RELATION TO.THlS INDENTURE, ACT UPON THE OPINION 
OR ADVICE OF ANY ATTORNEY, VALUATOR, SURVEYOR, ENGINEER, 
ACCOUNTANT, OR OTHER EXPERT, WHETHER RETAINED OR SELECTED BY 
THE TRUSTEE, THE 80ARD1 OR OTHERWISE, AND IN THE ABSENCE OF 
NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT SHALL. NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS RE-
SULTING FROM ANY ACTION OR NON-ACTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH AHY 
SUCH OPINION OR ADVICE. 
(o) THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY ACTION TAKEN OR OMITTED 
TO BE TAKEN BY IT IN GOOD FA.ITH ~\No REASONABLY BELIEVED BY IT 
TO BE WITHIN THE DISCRETION OR POWER CONFERRED UPON IT BY THIS 
INDENTURE OR IN THE ABSENCE OF NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT BY RESPONSIBL.E 
P'OR THE CONS~QUENCES OF ANY OVERSIGHT OR ERROR OF JUCGMENT1 
AND THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE ANSWERABLE ONLY FOR ITS OWN ACTS,. 
RECEIPTS, NEGLECTS AND DEFAULTS. 
(H) AT ANY AND ALL REASONABLE TIMES, THE TRUSTEE 1 AND ITS DUl.Y 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS, ATTORNEYS, EXPERTS, ENGINEERS• ARCHITECTS, 
ACCOUNTANTS AND REPRESENTATIVES, SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT FULLY 
TO INSPECT ANY AND ALL OF THE PROJECT, INCLUDING ALL BOOKS, 
PAPERS, AND CONTRACTS OP' THE BoARD AND Coa..LEGE1 AND TO TAKE 
SUCH MEMORANDA FROM AND IN REGARD THERETO AS MAY BE DESIRED, 
(a) THE TRusTEE SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO GIVE ANY BoNo OR suRETY 
IN RESPECT OF THE EXECUTION OF THE SAID TRUSTS Af'riD POWERS OR 
OTHERWISE IN RESPECT TO THE PREMISES. 
SECTION !0.02. THE TRUSTEE MAV AT ANV TIME RESIGN AND BE 
DISCHARGED OF THE TRUSTS HERESY CRE:ATED BY MAILING WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE 
BoARD AND TO EACH REGISTERED OWNER OF BONDS, SPECIFYING THE DAY UPON WHIC::H 
SUCH RESIGNAT.ION SHALL TAKE E:PP'&:CT1 AND THEREAFTER, UNLESS ALL OUTSTANDING 
BoNOs ARE REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, CAUSING NOTICE THEREOF TO BE PUBLISHED 
(A) IN A OAILY NEWSPAPER OF G£HERAL CIRCULATION AT THE TIME PUBLISHED IN 
THE ENGLIS.H LANGUAGE IN THE C1TV OF LouiSVILLE, I"<ENTUCKY, AND (a) IN A 
FINANCIAL NEWSPAPER 0~ JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN TH.E ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN N£w 




OATS: UpON WHICH SUCH RESIGNATION SHALL TAKE EP'FECT, AND SUCH RESIGNATION 
SHAL.L TAKE EFFECT UPON THE DAV SPECIFIED IN SUCH NOTICE UNLESS PREVIOUSL.Y 
A SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE BEEN APPOINTED BY THE BONDHOLDERS OR THE 
BoARD IN THE MANNER HEREINAFTER IN THJS ARTICLE PROVI DED• AND IN SUCH EYE NT 
SUCH RESIGNATION SHALL TAKE EFFECT IMMEDIATELY ON THE APPOINTMENT OF SUCH 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. 
SECTION 10.03, THE TRUSTEE MAV BE REMOVED AT ANV TIM!< BV AN 
INSTRUMENY OR CONCURRENT INST~UMENTS IN WRITING 1 DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTEE 
AND TO THE BOARD, AND SIGNED BY THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT 
OF THE 8CNDS HEREBY SECURED AND THEN OUTSTANDING. 
SfjCTION 10.04. )N CASE THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER SHALL RESIGN OR 
BE REMOVED, OR SE DISSOLVED, OR SHALL BE .H COURSE OF DISSOLUTION OR LIQUIDATION, 
OR OTHERWISE BECOME INCAPABLE OF ACTING HEREUNDER, OR IN CASE THE TRUSTEE 
SHALL BE TAKEN UNDE;R THE CONTROL OF ANY PUBLIC OFFICER OR OFFICERS, OR OP' 
A RECEIVER APPOINTED BY A COURT, A SUCCESSOR MAY BE APPOINTED BY THE HOLDERS 
OP' A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE BoNDS HEREBY SECURED AND THEN 
OUTSTANDING BY AN INSTRUMENT OR CONCURRENT INSTRUMENTS IN WRITING, SIGNED 
BV SUCH HOLDERS, OR BY THEIR ATTORNEYS IN FACT, DULY AUTHORIZED; PROVIDED, 
NEVERTHEI.ES$1 THAT IN CASE OF ANY SUCH EVENT THE 8oARD BY AN INSTRUMENT 
SIGNED BY THE CHAIRMAN, AND ATTESTED BY THE SECRETARY, UNDER ITS CORPORATE 
SEAL, MAY APPOINT A TEMPORARY TRUSTEE TO FILL SUCH VACANCY UNTIL. A SUCCESSOR 
TRUSTEE SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE BONDHOLDERS IN THE MANNER ABOVE PROVJDKD• 
AND ANY SUCH TEMPORARY TRUSTEE SO APPOINTED BY THE BOARD SHALL IMMEDIATELY 
AND WITHOUT FURTHER ACT BE 5UPERSEDED BY THE TRUSTEE SO APPOINTED BY SUCH 
BONDHOLDERS. EACH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE APPOII'rTED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS INDENTURE SHALL. BE A TRUST COMPANY OR BANK WITH ITS PRtNCIPAL OFFICE 
IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY AND HAVING A REPORTED COMBINED CAPITAL AND 
SURPLUS OF AT LEAST ON!< MILLION l.JOLLARS ($1,000,000), 
SECTION 10.05. EvERY succs:ssoR TRUSTEE APPOINTED HEREUNDER SHALL. 
£XECUTE 1 ACKHOWL.EDGE AND DELIVER TO ITS PREDECESSOR AND ALSO TO THE 80ARD1 
AN INSTRUMS.NT IN WRITING ACCEPTING SUCH APPOINTMENT HEREUNDER, AND THI£R£UpON 
SUCH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE WITHOUT ANY FURTHER ACT, DEED OR CONVEYANCE, SHAL..L 





OF ITS PREDECESSORi BUT SUCH PREDECESSOR SHALl. NEVERTHELESS, ON THE WRITTS:N 
REQUEST OF THE 80ARD1 EXECUTE AND DELIVER AN INSTRUMENT TRANSFERRING TO 
SUCH SucCESSOR TRUSTEE ALL THE RIGHTS, POWERS, AND TRUSTS OF SUCH PREDECESSOR 
HEREUHDERi AND EVERY PREDECESSOR TRUSTEE SHALL DELIVER ALL SECURITIES AND 
MONEYS HELD BY IT TO ITS SUCCESSOR. SHOULD ANY CONVEYANCE OR INSTRUMENT IN 
WRITING FROM THE BOARD BE REQUIRED BV ANY SUCC&:SSOR FOR MORE FULLY AND 
CERTAINLY VESTING IN SUCH TRUSTEE THE RIGHTS, POWERS AND DUTIES HEREBY VESTED 
OR INTENDED TO BE VEST£01 IN THE PREDECESSOR TRUSTEE1 ANY AND ALL SUCH 
CONVEYANCES AND INSTRUMENTS IN WRITING SHALL, ON REQUEST, BE EXECUTED, 
ACKNOWLEDGED AND DELIVERED BY THE 80ARDt 
ARTICLE ELEVEN 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
SggxJON 11.01. IN THE ~VENT THAT ANY EoNo assus:o Ha:REUNDER SHAL.L.. 
NOT BE PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT WHEN THE PRINCIPAl.. THEREOF BECOMES DUE1 EITHER 
AT MATURITY OR OTHERWISE, OR AT THS OATE FIXED FOR THE REDEMPTION THEREOF, AS 
HEREINBEFORE PROVIDED, OR IN THE EVENT THAT ANY COUPON SHAL.L. NOT BE PRESENTED 
FOR PAYMENT AT THE DUE DATE THEREOF 1 THE BoARD HAVING DEPOSITED WITH THE 
TRUSTEE FUNDS SUFFICIENT TO PAY SUCH 80NDS1 TOGETHER WITH ALL INTEREST DUE 
THEREON TO THE DATE OF THE MATURITY OF SUCH BoND OR TO THE DATE P'IXED FOR THEE 
REDEMPTION THEREOF, OR TO PAY SUCH COUPON, AS THE CASE MAY BE 1 THEN AND IN 
&:VERY SUCH CASE 1 INTEREST ON SAID BoNo OR ON SAID UNPAID COUPON1 AND ALL.. 
LIABILITY OF THE BoARD TO THE HOL.DER OF SAID BoND FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE. 
PRINCIPAL THEREOF AND INTEREST THEREON OR TO THE HOL..DER OP' SAID UNPAJD COUPON 
P'OR THE PAYMENT THEREOF AND INTEREST THEREON1 AS THE CASE MAY BE1 SHALL 
P'ORTHWITH CEASE 1 DETERMINE AND BE COMPLETELY DISCHARGED1 AND THEREUPON 
IT SHALL BE THE DUTY OF THE TRUSTEE TO HOLD THE FUNDS1 SO DEPOSITED IN TRUST1 
P'OR THE BENEFIT OP' THE HOLDER OF SUCH 80ND OR UNPAID COUPON, AS THE CASE MAY 
BE, WHO SHAL..L THEREAFTER BE RESTRICTED EXCLUSIVELY TO SAID FUNDS FOR ANY 
CLAIM OF WHATSOEVER NATURE ON THE PART OF SUCH HOL.DER UNDER THIS INDENTURE 
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:2o:cTION I 1.02. ExcEPT AS IN THIS SECTION OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY 
PROVIDES, THE HOLDERS OF SEVENTv-"FIVE PER CENT (75 PER CENT) OR MORE IN 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE 80NDS AT ANY TIME OUTSTANDING SHALL HAVE THE POWER, 
BY AN INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTS IN WRITING SIGNED BY SUCH HOLDERS IN PERSON 
OR BV THEIR DULY AUTHORIZED AGENTS OR ATTORNEYS OR BY A COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED 
BY AN AGRE!:EMENT TO WHICH ANY PORTION OF THE SeNDS SHALL HAVE BEEN MADE 
SUBJECT BY DEPOSIT OR OTHERWISE, AND DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTEE, TO AUTHORIZE 
ANY MODIFICATION OR ALTERATION OF THIS INDENTURE OR ANY INDENTURE SUPPLEMENTAl. 
MS:RETO OR THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE SOARD UNDER THIS INDENTURE OR OF 
THE HOLDERS OF ALL OF THE SoNeS THEN OR FROM TIME TO TIME THERIEAFTER OUTSTANDING 
UNDER THE INDENTURE AS FULLV AS THOUGH SUCH ACTION WERE SPECIF'ICALLV AND 
KXPRESSLY AUTHORIZED BY THI!. TERMS OF THE INDENTURE; PROVIDED ALWAYS THAT NO 
SUCH MODIFICATION OR ALTERATION (A) SHAL.L CHANGE OR IMPAIR THE OBLIGATION OF 
THE BOARD TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL. OF AND INTEREST ON THE BoNDS AT THE RESPECTIVE 
DATES AND AT THE PLACES AND IN THE RESPE:CTIVE AMOUNTS, AS PROVIDED IN THE 
EloNos, (a) SHALL GIVE TO ANY BoND oR BoNos SECURED BY THE INDENTURE ANY 
PREFERENCE OVER ANY OTHER 80ND OR 80NDS SO SECURED, (c) SHALL AUTHORIZE THE 
CREATION OF ANY LIEN PRIOR TO OR CN A PARITY WITH THE SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE 
LIEN UPON ANY OF THE PROPERTY SUBJECT TO SUCH STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN1 (D) 
SHALL DEPRIVE ANY BONDHOLDER OF THE SECURITY AFFORDED BY THIS INDENTURE, OR 
(a:) SHALL REDUCE THE PERCENTAGE REQUIRED BY THE PROVISIONS OP" THIS SECTION 
FOR ANY ACTION UNDER THIS SECTION. ALL PROVISIONS OF THIS TRUST INDENTURE ARK, 
OF COURSE, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN Tt1e: 
FORM OF THE PROPOSED 80NDS, WHICH APPEARS IN THE PREAMBLE TO THIS BoNO 
INDENTURE, ANY MODIFICATION OF THE PROVISIONS OP" THE INDENTURE MADE AS 
,O.FORESAJ01 SHALL BE SET FORTH IN A SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE BETWEEN THE TRUSTEE 
ANo THE BoARO. 
SECTION 11.03, WHENO>VER IN THIS INDENTURE ANY OF THE PARTIES HERETO 
IS REFERRED T01 SUCH REFERENCE SHALL BE DEEMED TO INCLUDE THE SUCCESSORS ANC 
ASSIGNS OF SUCH PARTY, AND ALL THE COVENANTS0 PROMJSES AND AGREEMENTS IN THIS 
INDENTURE SHALL BIND AND INURE TO THE BENEFIT OP' THE RESPECTIVE SUCCESSORS . 
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SECTION 11.04, NoTHING IN THis INDENTURE, EXPRESSED OR JMPLIF&:c, 
IS INTENDED OR SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO CONFER UPON OR GIVE TO ANY PERSON OR 
CORPORATION1 OTHER T!'IAN THE PARTIES HERETO AND THE HOLDERS OF THE BoNDS 
AND OF COUPONS1.ANV RIGHT, REMEDY OR CLAIM UNDER OR BY REASON OP' THIS 
JNDENTURE1 OR ANY COVENANT• CONOITION OR STIPULA"l'ION HEREOF, AND ALL THE 
COVENANTS, STIPULATIONS, PROMISES, AGREEMENTS AND CONDI"'"IONS IN THIS JNDEN'TURE 
CONTAINED, BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE 80ARD1 SHALL BE FOR THE SOL.E AND EXCLUSIVE 
BENEFIT OF THE PARTIES HERET01 THEIR SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS1 AND OF THB HOLDERS 
OF THE BoNDS AND OF COUPONS. 
St=::CTION JJ.Q5, ANY REQUEST, DECLARATION OR OTHER INSTRUMENT 
REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY THIS INDENTURE TO BE MADE OR GIVEN BY BONDHOLDERS 
MAY BE IN ANY NUMBER OF CONCURRENT INSTRUMENTS OF SIMILAR TKNOR, AND MAY 
BE SIGNED OR EXECUTED BY SUCH BONDHOLDERS IN PERSON OR BY ATTORNEY APPOINTED 
IN WRITING• PROOF OF THE EXECUTION OF ANY SUCH REQUEST, DECLARATICJ1; OR 
OTHER INSTRUMENT, OR OF A WRITING APPOUITING ANY SUCH ATTORNEY, AND OF THE 
HOLDING BY ANY PERSON OF BoNDS TRANSFERABLE BY DEUVERY OR INTEREST COUpONS 
&HALL BE SUFFICIENT FOR ANY PURPOSE OF THIS IND!tNTURE ANO SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE 
IN FAVOR OF THE TRUSTES AS AGAINST THE PERSON SIGHING SUCH" AEc:i~ST AND··ALL 
FUTURE HOLDERS OF THE BoNDS HELD BY SUCH PERSON WITH REGARD TO DUE ACTION 
'1"AKEN BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER SUCH REQUEST, DECLARATION• OR OTHER INSTRUMENT, 
IF MADE IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER! 
THE AMOUNT OF INTEREST COUPONS HELD BY ANY PERSON 
EXECUTING SUCH INSTRUMENT AS A BONDHOLDER• AND THE AMOUNTS 
AND ISSUE NUMBERS OF THE BONDS TRANSFERABLE BY DELIVERY HELD 
SV SUCH PERSON, AND THE DATE OF HIS HOLDING THE SAME1 MAY BE 
PROVED BY AN ACCOMPANYING CERTIFICATE EXECUTED BY ANY TRUST 
COMPAKV, BANK, BANKERS, INSTITUTION OR OTHER DEPOSITORY 
(WHEREVER SITUATED) IF SUCH CERTIFICATE SHAL.L BE DEEMED BY THE 
TRUSTEE TO BE SATISFACTORY, SHOWiNG THEREIN THAT AT THE DATE 
THEREIN MENTIONED SUCH PERSON HAD ON DEPOSIT WITH OR EXHIBITED 
TO SUCH DEPOSITORY THE 80NDS ANc-'OR INTEREST COUPONS 
DESCRIBED IN SUCH CERTIFICATE. THE TRUSTEE MAV1 NEVERTHELESS, 
IN ITS Dl SCRETION, REQUIRE FURTHER PROOF IN C:ASES WHERE IT 
DEEMS FURTHER PROOF DESIRABLE• 
THE OWNERSHIP OF REGISTERED BoNOS SHALL BE PROVED BY 
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S§t;TION 11.05. THIS IN~ENTURE MAY BE SIMULTANEOUSLY EXECUTED 
IN ANY NUMBER OF COUNTERPARTS, AND ALL SAID COUNTERPARTS EXECUTED AND 
DELIVERED, EACH AS AN ORIGI NAL1 SHALL CONSTITUTE BUT ONE AND THE SAME 
INSTRUMENT, THE DATE OF ACTUAL EXECUTION OF THISJNOENTURE SHALL BE THE 
DATE OF EXECUTION BY THE TRUBTBE, 
ARTICLE TWELVE 
IDENTIFICfl.TION OF THE PROJECT 
SgcxiON 12.01. THE UPROJECTU AS REFERRED TO-THROUGHOUT THIS 
INDENTURE, IS HEREBY IDENTIFIED AS A NEW DORMITORY WITH COUNSELLORtS 
APARTMENT AND APPURTENANT FACJLI.TIES1 TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 280 STUDENTS, 
TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY THE 8oARD1 UPON A PORTION OF THE CAMPUS OF THE COLLEGE 
IN THE CITY OF i'viuRRAv, CALLOWAY CouNTY, l<e:NTUCKY, oe:scRtse:c As FOLLows: 
E:EGINNING AT A POINT 929 FEET EAsT WITH THE SECTION 
LINE AND 35 FEET 90 DEGREES NoRTH OF THE SouTHWEST 
CoRNER OF' THE SouTHWEST C'uARTER OF SECTION 22, T.2. 11:, 
4, EAST AND BOUNDED AS FOLLOws: 
THENCE, NoRTH 81 FEET TO A sTAKE; THENCE, 90 DEGREES 
EAsT, 123 FEET To A sTAKEi THENCE, 90 DEGREES NoRTH, 
88 FEET TO A STAKEi THENCE, 90 DEGREES E:AST 0 104 FEET 
TO A STAKEt THENCE 90 DEGREES SoUTH, 88 FEET TO A 
STAKE; THENCE 90 DEGREES EAST, 123 FEET TO A STAKEt 
THENCE 90 DEGREES SouTH, 81 FEET TO A STAKE IN THE 
RIGH,.-OF-WAYt THENCE, Vfs:sT WITH THE RIGHT-OF-WAY 350 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, 
5Ato PROPERTY HAVING BEEN ACQUIRED ev MuRRAY STATE 
CoLLEGE av &JEEo DATED l'vlARCH 4, 1959, AND RECORoEo 
IN DEEO 8ooK 107, PAGE 48, IN THE CALLOWAY CouNTY 
CLERKIS OFFICE, 
IN VciTNESS VvHEdEOF, THE PARTY oF THE FIRST PART HAs cAusED 
ITS CORPORATE NAME TO BE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED BY THE CHAIRMAN OF ITS BoARD 
OP' REGENTS AND ITS CORPORATE SEAL TO BE HERETO AFFIXED, AND SAID SEAL TO 
BE ATTESTED AND THIS INDENTURE TO BE COUNTERSIGNED BV THE SECRETARY OF 
ITS BoARD OF REGENTS, AND SAID CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST CoMPANY 
TO EVIDENCE ITS ACCEPTANCE OF THE TRUSTS HEREBY CREAT!;D AND VESTED IN 
IT, HAS CAUSED ITS CORPORATE NAME TO BE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED BY ITS ?RESIDENT 
OR BY ONE OF ITS VICE PRESIDENTS, AND ITS CORPORATE SEAL TO BE HERETO AFFIXED 
AND SAID SEAL TO BE ATTESTED AND THIS INDENTURE TO BE COUNTERSIGNED SV ITS 
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TRUST 0F"FICE!:Rt ALL AS OF THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN, BUT ACTUALLY 
/ 
o-tl...-
oN THIS __ L._..,:::tf ________ DAV OF Lzt.,wazz-/yd! • 1960, 
(SEAL) 
CouNTERSIGNED: 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE 
COLLEGE AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
BY~.._ .. u!f /~ 
' 
CHAIRMAN 
WITNESS TO THE EXECUTION HEREOF 




WITNESSES TO T 
ONBEHALF~~~LU 
STATE OF KENTUCKY ) SS 
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY ) 
CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST 
COMPANY 
I (7 r£ '-1-, . / . , ON THIS _J DAY OF ~ , 1960, BEFORE 
ME, M, 0, WRATHER, A NoTARY PuBLIC IN ANo FOR SAIO CouNTY IN THE STATE 
AFORESAID, APPEARED V'JENDELL P. CuTLER AND ?ATSV RowLAND, TO ME PERSONALLY 
KNOWN AND TO ME KNOWN TO BE THE CHAIRMAN AND 5EC~ETARV1 RESPECTIVELY, 
OF THE BoARD oF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, ONE oF THE coRPORATIONS 
DESCRIBED IN AND WHICH EXECUTED THE WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT AND 





THE WENDELL P. BuTLER IS THE CHAIRMAN oF SAID BoARD OF REGENTs, AND 
SHE, THE PATSY RowL.At-~D, 1s THE SECRETARY O!=' SAID SoARD OF REGENTs; 
THAT THE SEAL AFFIXED TO THIS WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT IS THE 
CORPORATE SEAL OF SAID CORPORATION1 THAT SAID INSTRUMENT WAS EXECUT&:D1 
SIGNED AND SEALED IN BEHALP' OF SAID CoRPORATION SV AUTHORITY OP' ITS 
SoARD oF REGENTSi .AND SAID WENDELL P, BuTLER AND PATSY RowLAND EACH 
ACKNOWLEDGES THE EXECUTION OF SAID INSTRUMENT TO BE AND SAID INSTRUMENT 
TO BS: THE FREE AND VOLUNTARY ACT AND DEED OP' SA: a CORPORATION BV IT 
VOLUNTARU .. Y EXECUTED, 
WITNESS MY HAND AND NOTARIAL SEAL THIS I yf,{_~ 
~ , 1960, !Viv COMMISSION EXPIREs: .~ J-'f-11 J, :L--
NoTARY PuBLIC IN AND FOR THE CouNTY AND 
STATE AFORESAID 
(SEAL oF NoTARY) 
STATE OF ::ENTUCI<Y 
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
) 
) ss 
~c:-~-~~:-7 DAY OF -~ri~~Z::::S.:,,:a.::j~~-'' J96t, BEFORE ME, 
c aN AND FOR sAac CouNTY 
IN THE STATE AFORESAID, APPEARED lVI, • iVhLL.ER, TO ME PERSONALLY 
KNOWN AND TO ME KNOWN TO BE THE VICE-PRESIDENT AND THE SECRETARY, RESPECTIVELY, 
oF CITIZENS FaoELITV BANK AND TRusT CoMPANY, ONE OF THE coRPORATIONs 
DESCRIBED IN AND WHICH EXECUTED THE WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUM&:NT1 AND 
WHO BEING BV ME SEVERALLY DULY SWORN EACH FOR HIMSELF DID SAY THAT HE, 
THE sAID M. B. SENN r.s· THE VJcE-PnEsJoENT OF SAID CoRPORATION, AND HE, 
THE SAID J, ~~ fviJLLER1 IS THE SECRETARY OF SAID CORPORATION; THAT THE SEAL 
AFFIXED TO THE WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT IS THE CORPORATE SEAL OF 
SAID CoRPORATION, TI-IAT SAID INSTRUMENT WAS EXECUTED1 SIGNED AND SEAL.ED IN 
BEHALF OF SAID CORPORATION BY AUTHORITY OF ITS 80ARD OF UIRECTORS; AND SAID 
lVI. 8, 5ENN AND J, i~ MILLER EACH ACKNOWLEDGED THE EXECUTION OF SAID INSTAUME.NT 
TO BE AND THE SAID INSTRUMENT TO BE THE FREE AND VOLUNTARY ACT AND DEED OF 
SAID CORPORATION BY IT VOLUNTARILY EXECUTED. 
~ss 
MY HAND AND NOTARIAL SEAL THIS II DAY OF 
, 196f. iV1v CoMMISSION EXPIREs: ~41 'e< '( 
.._~~~=s.....-"@~ . .J.S<f~~~~;:;~;:~::~r:-r-....,._______ 
NoTARY PuaLac IN AND FOR THE CouNTY AND 
STATE AFORESAID 
(SEAL oF NoTARY) 
CERTIFICATE Qf' COUNT)' CLERK 
I, RANDALL B, PATTERSON, CLERK OF THE CouNTY CouRT oF CALLOWAY, J.. 
KENTUCP.> HE EBY CERT'F/.Y THAT THE FOREGOING TRUST INDENTURE WAS ON THE I* -
DAY OF "• FILED IN MY OFFICE 1 TO BE AND HAS BEEN, TOGETHER WITH 
THE ERTIFICATES YACHED THERETO, 
--~-=---'' PAGE ;). • 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL THIS 
(CouNTY SEAL) CouNTY CLERK OF CALLOWAY CouNTY,p;_{E ucKY 
44- {.21 ~ 1<'1 e. 
~ ',z ·.t.-~ /(~·-;? ~AJ .. 
• 
NOTICE OF SALE 
SEALED COMPETITIVE BIDS WILL BE RECZIYED BY THE BoARD OF REGENTS 
OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT MuRRAY, !<ENTUCKY, AT THE OFFICE OF tTs 
SEcRETARY, IN THE CrTv oF MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, UNTIL 11 :00 A. M., C. S. T., 
I ON FEBRUARY 3, 1961 1 FOR THE PURCHASE OF ALL OR ANY OF THE HEREINAFTER 
DESIGNATED BLOCKS DF $800,000 OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE DoRMITORY 
(REvENuE) BoNos OF JuNE I, 1960, 
THE BoNDs WILL eE DATED JuNE 1, 1960, WILL MATURE SERIALLY ON 
JUNE 1 1 1963, THROUGH 2000, AND WILL BEAR INTEREST AT SUCH RATE OR RATES, 
AVERAGING NOT GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE INTEREST COST OF THREE 
AND ONE-EIGHTH PER CENT (3 1-8) PER ANNUM, AS ARE SPECIFIED IN THE SUCCESSFUL 
BIDe INTEREST IS PAYABLE JuNE 1, 1961, AND SEMI-ANNUALLY THEREAFTER; HOWEVER, 
ANY INTEREST COUPONS MATURING PRIOR TO THE DELIVERY OF THE BONDS WIL.L. BE 
DETACHED AND CANCELLED PRIOR TO DELIVERY• THE MATURITY AND REDEMPTION 
scHEDULES ARE SET FORTH IN THE OFFICIAL NoTICE oF SALE OF BoNes AND 
STATEMENT oF EssENTIAL FAcTs. 
THE BoNDS WILL BE SPECIAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE COLLEGE, PAYABLE 
SOLELY FROM AND SECURED BY A PLEDGE OF A SUFFICIENT PORTION OF THE GROSS 
INCOME AND REVENUES TO BE DERIVED FROM THE OPERATION OF A DoRMITORY 8UILDING 1 
WHICH REVENUES SHALL IN PART INCLUDE $29.00 OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE ASSESSED 
EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE DoRMITORY BuiLDING FOR EACH SEMESTER OF THE 
REGULAR TERM OF TWO SEMESTERS AND $15.00 OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE OF EACH 
STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE DoRMITORY 8utLDING FOR EACH REGULAR SUMMER SESSION, 
AND BY A STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN ON SUCH BUILDING. 
BtDS WILL BE CONSIDERED ON THE FOLLOWING BASts: (1) THE ENTIRE ISSUEt 
OR (2) BONDS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1963 TO 1970, INCLUSIVE; OR (3) BONDS 
MATURING IN THE YEARS 1971 TO 1980. INCLUSIVE; OR (4) BONDS MATURING JN THE 
YEARS 1981 TO 1990, INCLUSIVE; OR (5) BoNDS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1991 THROUGH 
2000, INCLUSIVE, 
ALL BIDS SHALL BE FOR CASH, AND A MINIMUM BID OF PAR AND ACCRUED 






THE HousiNG AND HoMe: FINANCE t.GENCV HAS ENTERED tNTO A LoAN 
AGREEMENT WITH SUCH BoARD OF REGENTS, PURSUANT TO WHICH THE FORMER HAS 
AGREEO TO BUY THESE 80NDS AT A THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH PER CENT {J 1-8 PER CENT) 
INTEREST RATE, PROVIDED NO OTHER EQUAL OR MORE FAVORABLE BIDS ARE SUBMITTED. 
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER WILL BE FURNISHED, WITHOUT COST, THE 
PREPARED BoNos AND THE APPROVING LEGAL OPINION OF MR. JosEPH R. KuetN, 
MuNICIPAL EsoHo ATTORNEY, OF LouiSYIL .• LE, KENTUCKY. 
A copy OF THE OFFICIAL NoTICE OF SALE AND STATEMENT OF EsseNTIAL 
FACTS FOR THIS ISSUE MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE UNDERSIGNED, PATSY ROWL.AND1 
SecRETARY, BoARD OF ReGENTs. 
THE PUBLICATION OF .THE FOREGOING NOTICE OF SALE WAS APPROVED 
ev THE BoARD oF REGENTS OF 
NovEMBER, 1960, 




OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALt:. OF bONub ANu 
STATEMENT OF ES&ENTIAL FACTS 
THE bOARD OF rts:GE:NTS OF lVIuRRAv, KENTUCKY, STATE CoLLEGE, IV1uRRAV 
t\ENTUCKY; IN ITS CORPORATE CAPACITY, AND BY AND THROUGH ITS, CORPORATE NAME, 
AS A STATE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING AND AN AGENCY OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, HEREBY GIVES NOTICE THAT UNTIL. f"RIDAY, THE 
THIRD DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1961, AT THE HOUR OF ELEVEN QICL.OCK A. lVI .. , c.s. T •• 
IT WU.L. RECEIVE AT THE OFFICE OF ITS SECRETARY IN THE CITY OF fviURRAV, 
KENTUCKY, SEALED COMPETITIVE BIOS FOR THE PURCHASE OF AN AGGREGATE 
OF ~800,000 PRINCIPAL AMOUNT oF ITS MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE LJORMITORY BoNos 
OF JuNE 1, 1960, DATED JuNE 1, 1960, REGISTRABLE AS TO PRINCIPAL. ONLY, OF 
THE DENOMINATION OF $1,000 EACH, NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY FROM 1 TO 80Q, 
INCLUSIVE, AND MATURING IN NU.MERICAL ORDER ON JuNE FIRST IN EACH OF THE 
RESPECTIVE YEARS, AS FOL.L.OWS; 1963-66, $12,000; 1!167-71, !;>14,000; 1972-75, 
~16,000; 1!176-7!>, $18,000; 1980-83, $20,000; 1984-86, $22,000; 1987-89, 
~24,000; I !190-!:11, !1>26,000; 1992-94, !!i28,000; 1995-96, $30,000; 1997-98, 
~32,000; AND IN 1999-2000, $34,000, 
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, EsONDS NUMBERED 1-104, INCLUSIVE, MATURING 
JUNE 1, 1963 THROUGH JuNE 1, 1970, INCLUSIVE, ARE NON-CALLABLE. THE bOARD 
OF REGENTS OF SAID COLLEGE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CALL AND REDEEM 8CHCS· 
NUMBERED 105-800, MATURING JuNE 1, 1971 THROUGH JuNE I, 2000, INCL.USIVE, PRIOR 
TO MATURING, AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN PART, IN THE INVERSE 
ORDER OF THEIR NUMBERING, SAID 80NDS NUMBERED 639-800, MATURING JuNE 1. 
1996 THROUGH JuNE 1, 2QQQ, INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST 
PAYMENT DATE, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION 
DATE, AND 80NDS NUMBERED 105-638, MATURING JuNE 1. 1971 THROUGH JuNE 1. 
1995, INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE FALLING 
AFTER JuNE 1, 1970, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION 
DATE PLUS A REDEMPTION PREMIUM OF THREE PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT 
THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO JuNE 1, 1975; TWO AND ONE-
HALF PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL.. AMOUNT THEREOF IF CAL..LED FOR REDEMPTION 
THEREAFTER AND ON PRIOR TO JUNE 1, 1~80; TWO PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT 




ONE AND ONE-HALF' PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLE!!D FOR 
REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO JuHlt 1, 1990, AND ONE PERCENT 
OF .THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER. 
PRIORITY AS TO CALL SHALL EXTEND TO BONOS NUMBERED 639 THROUGH 8001 
INCLUSIVE, OVER GoNDS NUMBERED 105 THROUGH 638, INCLUSIVE, 
IN THE EVENT OF SUCH PRIOR REDEMPTION, NOTICE THEREOF MJBT BE 
GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TRUST INDENTURE, AT L.Eo"\ST THIRTY DAYS PRIOR 
TO THE REDEMPTION DATE. 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST WILL BE PAYABLE AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE 
oF THE CITIZENS FIDELITY 8ANK AND TRuST CoMPANY IN LouiSVILLE, l(ENTUCKV, 
OR AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER OR REGISTERED OWNER, AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE 
oF CHEMICAL CoRN ExcHANGE BANK IN THE CITY oF NEw YoRK, NEw YoRK, THE 
BoNDS WILL BEAR INTEREST AT SUCH RATE OR RATES AVERAGING NOT GREATER THAN 
THREE AND ONE-EIGHT (3 1-8) PERCENT PER ANNUM, AS ARE SPECIFIED IN THE 
SUCCESSFUL BID• INTEREST IS PAYABLE ON DECEMBER 1, 1960, AND SEMI-ANNUALLY 
THEREAFTER; HOWEVER1 ANY INTEREST COUPONS MATURING PRIOR TO THE DELIVERY 
OF THE BONDS WILL BE DETACHED ~ND CANCEI-LEC PRIOR TO DELl VEERY. 
THE SoNes WILL aE SPECIAL. OBLIGATIONs OF THE CoLLEGE, sEcuRED BV: 
A Fl RST LIEN ~N ANC PLEDGE OF THE GROSS REVENUES DERIVP:D FROM THE 
OPERATION OF THE PROJECT, WHICH REVENUES ~HALL IN PART INCLUDE $29.00 OF 
THE INCIDENTAL FEE ASSESSED EACH STUDENT occuPANT OF THE DoRMITORY BuiLDING 
P'OR EACH SEMESTER OF THE REGULAR TERM OF TWO SEMESTE;RS AND $15.00 OF THE 
INciDENTAL FeE OF EACH STUDENT occuPANT OF THE DoRMITORY BuiLDING FOR EACH 
REGULAR SUMMER SESSIONt CONSISTING OF A NEW DORMITORY WITH COUNSELLORIS 
APARTMENT ~ND APPURTENANT FACILITIES; TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY ?.80 STUDENTS1 
LOCATED ON THE COLLEGE CAMPUS, AND A STATUTORY MORTG•\GE LIEN ON SAID PROJECT• 
AS PERMITTED AND DEFINED BY THE APPLICABLE STATUTES. 
8JDS W1LL BE CONSIDERED ON THE FOLLOWING BASIS! 
(I) THE ENTIRE $800,000 OF AUTHOR I ZED SONDSt OR 
(2) BoNDS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1963-1970. INCL,USIVE; OR 
(3) BoNos MATURING IN THE YEARS 1971-1980, JNCLUSIVEj OR 
(4) BoNDS MATURING ~N THE YEARS 1981-1990, INCLUSIVE; OR 




INTEREST ON THE BONOS WILL BE EVIDEtiCED BY COUPONS MATURING ON 
EACH JuNE 1 AND DECEMBER 1 AT RATES DETERMiNED ON THE BASIS OF COMPETITIVE 
BIDDING• BIDDERS MAY STIPULATE ONE OR MORE INTEREST COUPON RATES WITH 
RESPECT TO SAID SON~s, PROVIDING THE AVERAGE OF SUCH RATES DOES NOT EXCEED 
THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH PERCENT (3 1-8PER CENT) PER ANNUM• AND DNLV ONE (1) 
RATE MAY BE STIPULATED FOR BONDS MATURING ON THE SAME DATE. IF A BID 
CARRIES TWO OR MORE INTER:ZST RATES ON A SINGLE BLOCK OF 80NDSt OR ON COMBINED 
BLOC:KS OF BoNOS, AN AVERA'3E IN":"~REST RATE SHALL DE COMPUTED ON THE BASIS 
OF THE TOTAL INTEREST COSTS, AT PARo FOR SUCit SINGLE BLOCK OF BONDS OR 
COMBINED BLOCKS COVERED BY THE BID AT THE OFFERED RATES; AND IF THE AVERAGE 
RATE SO OBTAINED IS NOT MORE THAN THREE AND ONR-EIGHT PERCENT (3 1:~~8 PERCENT). 
THE BID SHALL BE CONSID~RED TO QUALIFYo. A B!D OF PAR.VALUE (PLUS ACCRUED 
INTEREST FROM DECEMBB;R 1, 19600 OR THE MOST RECENT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE 
PRIOR TO DEL~VERY OF TH&: 8oNoS0 TO THE DATE OF DELIVERY AND PAYMENT) SHALL 
BE REQUIRED• THE BoNDS WU .. L BE AWARDEO TO THE BIDDER OFFERING TO PURCHASE THE 
80NDS, OR ANY PORITJON THER&;OF1 AT THE LOW!!ST INTEREST COST TO THE 8oARC. 
THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY HAS ENTERED INTO A LoAN 
AGREEMENT WITH THE SoARD OF REGENTS oP MuJORAV, l\ENTUCI<V• STATE CoLLEGE• 
PURSUANT TO WHICH IT PROPO~ES TO BUY THESE 80NDS AT A THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH 
PER CENT (3 1-fl PERCENT) INTEREST RATE;, PROVIDING NO OTHER EQUALLY OR MORE 
FAVORABLE BIDS ARE SUBMITTED• THESE BONDS ARE ISSUED UNDER AUTHORITY 
CONTAINED IN SECTIONS 162,350 THROUGH 162,380. INCLUSIVE, OF THE KENTUCKY 
REVISED STATUTES, AND THE ISSUANCE OF THESE 80NDS HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED AND 
APPROVED BY THE STATE PROPERTY AND BuiLDIUGs CoMMISSION AND THE DEPARTMENT 
oF FINANCE oF THE CoMMoNWEALTH oF l<:::NTUCKY. 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS WILL PROVIDE THE PRIN're:o soNo eL.ANKS• AND 
THE UNQUA~IFIED1 UNCONDJ1,"JONAL1 APPROVING LEGAL. OPINION OF i'viR. JoSEPH R. 
RuBIN• MuNICIPJIL BoNo ATTORNEY, oF Lo•.JISV!LL"• I~ENTUCKV, TOGETHER WITH 
THE CUSTOMARY NO,.,...LITIGATION CERTIFICATE, THE SAME TO ACCOMPANY THE BoNDS 
WHEN DELIVERED, WITHOUT EXPENSE TO THE PURCH.\SER" THE 8oNDS WILL BE 
EXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW FACSIMILE SIGNATURE LAW (I<RS 61.390) 
-3-
- ' 
A COPY OF THE TRUST INDENTURE SECURING THESE BONDS IS AVAILABLE 
AT THE OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS, AND MAY BE OB"fAINED WITHOUT COST 
BY ANY INTERESTED BIDDER. 
EACH BIDo EXCEPT ANY BID OR BIDS MADE BY OR ON BEHALF OF AN 
I AGENCY OR INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, on THE CoMMON-
WEALTH OF l(ENTUCKY, SHALL BE ACCOMPANIED BY A CERTIFIED OR BANK CASHIER'S 
CHECK1 PAYABLE TO THE ORDER OF SAID SoARD OF REGENTS0 IN A SUM E:QUAL. TO 
TWO PERCENT (2 PER CENT) OF THE PAR VALUE OF THE BoNDS REFERRED TO HEREIN1 THS: 
SAME TO BE HELD UHCASHED UNTIL THE BONDS ARE DELIVERED AND PAID FOR, AT WHICH 
TIME THE AMOUNT THEREOF (eUT WITHOUT INTEREST THEREON) WILL BE ALLOWED AS 
A CREDIT UPON THE PURCHASE PRICE. 0rHERWI SE1 IF ANY PURCHASER SHOULD 
WRONGFULLY FAIL OR REFUSE TO ACCEPT AND PAY FOR THE BONOS WHEN TENDERED, 
THE BOARD OF REGENTS WILL BE AUTHORIZED TO CASH SUCH CHECK AND RETAIN THE 
PROCEEDS THEREOF AS AGREED LIQUIDATED DAMAGES FOR THE BREACH OF THE PURCHASE 
CONTRACT. THE CHECKS OF UNSUCCESSFUL BIODERS WlLL BE RETURNED FOLLOWING 
• THE MEETING OF THE BOARD TO BE HELD ON THE DATE OF SALE REFERRED TO ABOVE. THE i30ARp RESERVES THE RIGHT, IN ITS DISCRETION, TO DETERMINE 
THE BEST BID OR BIDS, TO W~IVE ANY INFORMALITIES AND TO REJECT ANY OR ALL 
BIDS• 
No PARTICULAR SID FOflMS SHALL BE REQUIRED, BUT ALL BIDS MUST 
BE MADE UNCONDITIONALLY AND IN CONFORMITY WITH TttE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
OFFICIAL NOTICE, (SIGNEe) PATSY RowLANc, SECRETARY, 8oARIJ OF REGENTS, 
IvluRRAV, l~ENTUC KY, STATE CoLLEGE. 
THE FOREGOING :::z.PROVEIJ eY THE BoARc or- REGENTS OF 
STATE CoLLEGE oN THE f2 cAY oF NovEMSER, 1960, 
MuRRAY 
-4-
REPORT OF P. W. OJ11JWII.Y1 llUSilllm liANII.GER 
'ID 'IUE PRIISIDl!21T AfiD OOiUW OF .!Ili.lQI'm OF 
lii.IHRAY STATE COLLEGE 
I ~e followine report 1s submitted for the infol'lll!ltion and cons1demt1an of tho President and ?oard of RegentD of lhlrray Stato Collogo: 
I. Sutll!ARY QE ~ OP!>R..'I'l'IOIJS - July 1 - Scptambsr :30, 19(:0 
l9E0-6.1 Fiscal Year 
I 
Account llnmber 
l. wta Appropria n ••• •.•••••.•.••••••• • ,r45 , • 
36-2-13-001 RevolVing~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 194,017.95 
36-2-13-101 a11Jd1ng Construction & Rono•~tion..... 12;792.50 
36J7-J7-105 S'llldant Union llill.<l:iJlG Construction •••• 995,000.00 
36J7-37-l07 242-Ded Uen•s Doroitor,y •••••••••••••••• 73),100.00 
36-17-:17-108 illectric Line to 21.2-Dod I.len' s Dom.... 9,500.00 
'J6-7-37~1JJJ 282-Bod Uan' s Doroitory ••••••••• ; •••••• GJ2,(:00.oo 
36-7-37-lll Classroom aa11dinG··················~-· 45,361.00 
36-17-37-112 \'ells Hall Bathroa!:l Renovation......... Q.,OOO.OO 
36--7-17-llS Fraternity House ••• ·•••••••••••••••••••• soo.oo 
36-7-'57-116 Ilcpair to Ordrlay Ilt:!ll... •• • ••••• ... ..... 10,ooo.oo 
~-37-117 Uarriad Students Housing............... 4:.711.53 
36J7-37-ll9 .Roof Jlerla.'tm ................. ·••••••• •• • • •• a,ooo.oo 
36-?-37-120 Uiscellanaouo Ropairs •••••••••••••••••• 15~500.00 
'J6-FI-37-JZJ. New Llaintenanoo lhil.diDg ............ ,.. 1,000.00 
36-7-37-122 DoveJ.ot:mmt of nursery................. 1;.500.00 
36-7-37-3.23 ~Bed J'!anl s Doml.tory. •• • .. • • • •• .... • 3:.000.00 
'36-?-37-l24 F.1na .Arts lhilc:Jiiie Air-condition Renov. 25:,000.00 

































· II, SULII.lARY OF FUl!D OP£:m~ICliS - July 1 1 1959 - September 30, 1900 
·. --
•••••••••••••••• 
36-2-~1 Rovolvine .•.•.•.••.•....•...•• 
UnenCilDberod 
awumbrances 
Less: Ehcu.mbranceo Fonarded 19l':0-61 Fiscal Year ••...•••.•••.•.••..••••.• 
Revoliring .Pund &:l.clnco Fol'l'l!lrded to 1960-61 FiDCiaJ. Yoar 
*'Ihis balance has bosn :transferred to ti1o 1960-61 Fiscal lear. 1"nl01l the 1900-61 · 
fisc<ll. year budget \'lD.S prepared• it m.D estunatcd ne lrould have 012,000.00 to 
transfor. 'Jhe acUlal lliiiOUllt is $40,602.10 nl.U.ch is ~,862.10 oore than was 
estil:lated 'l'lhen tile bud(:ot 'l'al!l prepared in April. 1900. 
36-2-13-101 .lbild:illg Construction&. Renovation ••• $ 58~.67 50,891.'72 
<~~*'lhi.s an>unt has been transferred to the ali.ldinB Construction and i1cnovution 
li\md for the 1900-61 Fiscal Year. ;2 ~ 
'• 
Receipts: . . . . . . . "" 
lam and .oa.raen Proctucts ...... •• • ....................... 9 272,39 
·%gs· and Pou.l.tr,r .......... ~.: ... ~ ................ ~ ........ 11473~'78. Da.:i.z7 Products-. ••••••••••••••• ~ •••• , .......... • • • • • • • .3~229.48 
Livestook ....................... ~. ~ ............ ~. •• • • •••• ••. 1,941,04 
· li'~ -P.:reill:i.ums ••.• "·"""" ..... ~- •• ; .......... ~ ~, •••• ; • •.•• •• • l7l.oo 
'· l\ft.&Joallaneous Recaipts~ •• ; ...... : • ••••••••• ~ ~ •••• ~: •. ~··•.· __ ... 'Jfn ......""'.20 ... 
~ndi 'lures: . · . 
:aJ:ades ~~:~if iin,ge~ ......... ~ .......... ~.~ .............. $ 4
1
7(f;..O? 
li:>tte~ &:' · Xeating · Serv.ice, • •. •. • ··.•• ·• •.• • .,.-; ••• • • •·•. · · · · 2l9.40 
~.vex. •• -~ .• ~~-······················ ... ~~.:.. .. ., .. ~~ ... -.•.••• ~ ~--
Eleo-f:;r.f.ci:t;.y ••• ~ •• ~ .. ....... ,.:, .. .. --~ ~ ••• -~ ·-~ ••.•.• ·-·"" ••••• ·~ ~ •. ~ .. -~.- 203.9Cr 
llepii;L.· to ,f.qJlipmant •••••.••• ~ ..... :,' •• ~ ••• ~ ~ ........... •·•·• • • . . 266.75 
1Jainter.'l00& of :auldinge -and Oroubds •••• ~ ~ •• .- ~ .... ~ .• ••: 79£1 .. 68 · 
Fee~·.t~t.d li'l)rage.;,. ··~···•··•·•··· .......... ······•····•··· l/lf1'1.54 
·Yotor Pb.ols & ··J:.ubrioants ............ -........ ~ ... ~. ~. •:-• •• • ..... ,. •···· ....... -
Beatitg Fuel. .. •·••·••• ••••.••. ; •• •·•••••••• .......... •··· •• ;; 6.09 
Veteri.:mry .lifediO!ll Supplj.es ..... , ... · .... • ........ r ~ ·.,. •.• ll7. 50 · 
·. Odmmarc:LaJ. S1Ji51pliee. ~. •-• ~ ·• • •••• _., • .- •••••••••••. •···· .... ~~.~ •. 8,00 
~cul~ 5tipplies, ....... ~ •••• ~... •• .. ••••• ••.•.••• ..... .266.13 
· Sood'~·.?ertilizer ............ ~··•~· ................. ~·•••'- .. ~!i6 
· I:asn:mnc:e •.•.• ~. ~ •• · .............. , •••••••• • ••. • • ~ ••••• ~ • •. 1 .. 330.48 
Uf.soelJ.a.leous ......... · ...... ~ ••••••• •. • • ~ • ... ;, ••• , ••• ,~.. • · :17.55 
thcb1nery &:.Implemante.; •• · ••••••• ,. ~~ ............. ~ ••• ~.... 252.00 
~ e.· -Fixed ·.a;p.upmon'f; .... •. ~ ..... ~ ............. , • •. 310· 70 
~lituros in· Excess ·of .llace1pts .................. ·~ .. •··~ 
IV. <WINlm· STAm.:ENT - July 1, 1960 • SGptet!bar' 30, 19~ 
~'t.s· . . 
, ~ V~~ots and Oanri:i.nG Fees .............. ~ .................. ., .. . 
. -:.-........ ~ ..... ,._ ..... _ .... ~ ............ -.......... -:·-··~:•. -.. e 1,335.94_-
to --~l»nent. .•.•.•• .......... · ••.•.• : •.•••••••••••••.• , ... .,_... . _··l06it-39 
Sll~·l:Les ......... •••••.• •·· •• -......... --· •••••••• ~ · 468.-06 
&Jntal.' o.t .Equ&.Pmant •••••••.•.•••.••• -................ ~ •.••• ~ 95.00 . 
_··!fl.s~_ ••.• ............... • •.••.• -.. •···· •••••••• ·~· •• · ••. · ~~76 · 
&3c6:1.P.te in EBx:ess.,of' lilll:psilditures, ... ••• ~ •• •:•"'• • •• ~, ... ··• •• 
I 
HeceiHts= 
oasb~oivod at Door ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• v 4.998.99 
UGal ~clalteoooo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oooooo 30,67)o02 
Sales to Snack BarooooooGo•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 835.C6 
~ditw:oes: 
~r1es & \~os •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~.ca 
51:lldont I:Qges ...................................... o. 1,49loGO 
Food Products ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19~.28 
Utilities ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lJ»lD~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooao 
0£f1co Supplies ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cbtna• Utansils• Etco••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Otiter Supplios •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rapoirs to ~pcant. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Othor ~es•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 
Salas ~-·•••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
llew EquiiDOnt: , 
l ~· Card File cabinet ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 6.00 
1 oa. Icod 'I'oa Dicpanser ••••••••••••••• •.•,... 53.30 
2 Gao ~ ~eke••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 32.66 












Corwamti ve St.:ltmoots 
June 15 - July .11., 19.59. •• ••• Pl'oi'it. ... • •• ;.;J.,CU9o:?Z 
Juno 1 ~ 31, l9SG •• ••••• Loss ......... 2~fY76.62 
June 1 - July 31, 1957 ....... Loss......... 73£;l.34 
VI. SIIACK BAR S T.il.mJEllT - June 13 - 1~U,"'lst 5 • 1960 - . 
S.nlca for Period. ••••••••••••• ••• o•• •••••• o ........... {). 51170lo 70 
Coat of Goods Sold •••••••••• ., •••••••••••••• o ••• o ••• ·-..:2:,aa.:3~5~6::::o~68=. 
Gross Profit on Snlas •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Operati.'lB Expenaos: · 
c-'1-....r ,.. ••r . ,'\ 2 169 , I 
~4CS ~ \~es••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••V , ·~ 
Repairs to ~pman~............................... 93.27 
I~~··•••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.50 
Janitorial Supplies................................. 32.os 
Household & lti tcben Supplies •••••••••••••••••••• o... 31.38 
Bota11 Salas Ta34•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••• 85.29 
Doprec1a.t1Dn on Supplios 1::. Equipoant •••••••••••••••• , ___ .:'7S.:::.•:;lt::~9:£. 
!btal Operating ~es ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Profit for Period. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Juna l5 - Aueust o, 19.59 ...... Pro!it •••••••• o 291.oo 
32aWoJ4 





P1ns Pong Balls ••••• ". • •·• • ....... • • • ••• • •••• • ••••• •. 3S.:30 
Cbo&-Oola&Pepsi Cola t~Qbinoeo••••••••••••••••••• l2B.06 ram•a 1Jact)1ne •••••••••••••••••• ~.................... ZL.~ 
OQca ~...................................... 99JSO 
!lbtal Beneipts ••• ......................... 0 • 0 0 0 
Elq1clndi:bU'IIIS . 
Student ~ee •••.•••.•.•••••..•••••••.•..•••..•.••• o 217.05 
lJorchand:lse £or Resale. •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32.4.02 
lletail Sal.es·~-·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ct" 1.,.40 
~otal ~~·••••••••••••••••••••••~••o• 
net Profit tor P~••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••• 
ibt.aJ. SW,.os •• o • o ••• o • o • • •• o • •• •• o • o •• o • o • oo • •• ·• •• o • o •• • o .f;;J,$'1 ,6JD.C3 
Coet of Goods Sol4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Cl221937.SO . 
~tlng ~enseo••••••••••••••••••••••••• l11?60.g&. net Profit •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Loss: Orodittar Dead Books•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~;l2 
!let Profit me t1u.r.rll;v State Colleee ................. C 22, 
Sal.ea for past i'iw years& · 
dUly1, 1955- JUne 30, 195~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$ 9.3,430o4S 
dUlyl, 1956- dwBa 30. 1957 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 100,502.69 
~y 1, 1957 -~ 30, 1958•···························· 122,532.45 
~1, l9SS- dwno 30• l9S9••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••• 133,44?.31 
~yl, 1959- JUne 30, 1960 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l5?,61Q.83 
:!he Fine Arts balldtJ Tb1ch Tlel'G 1eaued on October 11 19.45 tota.ll.ing lJn ,000.00 haw . · 
bGGD paid m tull. ~ final ~t o£ ~..ooo.oo tor bonds 'dl1ch 'IDll.d m'blre = 
AprU 1, 1961. · '111116 mada on Octobel' l, 1960 as thaeo bonds \'me caJ.l.ed for ~t·. 
pr.Lor to matariVo 
Since all tho bonds haw bean paid it is not necessary to continue to haw ~ 
ba:alc 80CQ.lJlte for tbie bond issue. 1he three bond aocounte axa as fallotiBI 
llama of Account ~ 
ltr!I&iiig rteWiDiS Account  
Bond Re&mption & Interest .llcct.Dank at A.Urmy . 
Operation & Ll.aintfmanco Accoont Bank oZ l.hrrq .. 
It. 1s llaZ'eb;v requested that tho .Board authorize the tl'oaal.rer to trazlsfor a.U 
.tWlda !n the B11l.d1ng 1.1ewnuo Acoount and Boad l1at..1zoomcnt and Intarest .Ac:ccJum to 
the 0perat4.an and l!IWltenanoe Account. 5he Mlpj?oe 1n the Operation and 
Uaintenanca Account 'l't.lll. be UBed chrJng the J'Gilllirvler of th18 fiecal ;year .tor 1hl 
opGrationmd maintonanon cf the bnJlcHng and purchas1ng now a;p'pmnt. 
I 
.Ue A£!!. (Oont1711Jo6) 
At 1he close of tbG ftsoal ~ OQ oJma 301 1961.1 therG 'I1SlJ. be DO IIGOGBal f4r .folo 
having a bank aocnJnt for Uw &e A.rte ~ 1esua ad tbs teotJ Eor llud.o, An GZI4 
Illwattce, 1lld.cb ~haw beal. deposited !n 121o F.t.nG Arte Dt'fldlng ilovmue 
Accollnt,. 1dll be inoludeoi Sn the ~ COIU'IIe .t'setJ and depoaited to 1kmt.7 State 
College lmol.vSng i\md Act::Wllt. . · . 
AD Q!'gaD bll8 beell piU'QbaBed fran \11clas 0zgan Ccapav, l118bJ,aD41 D]1"0£s1 to be 
irJ.ttBllad :In UJo recital. bal1 of the l!':1nG .Arte Dt1] df.ng. !!be coat of tile 01'gllllo 
1s 69,925.00 m1 ~t of 3.0% of tbe p.l1"':baee pr:t.oe bas beED madllEiaUI!g a 
bslrmce ~ o£ *la,932.50 to be pa.14 .from tbe F!lle Arts Operat.lan and liWlt.aa:mDce 
Account.. '.lb1ll orcnn 18 aue to be 1natalled m. UoWI!ilEil" 19€0. · 
b bonc!l8 ODd c:oupcms 'llWO dsst.t'o~ by fire Sn tho ~ Stlote Oolloge ~ 
plant flmlace Oil October 'Z1 1 l9(D in ths ~ of P.rsm&mt li.. B... lb)de,. US. 
ht.q lbwland• .Sec3:'6~ and i4'o JQmes A, Roeer&a ~ ot tbG Board at 
Beceftteo A col't4fioato as to tho bl:n:l1nB of tllese bonds and CWpoDe 'I'18B ~ 
b7 Dr. Woode.o Ulse Ilm&nd alld Hr. Bogers lllld 1s llft f:lle 'td.th tbo SeCl'Btal'y ot 
tho Jloard of BegaotB. . 
X. EXA!IDJAfiOU Di ..o.tJDI'roR OF PUBLIC .ACWJim) - - .. 
~e f:Jnnne'al rocoZ'dtl ot I.hml.7 St.D.to Coll.ogo tor the !:!.s=l ;year Gnd:iD8 .lme 3011 
1959 baw been flll87]]1ne4 ~ ~tatd.ws burl the o.U1ce of tbo Auditor ot 
Public Account of F:Nzlkt'ori, Km.tucq. A letter ot tranems.tta.l to Dr. B. n. i1:1oda, 
Pzw""""t and. tbo Board o.t IlacGntG dated J1uGust J:l 1 1960 taa etpd and to2."0al'de4 
b,y Ur. Joe SClbnllllC!al', ilud1tor o.t Public .Aceouftta. 
A 010PY of tbo 1>0p0rt b£ Glo'Zlf.lination ie proeGnted each mambOl' of tile Board ot llagelate. 
An .mmrlnatial of the :r:ocords for tbe fiscal :;oo:r wdiz.IB .1me :J),. 19£:0 'IIU ccm-
pleted on OctobCI' 24, 19(0 ancl tb.e report of tllio mramtnn.Uan 1dll be 1"eCCJlw4 
' 
1d.tldn tile next tw mekB at 'itlich t4ma a copy t4ll bel ~l:bo4 eGCh lllCI!Iler of 
tho ~ of 119gente. 
• ~rm.ro~ . . 
Attacbecl hereto 1e a copy ot the f1ml; quartBrJ.:r NpC4't of ~ d erpendf.• 
'blr8ll Eor tbe pal'1od Junel1 196? - Septeml:lol' ~' 19£0. 
m •. sTAnnn; lJ:ClHT £2!:! 
On Ootobor 24,. 1960 at ~ta:q 9J00 A. Lie, the o!gh.fV .toot ateel ~t polo 
located on tho D01"thwmttt eide ot tbe .football stodSum tell. ~ rute bolMne 
tho pole Sn place bad bea1 tiD!wd tibich eoablod tho 1d.l2d to 'blmr Ulo pole owr. 
llbe pole 1e 111 tm .·eections end both eecUoziD nere bent and the platt:ozm and 
IISxtecm f'l.ood11gb.t. on the top of the polo \'lOZ'8 dal!ligod ~ N,PIU. ~ta 
baw bOGo. made to liMp th1a pole to Ute ~ Izoon 'ICJ.'IIe,. Uadlv.1Jl.e,. Temeaa. 
to be ~terled and l'Otu.med f~ erooti.cn. It 1.e est.Satod tbat it 1d.ll cost 




A epaciDJ. oll.otl:lcmt o£ :)3pOOO.OO oiD.S llla.de by the Comm.iae1oner o£ Financo in 
Au&ust 1960 to purchase a lot fl'OLl Loon Collie and Jilm:do Ao Collie ltlicll is 
located in 'l7esbavan lle:lellte, a subdivision :1.n the Cit"-J of l.hrmy, Ken1ucey. 
ih1a lot is 1251 Tlido by 1901 long and adjo:l.na the Caudill property which is 
OTII1Eid by the college. 
~e translleti.on :rolat1ve to 1hia l.ot has bam coopletod and check in the amunt 
of $.3,000.00 isrued by irooeurer o£ Comron'l"loo.l:th o£ ll0n1ucey baa been delivered 
to llr. md !.irs. Collie as payment in i'ul.l for tho lot.. 
I 
I 
.. ' . ~ 
REPORT OF JAMES A ROGERS, TREASURER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGEN'l'S OF 
MURHAY STATE COioLIDE 
November 3. 1960 
BONDED AC~OUNTS - Stataments of September 30, 1960 
I. Health Bu1ldiiY & Home Management House ~sited. 
Biianae In BU ding-Revenue Aooount •.• 7 •• j21,839.50·B of Murray 
Balance 1n Bond & Interest Account ••••••• 16,060.00 Peoples Bank 
Balance 1n Operation & Maintenance Acct ••. 7,~~,.~ Bank ot Murray. 
. A$. • 
U. s. Treasury Bonds pur•chased !'rom 
surplus in Health Building Accounts: 
u. s. Treasury Bond No. 25909 - 2-l/8% 
u. s. Treasury Bond No. 1$501 - 2-1/2% 
Date of Purchase 
~10,000.00 Augiistl, 1954 
10,000.00 January 21, 1956 
Original amount of bond issue dated Nov. 1, 193$ ••• fl45,ooo.oo 
Bonds outstanding on· this account.................. 21,000.00 
Amount to be paid during period Oct. 1, 1960 -
Oct. 1, 1961 tor bonds i6,ooo.oo, interest ~720.00. 6,720.00 
Interest rate 4% and final maturity date Nov. 1, 1963. 
II. Fine Arts Building . . . . 
Dii'Ii'nC6I'n Building Revenue Account •••••• .jl0,660.42 ..,-~ 
Balance in Bond & Interest Account....... 40.87 Bank of Murray 
Balance in Operation & Maintenance Acct.. 792.51 Bank of Murray 
. . $11.69jo80 
u. s. Treasury Bond purchased from 
surplus in Fine Arts Building Revenue 
Account: 
Date of Purcnase 
U. S. Treasury Bond No. 25723 - 2-1/8% ~lO,OOOaOO January 21, 1~5& 
Original amount of Bond issue dated Oct, 1. 1945 •• ·lli 17,000.00 
Bonds outstanding on this account................. --- --
Bonds Nos. 59-64 in the amount of ~6,000.00 were 
called October l, 1960, prior to maturity date •. 
